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The Indian men’s hockey
team’s dream of an Olympic

gold after 41 years remained
unfulfilled as it lost 2-5 to world
champions Belgium in the last-
four stage but the side is still in
the hunt for a bronze in the
Tokyo Games here on Tuesday.

Alexander Hendrickx
(19th, 49th, 53rd minutes), the
tournament’s highest goal get-
ter, scored a hat-trick while
Loick Luypaert (2nd minute)
and John-John Dohmen (60th)
also struck to hand the reign-
ing silver-medallists their sec-
ond successive entry into the
final of the Olympics.

India’s goals came from
the sticks of Harmanpreet 

Singh (7th) and Mandeep
Singh (8th).

The Indians still have a
chance to secure an elusive
medal from the Olympics as
they will feature in the bronze
medal match on 
Thursday against Germany,
who lost 1-3 to Australia in
their semi-final clash.

India’s last appearance in
the final of the Olympics came
way back in 1980 Moscow
Games, where they went 
on to win their last of the eight
gold medals.

The Indians had only
themselves to blame for
Tuesday’s disappointment as
Belgium’s all four goals came
from penalty corners.

The Indian defence was put

under relentless pressure by the
Belgians as they secured as
many as 14 penalty corners out

of which they converted three.
Belgium’s game plan was

clear from the onset as they

tried to enter the Indian circle
and earn penalty corners with
Hendrickx and Luypaert in
their ranks.

The ploy worked to per-
fection as the Indian defence
wilted under pressure to con-
cede the set pieces.

Continued on Page 11
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Prime Minister Narendra
Modi will invite the entire

Indian Olympics contingent
to Red Fort as special guests on
Independence Day, the cele-
brations for which will remain
low-key for the second year in
a row due to the coronavirus
pandemic.

The PM will also meet the
athletes personally at his offi-
cial residence and interact with
all of them. Prior to the con-
tingent leaving for Tokyo, he
had promised ace shuttler PV
Sindhu to have ice-cream with
her, which she could not due to
her preparations for the games.
Sindhu became the first Indian
women athlete to bag two
Olympic medals.

Modi on Tuesday also

sought to cheer up the Indian
men’s hockey team that lost to
Belgium in the semi-final clash,
saying wins and losses are a
part of life and India is proud
of its players.

“Wins and losses are a part
of life. Our Men’s Hockey Team
at #Tokyo2020 gave their best

and that is what counts,” Modi
tweeted. 

Wishing the Team the very
best for the next match and
their future endeavours, he
said, “India is proud of our
players”. He also spoke with
Manpreet Singh, the captain of
the hockey team, after the
semi-final match, officials said.

Modi appreciated the
team’s good performance
throughout the tournament
and wished them luck for the
next game, they said. The
Indian women’s team is also in
the semi-final.

When the match was in
progress, Modi tweeted, “I’m
watching the India vs Belgium
Hockey Men’s semi-final at
#Tokyo2020. Proud of our team
and their skills. Wishing them
the very best!”
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The death of a 20-year-old Indian student in
China’s Tianjin city was a homicide and a

foreigner has been arrested in connection with
the murder, the Chinese Foreign Ministry said
here on Tuesday. The suspect’s nationality has
not been disclosed, officials said. Aman Nagsen,
who hailed from Bihar’s Gaya, was a student of
Business Administration in the Tianjin 
Foreign Studies University. He was found dead
on July 29. 

The Chinese Foreign Ministry, in a written
response to PTI, said around 8.00 pm, Tianjin
police received a call that an “Indian student was
lying on the floor of the dormitory with no sign
of life”.

Continued on Page 11
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The Central Board
of Secondary

Education (CBSE)
on Tuesday declared
the much-awaited
Class X results with
99.04 per cent stu-
dents declared
passed. While the
pass percentage of
boys is 98.89 per
cent, that of girls is
99.24 per cent.

While Thiruvananthapuram region topped
results with the highest pass percentage of 99.99,
as much as 98.19 per cent students in 
the Delhi region have passed the CBSE Class X
board examinations. 

Continued on Page 11
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Even as concerns are being
raised over the impending

third Covid-19 wave, the
Government on Tuesday cau-
tioned that the country is not
yet done with the second wave
and eight States have 
shown a rise in the R-factor
which, it said, is a “significant
problem”.

Dr VK Paul, who heads the
Government’s Covid task force,

said as many as 44 districts
have reported a high case pos-
itivity and the Delta-driven
second wave is still not over.
Eighteen districts showed an
increasing trend in cases in the
last four weeks, he said at a
Press conference here.

“Delta variant is a domi-
nant problem. The pandemic is
still raging and the second
wave is persisting in our own

country,” said Dr Paul, express-
ing concern about the R-factor
or the reproductive rate of a
virus, which indicates how fast
it is spreading.

Continued on Page 11
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India and China are likely to
pull back their troops from a

friction point in Gogra at the
Line of Actual Control (LAC)
in eastern Ladakh in the next
few days. This could be a sig-
nificant step towards resolving
the continuing border crisis.  At
present, about 30-40 soldiers
from both sides are in a face-
off situation there and 
may disengage after the Corps
Commanders of the two armies
reached a consensus. 

They had held the 12th
round of talks on Saturday
last and broadly agreed in
principle to withdraw from
Patrolling Point (PP) 17A 
in Gogra, sources said here 
on Tuesday. 

However, the final decision
will be taken by the top brass
of the military and diplomatic
hierarchy, they said.

The latest round of talks
lasting more than 10 hours was
held nearly four months after
the 11th round in early April.

As regards the face-off
sites, the other friction points
are in the Hot Springs and the
Depsang Valley, and the two
sides will hold more military

and diplomatic-level talks in
the coming weeks to ease ten-
sion there, they added.

Since last one and a half
years, the LAC is tense due to
transgressions by China with
the first incident taking place
in May last year at the Pangong
Tso (lake).  Shortly afterwards,
stand-off erupted at more
places, including Gogra and
Hot Springs.

The first disengagement
of troops from both the sides
took place in February this year
at the southern and northern
banks of the Pangong Tso.

Since then, a stalemate per-
sisted regarding the other fric-
tion points.

Incidentally, India and
China had started pulling back
their troops from Gogra and
Hot Springs last year but mas-
sive induction of troops and
armour by China saw the
process coming to a halt.

India has all along insisted
that China has to disengage
from all the friction points in
order to normalise ties.  India
has also made it clear status quo
ante has to be restored at the
LAC as it was in April last year.

A joint statement issued by
India and China on Monday
after the 12th round of talks
said the Corps Commander
Level Meeting was held at the
Chushul-Moldo border meet-
ing point on the Indian side.
This round of meeting was held
following the meeting of the
Foreign Ministers on July 14 in
Dushanbe, Tajikistan, and the
22nd meeting of the Working
Mechanism for Consultation
and Coordination on India-
China Border Affairs on 
June 25.

Continued on Page 11
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From meeting over a “sump-
tuous” breakfast to cycling

to Parliament in a bunch, for-
mer Congress president Rahul
Gandhi on Tuesday sought to
“unite” leaders of over a dozen
Opposition parties to 
take on the Modi-led NDA
dispensation in the 2024 Lok
Sabha elections. 

This is the second such

Opposition huddle in recent
times, the first convened by
NCP supremo Sharad Pawar. In
between, West Bengal CM
Mamata Banerjee camped in
Delhi in her bid to bring about
Opposition unity by meeting a
section of Opposition leaders.
Notably though, while the
TMC attended the Rahul-
chaired meeting unlike earlier
times, the BSP and AAP chose
to skip it.

“The more this voice
unites, the more powerful it
will become, the more difficult
it will become for the BJP and
RSS to suppress this voice. We
should remember the founda-
tion of unity and it is important
that now we start to come up
with the principles of this foun-
dation,” Rahul said in his wel-

come message to the leaders.
During the breakfast meet-

ing held at Constitution Club
in the vicinity of Parliament,
TMC leader Mohua Moitra,
NCP Lok Sabha MP Supriya
Sule, DMK’s Kanimozhi, Shiv
Sena leader Sanjay Raut and

Congress’ Mallikarjun Kharge,
Adhir Ranjan Chowdhury were
among those present.
Representatives of RJD, SP,
CPIM, CPI, IUML, RSP, KCM,
JMM, National Conference
and LJD too joined for tea and
breakfast with Rahul and 
other leaders.

Continued on Page 11
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Senior editors N Ram, Sashi
Kumar, and the Editors

Guild of India on Tuesday
filed a plea in the Supreme
Court seeking a Special
Investigation Team (SIT) to
probe the reported surveil-
lance of journalists and others
allegedly by the Government
through the use of Israeli firm
NSO’s Pegasus spyware. 

Apart from Ram and
Kumar, five other journalists
whose phones were tapped
using Pegasus spyware too
approached the apex court.
Paranjoy Guha Thakurta, SNM
Abdi, Prem Shankar Jha,
Rupesh Kumar Singh, and
activist Ipsa Shatakshi are the

five journalists who
approached the SC with the
forensic reports of Pegasus’
presence in their phones. 

Lawyer ML Sharma and
CPI(M) MP John Brittas too
have petitioned the SC seeking
a probe into the snooping inci-
dent. The cases are expected to
be listed on Thursday. 

The Guild’s petition stated
that journalists are tasked with
enforcing the public’s right to
be informed, accountable and
to an open and transparent
Government. The plea stated
that all attempts to seek
accountability and enforce
Constitutional limits through
Parliamentary processes have
been stonewalled. 

Continued on Page 11
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By December-end, around
18 crore

Covishield and
Covaxin jabs
against Covid-19
will be available
for inoculation
in the country,
the Government
told Parliament
on Tuesday even
as it hoped that four more
Indian pharma companies will
start production of indigenous

vaccines that will help meet the
domestic demand.

India has administered 47
crore doses of
vaccine so far
since the launch
of the national
v a c c i n a t i o n
drive from
January 16
aimed to pro-
tect the people
from the virus.

It plans to inoculate the adult
population by December end.

Continued on Page 11
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Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Tuesday slammed

the Opposition for “insulting
the legislature and the
Constitution” by forcing repeat-
ed adjournments and not
allowing Parliament to func-
tion. He also criticised the
“arrogant” conduct of those
from the Opposition who
remain unrepentant on their
conduct of tearing papers and
making “derogatory” 
remarks on the way Bills have
been passed.

The Opposition has not
been allowing Parliament to
function demanding a debate
on the Pegasus snooping issue.
The Government has termed it
a “non-issue”.

Briefing the media on
Modi’s speech at the BJP par-
liamentary party meeting,
Parliamentary Affairs Minister
Pralhad Joshi said the Prime
Minister expressed anger at the
conduct of some Opposition
members and noted that 
those who tore papers and

threw it around have remained
unrepentant.

This shows their arrogance,
Modi said and asked his party
members to maintain restraint.

While TMC MP Santanu
Sen had torn the statement of
IT Minister Ashwini Vaishnaw
on the Pegasus issue in the
Rajya Sabha, several
Opposition members had torn
papers in the Lok Sabha and
thrown it in the air and towards
the Chair.

TMC MP Derek O’Brien
had criticised the manner of
Bills’ passage in Parliament by
drawing a parallel with making
of “papri chat”. 

Continued on Page 11
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With stalemate continuing
in the Rajya Sabha for the

11th day, the Government,
Opposition and other parties
on Tuesday agreed on eight
items of business, including
seven Bills, for which 17 hours
of time has been alloted.

Parliament sources said
this was decided at a meeting
chaired by Chairman M
Venkaiah Naidu, who appealed
to all sides to enable normal
functioning of the House.

Continued on Page 11
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Over 25 lakh people were
given Covid vaccine shots

across the state in just six
hours during a special vacci-
nation drive on Tuesday. 

Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath congratulated peo-
ple for setting a new record as
over 25 lakh people took Covid
vaccine shots on Tuesday.
“Vaccine is the only shield to
protect us from COVID-19. I
congratulate the people of the
state for their active participa-
tion in the special vaccination
campaign carried out on
Tuesday,” he said through a
tweet.

Lucknow also set a record
by vaccinating 80,410 people in
a single day. District
Immunisation Officer Dr MK
Singh said they had set a tar-
get of  69,000 for the single-day
mega vaccination drive for
which 85 workplace centres
were created. In rural areas,
there was a massive crowd
waiting since morning  to get
vaccinated. Mohanlalganj SDM
Dr Shubhi Singh said the
response was good and people
turned up in large numbers. 

Details on Page 3
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NOTICE

I, Piyush, Son of Santosh
Kumar Maurya, resident of
Patti Kala, Ahraura, Mirzapur,
U.P. have changed my name
from Piyush to Piyush Maurya
vide Affidavit dated 22 July
2021 before Varanasi Civil
Court, Varanasi, U.P.

REQUIREMENT

Shivbali Singh Group of
Educational and Training Institute,
College of Pharmacy Vill.- Itraura
Pilkhini Post- Malwa Distt.-
Fatehpur (UP)

Requires Principal/Head of
department/professor as per the
standard of AICTE/PCI/ AKTU/BTE
and state government under self
finance scheme.
Note:- The candidates interested
in the above subject should submit
the photo copy of all the education-
al certificates and Aadhar card
along with the application form and
photo to the pharmacy College
office within 15 day's.
Contact Person Mob. No.- 9511114686
E-mail- sbsgroupofinstitution@gmail.com

Manager
Mo. No.- 9451646975

Requirement

Public Notice is given about loss of
Original Sale deed dtd.29.11.2004 in
respect of Private plot part of land of
aarajee No. 1576, Barasirohi, Kanpur
Nagar area 125.4 sq.mtrs. registered in
the name of Smt. Vinita D/o Prem
Bahadur at book No. 1 zild 2688 pages:
207/228 at SI.No. 7407 in the office of
Sub Registrar, Kanpur Nagar is lost. For
which Police report has been lodged.
Housing Loan over said property is
under consideration by the LICHFL. If
any one has any objection / claim over
said property, same can represented
before B.N. Bajpai Advocate (Mob.No.
09450514381) within 15 days of publi-
cation of this Notice.
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NOTICE

I have changed my name
from Ved Mitra to Ved Mitra
Rajput S/o Ramautar Rajput
R/o J-317, Gujaini Kanpur

NOTICE

I, hereby declared that my
Statement of marks and Pass
Certificate of Class X (ICSE)
UID No.7012277year 2019
issued from Mary Jesus
School, 498, Daheli Sujanpur
Bye Pass, Shyam Nagar,
Kanpur hasbeen lost some-
where.-FARHEEN HASAN,
96/15, Cycle Market, Kanpur.

AUCTION NOTICE
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“No one should be
deprived of justice in

Uttar Pradesh and to ensure
this, technology should be used
in solving every public prob-
lem. No one would be deprived
of justice if we perform our
duty with honesty and respon-
sibility and then only we will be
loyal to our service,” Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath said
while briefing newly-recruited
sub-divisional magistrates at a
programme organised at Lok
Bhawan in Lucknow on
Tuesday. He also handed over
appointment letters to the 51
newly selected SDMs of PCS-
2019 examination.

Congratulating these offi-
cers, the chief minister assert-
ed that during the Janata
Darshan programme, he had
seen that most public problems
pertained to tehsils and police
stations.

“Most of you are tech-
savvy and with the use of tech-
nology you can solve people’s
problems thereby saving their
time,” he said.

On fair and transparent
recruitment process in Uttar
Pradesh, Yogi said the selection
process of government jobs in
Uttar Pradesh was vitiated
before 2017 and casteism and
nepotism were prevalent every-
where due to which these
processes were often challenged
in the courts which in turn
ordered CBI investigations
thereby frustrating the youths
of the state.

“But after assuming office,
our BJP government ended
the predominating chaos and
corruption in the boards and
commissions by expediting the
process, conducting the recruit-

ment with transparency and
clarity. Our government has
provided government jobs to
more than 4.5 lakh youths in
Uttar Pradesh and no recruit-
ment is pending in court,” Yogi
Adityanath said.

“There is no need for any
external elements to interfere in
the process of recruitment as
our government has made it
sure that the recruitment
should be fair. The results are
visible. We h5ave given
appointment letters to those
candidates who were selected
before 2017, and we are also
giving the appointment letters
for the recruitment of 2021,”
the chief minister said

Expressing satisfaction
over youths getting jobs in
transformed Uttar Pradesh,
Yogi said that this was the same
state where there was no invest-
ment.

“But our government
worked towards it. We met
many investors in the country

but all of them refused to
invest in UP because of the
image established by the previ-
ous governments. We assured
them about our policies, single
window system, along the
actions that have been taken
against the criminals. As a
result, investment of more than
Rs 4.68 lakh crore was made
during the UP Investors’
Summit. Today, whether it is a

matter of law and order or
Covid management in the state,
we are continuously succeeding
because of our proactive poli-
cy,” he said.

Speaking at the event,
Deputy Chief Minister Dinesh
Sharma asked the newly select-
ed deputy collectors to be self-
confident, to be reflective and
to work above personal inter-
ests. During the programme,

the selected candidates also
shared their views on the
recruitment process in UP.

Yugantar Tripathi said that
he was earlier posted in
Rajasthan Electricity Board. “I
prepared for the UP civil ser-
vices examination and qualified
for it. It will be my endeavour
to fulfill the aspirations of the
people by following the policies
of the government,” he said

Dr Poonam Gautam said
that UP was a state of oppor-
tunities and it gave her
immense pleasure to be a part
of the administrative service.
She also praised the UP model
of Covid management and
termed it as quite effective.

Another SDM, Akhilesh
Yadav, said, “By being a part of
the administrative service, my
effort will be to bring the
deprived and backward sec-
tions of the society into the
mainstream. I will try my best
to give my best in the oppor-
tunity I have received.”
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The Samajwadi Party, in the run-up for
2022 assembly polls, will organise

‘Samajwadi Cycle Yatra’ on August 5 at
every tehsil to mark the birth anniversary
of socialist leader Janeshwar Mishra.

SP president Akhilesh Yadav will also
join the cycle rally in the state capital on
the day to highlight the failures of the
Bharatiya Janata Party governments at the
Centre and in UP.

The cycle journey will cover 5-10 kilo-
metres in every tehsil.

During the ‘Samajwadi Cycle Yatra’,
the SP workers and leaders would raise the
issue of imprisonment of party MP
Mohammad Azam Khan in fake cases,
crime and corruption, inflation, three agri-
cultural laws, unemployment, women
oppression, attack on reservation and
irregularities in panchayat elections. The
party would also raise the issue of threat
to democracy due to rigging and the
COVID-19 deaths due to the failure of the
health system to cope with the rush of
patients.

Senior leaders of Samajwadi Party in
each district will start this journey by flag-
ging it off, said SP spokesperson Rajendra
Chaudhary here on Tuesday.

Akhilesh Yadav said that the gallop-
ing inflation had added to the woes of the
common people already battered by the
COVID-19 pandemic.

“The administration, especially the
police force, is finding itself helpless in the
face of the terror of criminals protected by
power. The Bharatiya Janata Party govern-
ment is only building air castles with

promises and this is a betrayal of the pub-
lic,” he said. Akhilesh said the Samajwadi
Party was committed to democracy and
socialism.

“The BJP government is bent on
destroying the very basic objectives of the

Constitution. There is insecurity among
the weaker sections. In this era of frustra-
tion in the public mind, Samajwadi Party
has decided to fight against injustice
through cycle yatra,” Akhilesh Yadav
said.
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The Uttar Pradesh govern-
ment shifted nine IPS offi-

cers, including DIG of four
ranges, on Tuesday. As per an
official communiqué, Anand
Prakash was shifted as
Additional Commissioner of
Police in Kanpur Police
Commissionerate, while DIG
Police Training School (PTS)
in Unnao, Chandra Prakash
(Second) was shifted as DIG of
Special Security Force (SSF) in
Lucknow.

Besides, DIG of Mirzapur
Range, J Ravinder Goud, was
made the new DIG of
Gorakhpur Range replacing
Dr Pratinder Singh, who has
been posted as the new DIG of
Saharanpur Range. Erstwhile
DIG of Saharanpur, Upendra
Agarwal, has been attached
with the DGP office.

Similarly, DIG of SIT,
Ram Krishna Bhardwaj,
will be the new DIG of
Mirzapur Range while DIG
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Lucknow (PNS): Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi

Adityanath will be in Ayodhya on August 5 on the first anniver-
sary of the foundation stone laying ceremony for the construc-
tion of Ram temple in the holy city. The foundation stone of
the Ram Lalla temple was laid by Prime Minister Narendra
Modi at the Ram Janmabhoomi complex. Sources said that the
chief minister would pray at the Ram Lalla temple on Thursday
and take stock of the progress of Ram temple construction.
He would also visit Hanumangarhi. During the one-day visit
to Ayodhya, Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath will also partic-
ipate in the distribution of food grains to the beneficiaries of
the Anna Mahotsav there, the source said.
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After his meeting with Bharatiya Janata
Party state president Swatantra Dev

Singh and state vice-president
Dayashankar Singh in Lucknow on
Tuesday, Suheldev Bhartiya Samaj Party
chief and former UP minister Om Prakash
Rajbhar said that his outfit would ally with
the BJP if it picked a Backward Caste
leader as its chief ministerial candidate for
2022 assembly polls.

The SBSP was formerly an ally of the
ruling BJP in UP and Rajbhar was dis-
missed from the Yogi Adityanath cabinet
for his diatribe against the BJP after the
2019 Lok Sabha elections. Rajbhar now
leads a front of small parties in Uttar
Pradesh known as Bhagidari Sankalp
Morcha.

Initially terming Tuesday’s meeting
with the BJP leaders as a “courtesy call”,
the SBSP leader said, "Swatantra Dev
Singh is a leader of Backward Classes and
also the BJP state president. It was a cour-
tesy meeting with him. We have person-
al relations. I had some work due to which
I went there. Please do not derive any
political meaning in this meeting."

However, on being coaxed by media

persons, the SBSP chief opened up and
said that the chances of an alliance with
the BJP were ‘negligible’ but did not cat-
egorically rule out the possibility of a
future tie-up with the ruling party. On the
other hand, BJP’s Dayashankar Singh pre-
dicted that the two parties would contest
the 2022 polls together.

Rajbhar said, "The BJP is keen to forge
an alliance with us. They think it is nec-
essary to enter into an alliance with us to
form the government again. If our
demands, including announcement of a
backward caste person as chief minister-
ial candidate, a census to collate the back-
ward caste population, 33 per cent reser-
vation, common, free and compulsory
education are met, then we can consider

an alliance."
“The BJP has a government in Uttar

Pradesh and at the Centre. So it should not
have problems in implementing our
demands. Till the BJP does not take ini-
tiative on their part to fulfill our demands,
how can things materialise?" he said.

When questioned if All India Majlis-
e-Ittehad-ul-Muslimeen (AIMIM) presi-
dent Asaduddin Owaisi would be annoyed
at his entering into an alliance with the
BJP, Rajbhar said, "There is no chance of
Owaisi being angry as this decision will
be benefitting the Muslim community."

The AIMIM had recently announced
that it would contest 100 seats in the UP
polls next year by tying up with Rajbhar-
led SBSP and its Bhagidari Sankalp
Morcha. The Rajbhar-led party won four
seats in the 2017 UP Assembly polls.

Rajbhars have been electorally signif-
icant in the eastern UP and are regarded
as the second-most politically dominant
community after Yadavs in the region.
After launching the Bhagidari Sankalp
Morcha, the SBSP chief had said that it
would contest the 2022 assembly polls and
that the doors of the front were open for
the Samajwadi Party, Bahujan Samaj
Party and Congress.

Lucknow (PNS): Aiming
to ensure that cheap and qual-
ity healthcare was available to
people at their doorstep across
Uttar Pradesh, Chief Minister
Yogi Adityanath asked offi-
cials to resume Jan Arogya
Mela (Public Health Fair) at the
earliest.

These health fairs were
launched by the state govern-
ment in 2020, but discontinued
midway due to the novel coro-
navirus pandemic. But before
being suspended, the state gov-
ernment had managed to hold
seven such fairs at primary and
community health centres
every Sunday and it benefitted
30 lakh people.

“Now that the second wave
of COVID-19 is on the wane in
the state due to the effective
policy of Trace, Test, and Treat,
the chief minister has decided
to restart the health fairs in the
larger interest of people.
Departmental officers have
been instructed to prepare an
action plan and Jan Arogya
Melas are expected to resume

with Covid protocol in place,”
a government spokesman said
on Tuesday.

The spokesman further
said that the Health depart-
ment would be the nodal
agency for this campaign and
the other departments con-
cerned would cooperate as
before. “The event will not only
provide health benefits to peo-
ple but will also become a
platform to make them aware
of various viral diseases, haz-
ards of open defecation, as
well as diseases caused by dirt
and polluted water,” he said.

Besides offering health ser-
vices to the people, the Jan
Arogya Melas would also pro-
vide information about pro-
grammes like family welfare,
nutrition and health awareness,
Ayushman card, Mission
Indradhanush, Khushal Parivar
Divas and Motherhood
Vandana Diwas.

The state government has
already provided Golden Cards
to over 2.46 lakh people of
Uttar Pradesh.

Lucknow (PNS): Eying the
Dalit vote bank in the coming
assembly elections, Uttar
Pradesh Congress Committee
organised 'Dalit Swabhiman
Yatra' in all 75 districts of the
state on Tuesday, wherein party
leaders and workers highlight-
ed the growing number of atroc-
ities and excesses on the weak-
er sections during the present
Bharatiya Janata Party and pre-
vious non-Congress regimes.

Giving details of the 'Dalit
Swabhiman Yatra' in Lucknow
on Tuesday, Congress SC/ST cell
chairman Alok Prasad said that
August 3 marked the occasion
when Congress honoured Dr
BR Ambedkar, a champion of
Dalit uplift, by inducting him
into the cabinet of the Jawaharlal
Nehru government at the
Centre. He said remembering
this occasion, the UP Congress
took out the ‘Dalit Swabhiman
Yatra’ in all districts of the state
to reach out to Dalit settlements
and make them aware of the
contribution of Congress in

ensuring the rights to the com-
munity. “The one-day Yatra was
taken out in various districts of
UP, including state capital
Lucknow, and will culminated in
a grander version of the ‘Dalit
Swabhiman Yatra’ in the coming
days. In Lucknow, the Yatra
was taken out from Meena
Bazaar in Indiranagar,
Lavkushnagar, Ambedkar stat-
ue crossing etc and was led by
Lucknow chief of Congress SC
cell, Anurag Balmiki.

“The programme will serve
as a tool for the Congress to
express its solidarity with Dalits,”
said Prasad, who led the Yatra in
Maharajganj.

The Congress now plans to
hold a Dalit Panchayat and the
state party unit has already held
conferences for Nishad, Maurya-
Shakya, Kushwaha and Pal-
Gaderia-Dhanger caste groups
aiming the vote blocks.

Meanwhile, the Congress
move to focus on castes blocs
irked senior party leaders who
feel that the Congress is simply

following in the footsteps of
regional parties. “We slam other
parties for playing the caste and
communal cards but this is
exactly what we are doing.
Instead of focusing on burning
issues, the Congress dispensa-
tion in UP is following the caste
path which is detrimental to
party interests,” said a former
UPCC president.

Interestingly, the Congress
state leadership has started crit-
icising other non-BJP parties
instead of focusing its attention
on the ruling BJP. A senior
leader said, “What exactly is the
state Congress brass trying to
do? We should be attacking the
BJP but we are shooting down
regional parties with whom we
could have a post-poll alliance.
While Samajwadi Party and
Bahujan Samaj Party are trying
to woo Brahmins who are dis-
gruntled with the Bharatiya
Janata Party, the Congress has
chosen to ignore Brahmins
completely-even those within
the party.
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Equating Samajwadi Party with ‘false-
hood’, government spokesman and

minister Sidharth Nath Singh flayed SP
president Akhilesh Yadav for questioning
the government claims on jobs given by
the Yogi Adityanath government during
the last four-and-a-half years of its
tenure. 

He said false statements were part of
SP's characteristics.

"Everyone in Uttar Pradesh knows
that the Yogi government has provided
more than four lakh jobs but Akhilesh has
the audacity to raise doubt about the
same,” he said here on Tuesday, adding
that talks of honesty, transparency and
fairness never suited SP which had been
synonymous with anarchy and corruption
while in power.

Singh said that it was a subject of
ridicule whenever Akhilesh Yadav spoke
of truth and transparency in the admin-
istration.

“The very foundation of SP has been

based on lies, corruption and manifesta-
tion of divisive politics,” he pointed out,
adding that the SP would go down in the
history as a party that sowed “poison by
dividing society into caste, region and reli-
gion”.

The government spokesman said
it was intriguing why the SP leader
indulged in loose talks despite having
been rejected by the people on repeated
occasions.

“The present government has provid-
ed jobs with complete fairness and in a
transparent manner with merit being the
sole criterion for recruitment," Singh
said.

According to the minister, what was
more shocking was that Akhilesh Yadav
was defending those who were not real-
ly unemployed youth, but a lot instigat-
ed by “chandebaaz” (money collectors) for
political interests. "I suggest to youth to
prepare for the upcoming examinations
instead of falling into the trap of ‘liars and
money makers’," the government
spokesman said.
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Traffic, Dharmendra Singh, has
been made the DIG of Railway
Police.

DIG of Azamgarh Range,
Subash Chandra Dubey, and
Additional Commissioner of
Police in Varanasi, Akhilesh
Kumar will swap their places.  
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Ateam of Aliganj police  on
Tuesday claimed to have

busted a gang duping job-
seekers by making calls
through a fake call centre.
Those arrested were identi-
fied as Anuj Kumar Pal, Pallavi,
Dolly aka Ruby (all of Aliganj),
Ajay Kashyap of Vikas Nagar,
Rama Singh, Komal Singh,
Jaya Nigam, Ruchi Tiwari,
Preeti (all of Madiaon), Sadaf
of Mahanagar and Puja
Chaurasia of Bakshi-Ka-Talab.
Five other accused — Vishal of
Aligarh, Ajay of Patna,
Abhishek, Himanshi Verma
and Khushboo — evaded
arrest.

The police recovered 17
mobile phones, 12 desktop
computers and a huge quanti-
ty of accessories required to run
a call centre. The team that
conducted the raid was led by
inspectors Panne Lal Yadav
and TB Singh. The police
action came on the news that
certain people were duping
job-seekers. The gang members
used to lure a job-seeker into
sharing the OTP after which
they would withdraw money
from their bank accounts. The
gang was being run at Kailash
Plaza behind a petrol pump at
Purania crossing in the area.
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Ahead constable of the
Police Radio department

was found hanging at his
house in Madiaon on Monday
night. He was identified as
Arvind Kumar Singh. Reports
said Arvind, along with his
family consisting of wife and
children, lived in Aziz Nagar
locality.

His wife and children
were in their native home
while Arvind was all alone.
Arvind’s brother Amit said he
got a call from the maid who
informed him about the inci-
dent. He said he was told by
neighbours that Arvind’s legs
were touching the ground.
The incident came to light
when the maid reached 
the house.
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High scores brought cheers
to the CBSE Class X top-

pers as the results were
declared on Tuesday. With
excitement writ large on their
faces, the students were no
longer unhappy about having
missed their first-ever boards.
However, many of the students
who scored a perfect 100 in
four or more subjects said
their performance  would have
been the same or even better if
the final examis had not been
cancelled because of the coro-
navirus.

Siddhi Gupta from Rani
Laxmi Bal Memorial School,
who secured 99.4% marks,
said she was elated. “I had not
expected such good results.
However, had I taken the
exams, the expectations would
have been higher,” said Siddhi,
who scored a perfect 100 in
four subjects.

Aspiring to be an IAS offi-
cer, she said her aim is to bring
about several changes required

in the country. “This has been
my dream since childhood. I
want to end the sale of alcohol
in the country since I have
observed this to be a bane of
society,” she added. Siddhi said
that the pandemic had its
share of plus and minuses for
the students.

“I stay at a  hostel in
Lucknow and hence when we
had no classes, I could stay
closer to my family in
Gorakhpur and study.
However, the minus was that
the studies could not be done
to the level that the students
would have liked,” she added.

Shrishti Mishra from Rani
Laxmi Bai Memorial School,
who also secured 99.4% marks,
said she was feeling proud. 

“However, if the board
exams had been conducted, I
would have done even better
and got a perfect 100 in all the
subjects. I was very unhappy
when the board exams were
cancelled because I was well
prepared,” she said. She
secured a perfect 100 in four

subjects. 
Aspiring to be a software

engineer, Shrishti said her big-
ger plan is to do something for
the country. About the impact
of the pandemic on studies, she
said the online classes went
well and hence she got excel-
lent marks.

Shreyansh Srivastava from
SKD Academy, who scored
98.2% marks, said he was
happy after the results were
declared and not worried
about having missed out on the
boards experience. Aspiring to
be an engineer, he said he
wants to invent something
and his inspiration is the ‘Iron
Man’.

“I want to invent an Arc
Reactor which is a machine
which can renew energy,” he
said.  He said the pandemic
helped him as he was able to
focus on Class XI studies and
JEE preparation.

Disha Singh from
Lucknow Public Schools &
Colleges, who secured 97.6%
marks, said she was happy

after the results came out.
She said that she would

finish her Class XII board
with Physics, Chemistry &
Mathematics and then go for
BA (Hons) from Delhi
University. She added that she
would also go for civil services.

“This is my childhood
dream and I am inspired by an
uncle’s friend who is current-
ly an SDM,” she said.

Niti Srivastava from Rani
Laxmi Bai Memorial School,
who secured 99%, said she was
elated after the results were out.
Daughter of a ward boy, Niti
said she has taken both Biology
and Mathematics in Class XI.

“I like Mathematics but I
want to become a doctor and
am preparing for NEET. I
don’t think it would be double
the hard work for me,” she said.
She added that her parents
helped her in studies. The
pandemic, she said, did not
make a difference because she
was virtually connected with
her teachers and friends.
“Online classes are no match to

actual classrooms, but it was
ok,” she added.

Devansh Dixit from SKD
Academy, who scored 98.2%
marks, said he wants to
become a doctor and serve the
country by helping the poor.
“Though I felt bad that the
exams were cancelled, I under-
stand that it was the best deci-
sion taken keeping in mind the
health of children,” he added.

In the Lucknow Public
Schools and  Colleges, 1,252
students appeared for the
CBSE Class X examinations
and 26 of them secured 95%
and above while 224 students
scored 90% and above. Some of
thehigh rankers included
Prashant Kr Singh  97.4%,
Disha Singh 96.8%, Kavya Sah
96.4%, Samay Yadav 97.4%,
Ashutosh Kumar Gupta 97.2%,
Arpit Verma 97%, Naman
Dubey 94.2%, Danish Mirza
Beg 93.4% and Aditya Mishra
got 93%.

The result of SKD
Academy was 100%. Shreyansh
Srivastava and Devansh Dixit
secured 98.2% each, followed
by Rohan Singh 97%, Abhinav
Mishra 96.8%, Rabbi Raspreet
Kaur  96.6%, and Aditi
Dwivedi & Rishika Shukla 96%
each. In the  other  branch,
Nirjala Singh with 97.8%
secured the first position, fol-
lowed by Harshwardhan

Pandey 97%, Ayush Patel
96.6%, Asad Khan & Akansha
Singh 96% each, and Simren
Srivastava 95.8%.

In Rani Laxmi Bai
Memorial Schools, Vinamar
Singh secured 98.8%, followed
by Devangan Mukherjee
98.8%, Suhani Srivastava
98.8%, Anu Yadav 98.8%,
Archit Dubey 98.8% and Akriti
Rai 98.6%

Besides, 64 students of
Red Rose Senior Secondary
School secured more than 90%
marks.  Ishita Gupta scored
98.8%, followed by Kashish
Singh 98.4%, Shagufta Siddiqui
98.6%, Ganesh Chaurasia
98.2%, Vaishnavi Sharma 98%,
Bhavna Yadav 97.8%, Prastuti
Srivastava 97%, Sneha Pandit
96.8%, Ananya Diwedi 96.6%,
Srishti Kushwaha 96.6%,
Anamika Pandey 96.4% and
Priyanshu Yadav 96%.

Meanwhile, no merit list
will be prepared for the CBSE
Class X. An official spokesper-
son said that as a special case,
the board would neither
declare subject-wise  merit list
of students nor issue merit cer-
tificates to the students

“CBSE will be issuing a
combined marksheet-cum-cer-
tificate this time to the  stu-
dents in place of separate
marksheet and passing certifi-
cate,” the spokesperson said.  
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Lucknow (PNS): Varalika Mishra, a student of SKD Academy
who secured 93.8% marks, said she was supported by her
maternal grandparents
even though her father
was against girls’ edu-
cation. Varalika now
wants to become an
IAS officer and show
her father what an
empowered woman
can do. Her maternal
uncle said his sister
was married in a con-
servative family whose members were against the idea of girls’
education. “However my father, who is Varalika’s grandfather,
a retired  engineer, brought her home in Lucknow so that she
could study. He bears all her expenses and helps her in stud-
ies so that she can do the family proud,” he said. He said they
are also planning to bring Varalika’s sister to Lucknow so that
she can also study. “Even today, there are people who do not
allow girls to pursue education,” he remarked. Varalika said
her father has a medical store and he does not believe in a
girls’ education. “I want to become an IAS officer and show
my father what my capabilities are,” she said.
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The day over 25 lakh people
were given Covid vaccine

shots in just six hours, the gov-
ernment ordered genome
sequencing of the people who,
after their return from Kerala,
were found to be coronavirus
positive and also ordered trac-
ing of the people who came in
contact with these positive
people. The directive was
issued by Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath during a review
meeting here on Tuesday.

During the meeting, the
chief minister was apprised
that 11 people had tested pos-
itive in Lucknow in the last 24
hours and out of these four
people were from Malihabad
area and were members of the
same family. The chief minis-
ter issued a directive for
genome sequencing of all these
samples. He also asked the
officials to be extra vigilant
towards coronavirus.

The chief minister said
that the district magistrates
and chief medical officers
should ensure that in case of
death of Covid and non-Covid
patients, their relatives did not
face any difficulty in getting the
death certificate. He said that
in view of the state legislature
session starting from August
17, necessary arrangements
should be made for Covid tests

of the members and personnel.
The chief minister also con-
gratulated people for setting a
new record as over 25 lakh peo-
ple took Covid vaccine shots on
Tuesday. “Vaccine is the only
shield to protect us from
COVID-19. I congratulate the
people of the state for their
active participation in the spe-
cial vaccination campaign car-
ried out on Tuesday,” he said
through a tweet.

Lucknow also set a record
by vaccinating 80,410 people in
a single day. District
Immunisation Officer Dr MK
Singh said they had set a tar-
get of  69,000 for the single-day
mega vaccination drive for
which 85 workplace centres

were created. In rural areas,
there was a massive crowd
waiting since morning  to get
vaccinated. Mohanlalganj SDM
Dr Shubhi Singh said the
response was good and people
turned up in large numbers. 

Meanwhile, Uttar Pradesh
recorded 65 fresh COVID-19
cases on Tuesday. Additional
Chief Secretary (Health) Amit
Mohan Prasad said that despite
UP’s large population density,
the state has been able to bring
down the test positivity rate to
0.01 per cent, the lowest in the
country. “Uttar Pradesh has
also seen a drastic and consis-
tent decline in the number of
active cases by more than
3,10,000 in just a span of three

months,” he said. The active
caseload in the most populous
state has reduced to nearly
650. The cumulative number of
vaccine doses administered in
UP neared five crore, with
over 3.80 lakh doses being
administered on Monday.
“Notably, the vaccination drive
in Uttar Pradesh has seen a
remarkable jump, leaving other
states far behind,” he said.

Despite its large population
density, Uttar Pradesh is setting
new daily records in vaccina-
tion while states like Punjab,
Rajasthan and Chandigarh
among others have ‘under-
utilised’ doses of Covid vaccine
that have been supplied to
them.

Lucknow (PNS): The father of Nirjala
Singh from SKD Academy, who secured
97.8%  marks, is a driver in the same school.
She said she did well due to her father’s sup-
port. “Although he is my father, he support-
ed me like god. He provided me with all the
necessary resources which I could not even

imagine,” she said. Nirjala said her father also supported her
mother to become a teacher after marriage. “My mother has
reached this position because of her hard work and the sup-
port of my father who wants all his children to do very well
in life,” she added. Nirjala said she wants to become an IAS
officer because there are several social evils in the country
which need to be eradicated  at the earliest.
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Lucknow (PNS): According to Red Rose Senior Secondary
School, some of the students whose families were impacted
by Covid did well in the CBSE exams because of the support
by the school and their families. Shagufta Siddiqui and Faraz
Siddiqui, students of classes X and XII respectively,  did not
lose their mental fortitude even after losing their fathers to
Covid. “Keeping their family values and hard work in mind,
even in the adverse economic conditions, Shagufta and Faraz
kept their morale high and secured 98.6% and 85% marks
respectively,” a school teacher said. Dhruv R Shukla (Class XII)
and Dhimant Shukla (Class X), whose family was not only hit
financially but had to go through many mental problems as
well during the pandemic. However, even in such adverse cir-
cumstances, they continued their academic activities with
patience and courage with the support of school. As a result
of the combined efforts, Dhruv and Dhimant secured 75.8%
and 83% marks, respectively.
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The liquor sellers will take to
streets against the Lucknow

Nagar Nigam for imposing a
tax five times higher than the
previous one in the state capi-
tal. Media incharge of Liquor
Sellers Welfare Association
(LSWA) Devesh Jaiswal said
liquor sellers were facing a
harrowing phase due to the tax
realisation drive of the nagar
nigam.

“We are very troubled due
to the nagar nigam’s drive. We
have petitioned the excise com-

missioner,” he said. Jaiswal said
the Lucknow Nagar Nigam
had increased the tax five times
all of a sudden.

“It is not fair. We are facing
a lot of hardship in business
due to COVID-19 pandemic
and other restrictions. For the
last two years, the liquor busi-
ness has become a tough job
and is not as profitable as it was
supposed to be,” he said.

He said the nagar nigam
was acting like a big brother.

“The officials of the nagar
nigam get the shops closed in
a whimsical way. If a shop is

closed or sealed, the shop
owner and the Excise depart-
ment suffer loss of revenue. In
doing so, the nagar nigam is
exceeding its brief as the liquor
shops are duly allotted by the
state government. The right to
order closure of a shop rests
with the licensing officer or
with the district magistrate. We
run the business after duly
paying the licence fee and tax.
In the light of these facts, the
nagar nigam is taking excessive
action against the liquor shop
owners,” he said.

Jaiswal said the liquor sell-

ers would take to the street if
the nagar nigam did not stop its
drive against the liquor shop
owners. 

He said the LSWA office-
bearers held a meeting and
discussed the issue in detail.
“We are generating good rev-
enue for the Excise depart-
ment yet we are being harassed
by the nagar nigam officials,”
he said. The meeting was
attended by LSWA president
SP Singh and office-bearers
including Shiv Prakash Jaiswal,
Neeraj Jaiswal, Vikas Mohan
Srivastava and others.
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Former minister in UP gov-
ernment and ex-MP

Harinarayan Rajbhar alleged
that he was duped of over Rs 4
lakh by a contractor on the pre-
text of getting his house con-
structed in Gomtinagar
Extension. Police registered a
case of criminal breach of trust
and fraud against the contrac-
tor, who was identified as
Chandrashekhar Chauhan of
Ballia district.

In his complaint, the for-
mer minister stated that he had
hired Chauhan for the con-
struction of his house near
Gayatri Peeth. Chauhan was on
the job since January 21 on a

labour contract basis with
building material. The former
minister said he gave Rs 55,000
to Chauhan as payment of the
labourers working at the site.
“In due course of time,
Chauhan started living in the
under-construction house with
his wife Manisha. He used to
pay wages to the labourers. In
due course of time, he sold iron
rods worth Rs 2.5 lakh and
cement worth Rs 80,000 from
the construction site. He then
fled the house along with his
wife. Now, he is not even
answering my calls. He reads
the messages on WhatsApp
but never responds,” Rajbhar
stated in his complaint. Rajbhar
also alleged that Chauhan did

not pay wages to the labourers
even though the former took
the money from him.

Meanwhile, a sum of Rs
18,000 was fraudulently with-
drawn from the bank account
of a woman in Chinhat on
Monday even though the vic-
tim (Sitamati of Adarsh Nagar
in Kamta locality) had her
ATM card with her. In her
complaint, she stated that she
got the message regarding
deduction of money from her
bank account on Monday
afternoon. “A sum of Rs 18,000
was withdrawn from my
account. I was told by the bank
that the money was with-
drawn through an ATM,” she
added.
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Lucknow (PNS): A Dalit farmer
had his land dispute resolved
after Commissioner of Police
DK Thakur intervened in the
matter and directed the officials
concerned to act and came
down heavily on them in
Sushant Golf City area on
Tuesday.

As per reports, some land
sharks had allegedly grabbed the
land owned by a farmer, iden-
tified as Nandlal of Hariharpur
locality. Nandlal lodged a com-

plaint with the police but no
action was taken against them.

Left with no option,
Nandlal met the commission-
er who directed the local police
to take action against the grab-
bers. Nandlal told mediaper-
sons that Mahesh Verma,
Adarsh and Shrawan had
grabbed his land. “When they
were forcibly taking posses-
sion of the land, I reached the
scene and objected. They
thrashed me and also opened

fire with an intention to kill me.
The incident took place two
months back and I was doing
the rounds of the police stations
and offices of senior officers.
Finally, I decided to meet the
commissioner and he was al
ears,” he said.

The police registered a case
of rioting while armed with
weapons, thrashing the victim
and attempt to murder against
the accused who were also
booked under the SC/ST Act.
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The international relations department of City Montessori

School is organising ‘Global Interfaith Convention’ at the Gomti
Nagar (Campus I) auditorium on Thursday (August 5).
Representatives of various faiths, thinkers, educationists, social
workers and other learned personalities of India and abroad will
enlighten people about the importance of unity and coordina-
tion of different religions. Renowned personalities participating
in the convention include Andrew D Cuhna, Acharya Shailendra
Jain, Maulana Dr Kalbe Sibtain, Maulana Khalid Rasheed Farangi
Mahali, Maulana Yasoob Abbas, Bhikkhu Gyanlok, Madhu Smita
Das, Harpal Singh Jaggi and Jagdish Gandhi among others.
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Aadarsh Verma, a Class V student of
City Montessori School, Chowk Campus,
brought laurels to the institution by win-
ning the silver medal in the Inter-State
Regional Online Abacus Competition
organised under the aegis of education-
al institute Brainobrain. Students from
various noted schools of the country par-
ticipated in the competition to showcase their analytical skills.
Aadarsh opted for various abacus tricks to solve mathematical
problems and walked away with the silver medal.
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Pratham Srivastava, a student of

Rani Laxmi Bai School, secured 94%
marks in the CBSE Class X examina-
tions, results of which were declared
on Tuesday.
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Rashtriya Lok Dal national
president Jayant

Chaudhary met farmers at
Jantar Mantar in Delhi to
reignite the issue ahead of UP
Assembly elections slated for
2022. Giving this information,
RLD spokesperson Anupam
Mishra said that the party has
extended support to the farm-
ers who have been agitating
against the repressive farm
laws for the last eight months
in and around the national 
capital.

“A delegation of Rashtriya
Lok Dal led by party president
Jayant Chaudhary reached
Jantar Mantar in Delhi on
Tuesday and met the agitating
farmers in Kisan Sansad. The
party delegation included for-
mer MPs Shahid Siddiqui,
Munshi Rampal and former
chairman of Khadi Village
Industries Commission,  Dr.
Yashveer Singh. Ignoring the
farmers' movement is going to
cost dearly to the ruling BJP,” he
said. The Rashtriya Lok Dal
chief sought to know as to why
no government representative

reached out to the farmers to
negotiate. “If the prime minis-
ter keeps meeting pradhans,
Team India players and the
leaders of his party, then why
does he not want to meet the
farmers? The farmers’ move-
ment has almost reached
Parliament to protest the agri-
cultural laws, but still the rep-
resentatives sitting inside have
not woken up,” he said.

Dr Yashveer Singh said all
RLD workers would continue
to fight till the farmers’ move-
ment reached its conclusion.
Munshi Rampal said, “Not
only farmers but also labour
organisations were involved in
the movement. Party insiders
said that the meeting of farm-
ers with Jayant Chaudhary at
Jantar Mantar was considered
very important.

“Rashtriya Lok Dal has
always been active over the
issues of farmers and labourers.
After this, it is believed in
political circles that the farm-
ers' agitation and the govern-
ment apathy will have a big
impact in the upcoming Uttar
Pradesh Assembly elections,”
they said.
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In a horrific incident, an 80-
year-old woman was sexual-

ly assaulted by a distant rela-
tive in Budaun on Sunday.

On the basis of a com-
plaint by the victim, the
Budaun police registered a
case against the accused and
arrested him within a few
hours. As per reports, the
accused invited the woman to
his house on the pretext of
dinner. When she reached
there, he started making
advances at her and later raped
her, leaving her in an uncon-
scious state.

When the victim’s relatives
learnt about the crime, they
approached the Wazirganj
police station to lodge a com-
plaint. Initially, the police did
not believe the woman's story
and suspected the charges as
motivated due to some fami-
ly dispute. But after prelimi-
nary investigation confirmed
the sexual assault, the police
registered a case of rape
against the accused. It also sur-
faced that the pervert was
under the influence of liquor
while executing the dastardly
crime. The victim was sent for
medical examination at the
district hospital on Monday

and the accused was arrested
and sent to jail.

Meanwhile in
Muzaffarnagar, Vineeet Kumar
(28) was killed after being
run over by a train on Monday.
The police said that three
other people died in separate
incidents in the district on
Monday. A 32-year-old farmer
was electrocuted when he
came in contact with high-ten-
sion wire while a second man,
identified as Nepal Singh, was
crushed to death by a speed-
ing truck. In the last incident,
a four-year-old girl fell into a
pond and drowned while was
playing near it.
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Lucknow (PNS): Aam Aadmi
Party (AAP) state chief Sabahjeet
Singh lambasted Suheldev
Bhartiya Samaj Party president
Om Prakash Rajbhar for meet-
ing Bharatiya Janata Party state
president and vice-president in
Lucknow on Tuesday and
accused him of cheating the
OBCs and Dalits. He said the
voters would teach a lesson to
those leaders cheating them
while exploiting their support,
saying the people of OBC and
Dalit communities bore the
brunt of the BJP government
misrule. “From Hathras to
Budaun, there have been sever-
al incidents in which Dalit and
OBCs have faced oppression.
Even the state capital Lucknow
and the chief minister’s home-
town Gorakhpur are no excep-
tion. Rajbhar brightened his
political fortunes by pretending
to fight for the rights of OBCs
and Dalits and now he is restless
to join the BJP bandwagon. But

the BJP should keep in mind that
Rajbhar cannot bring a single vote
for the BJP in the coming election
because the people of OBC and
Dalit communities have been
able to decipher Rajbhar’s dirty
selfish tricks,” Singh said. The
AAP leader further said that
members of OBC and Dalit com-
munities were against the BJP
misrule due to which the ruling
dispensation was opting to such
ploys. “But people are wise
enough now and they will not fall
into the trap of BJP. The AAP will
keep fighting for justice for the
OBCs and Dalits who suffered
oppression in the BJP government
and will initiate a strict action
against the tormentors if AAP is
voted to power,” he said.
Meanwhile, AAP spokesman
Mahendra Singh said Rajya Sabha
MP and UP in-charge Sanjay
Singh will raise the issue of fraud
in reservation in UP teachers’
recruitment.

“Reservation is a constitution-
al right and any overlooking of
this is against the Constitution.
The Yogi Adityanath govern-
ment cheated the OBCs by
recruiting candidates of 
general class from the quota for
OBCs candidates in the recruit-
ment of 69,000 teachers,”
Mahendra said.
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Lucknow (PNS): Aiming to
mount pressure on sugar mills
for clearing their outstanding
dues of cane farmers, the Uttar
Pradesh government has taken
stern steps against five default-
ing sugar mills and issued
recovery certificates (RC) to
the respective managements.

Additional Chief Secretary
(Sugarcane) Sanjay R
Bhoosreddy said in Lucknow
on Tuesday that the penal
action was initiated against
sugar mills defaulting in cane
price payments.

“As per provisions laid
down under Section 17(4)
and 18(3) of the UP Sugarcane
(Regulation of Supply and
Purchase) Act, 1953, recovery
certificates (RCs) have been
issued against sugar mills for
failing to clear the dues of the
farmers. These defaulting
sugar mills are Malakpur-
Baghpat (Modi Group),
G a d a u r a - M a h a r a j g a n j ,
C h i l w a r i a - B a h r a i c h
(Simbhaoli Group), Itimaida-
Balrampur (Bajaj Group) and
Bisauli-Badaun (Yadu group),”
he said.

Bhoosreddy further said
that after the issue of RCs, the
district magistrate concerned
was empowered to recover
the dues of farmers as arrears
of land revenues, by auction-
ing the assets and sugar stocks
of these mills. He said that in
periodic review meetings to
speed-up the cane price pay-
ment, instructions had been
issued to ensure speedy 
payments.
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Three people close to BSP
MLA Mukhtar Ansari

were arrested on Tuesday in
connection with a case relat-
ed to the alleged use of a bul-
letproof ambulance to ferry
him between courts and jail in
Punjab, police said.

Eleven people have been
arrested so far in the case.

Firoz Qureshi, Shahid and
Surendra Sharma, carrying a
reward of Rs 25,000 each,
were arrested near the bus stop
here for forgery and cheating
in the registration of the
ambulance used to ferry
Ansari between courts and
jail in Punjab, Superintendent

of Police Yamuna Prasad said.
During interrogation, the

three told police that they
used to drive the ambulance
and other used to sit inside it
for Ansari’s security.

They said they used to
take the ambulance to
Azamgarh, Lucknow or wher-
ever they were asked and they
had taken it to Ropar also, the
SP said. They had abandoned
the ambulance when police
pressure mounted.

The case against Ansari
was registered after it was
found on March 31 that a bul-
letproof ambulance with a
Barabanki number was used to
ferry him from a Ropar jail to
a Mohali court near

Chandigarh in an extortion
case. The ambulance was reg-
istered in the name of Dr
Alka Rai of a Mau hospital.

The case was registered on
April 2 at a Barabanki police
station under relevant sec-
tions of the IPC for fraud, fal-
sification of documents and
conspiracy. Those arrested
earlier included Dr Alka Rai,
Dr Sheshnath Rai, Rajnath
Yadav, Anand Yadav, Mohd
Shoaib, Mujahid, Salim and
Ali Mohammad Jafri, alias
Shahid.

Police said efforts are
being made to arrest the
remaining accused — Zafar,
alias Chanda, and Afroz Khan,
alias Chunnu.

New Delhi: The Uttar Pradesh government has
sent a proposal to the Centre for renaming of
the Jhansi railway station as ‘Veerangana
Laxmibai railway station’, Lok Sabha was
informed on Tuesday. Union Minister of State
for Home Nityanand Rai said after receiving
the proposal of the UP government to rename
the Jhansi railway station as 'Veerangana
Laxmibai railway station, the comments and
views of agencies concerned have been sought
as per the laid down procedures. Further action
will be taken after the comments and views are
received from all the agencies concerned, he

said in a written reply to a question. The Union
Home Ministry gives its consent to the change
of name of any place or station after taking no-
objections from the Ministry of Railways,
Department of Posts and Survey of India. These
organisations have to confirm that there is no
such town or village in their records with a
name similar to the proposed name.

The renaming of a state requires an
amendment of the Constitution with a simple
majority in Parliament. Changing the name of
a village or town or station needs an executive
order. PTI
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The Bengal BJP has strong-
ly reacted to Chief Minister

Mamata Banerjee's country
wide Khela Hobe call saying
her slogan has "dangerous
underpinnings."

State BJP spokesperson
Samik Bhattacharya on
Tuesday said "by giving Khela
Hobe slogan the Chief Minister
has hinted at unleashing of vio-
lent politics in India ... The one
practiced by her party in
Bengal that has seen hundreds
of bloody attacks on BJP work-
ers leaving scores of them
dead." Saying that "the Chief
Minister's brand of Khela
(sports) is always smeared with
blood," he said the people of
India would learn from
Bengal's experience and never
vote for TMC wherever it
went.

Banerjee earlier declared

that “Khela Hobe”, which
turned out to be the Assembly
poll winning slogan for her
Trinamool Congress in Bengal,
would be reverberated across
the country soon for its
immense popularity, clearly
hinting at her national ambi-
tions.

The Chief Minister said,
"some people may not admit it,
but khela hobe has become
very popular. It is been raised
in Parliament and states like
Uttar Pradesh and Rajasthan
now. So far Khela (game) was
limited (to Bengal). Now it will
happen again across the coun-
try. Life can not go on without
‘Khela.’” The Chief Minister
also suggested a theme song on
‘Khela Hobe' for August 16
Khela Hobe Diwas, that her
Government has decided to
celebrate every year in memo-
ry of some spectators who
died during a football match in

Kolkata more than three
decades ago. Reacting to
Banerjee's announcement the
BJP  leaders said that  "after
converting Bengal in to a dis-
turbed State the TMC was try-
ing to do the same thing
accross the country... But they
will forfeit their deposit wher-
ever they will go... Like it hap-
pened in Assam, Delhi and
elsewhere." Meanwhile, TMC
MP Sunil Mondal who had
joined BJP last year on Tuesday
said that he was still in the
Trinamool and had never left
it.

"I had never left TMC or
taken BJP's membership ...
There was only some misun-
derstanding with local leaders
... That has been sorted out."
Earlier he had talks with senior
TMC leader Mukul Roy who
too returned to the Trinamool
three-and-a-half-years' stint in
the saffron outfit.
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Another round of turf war broke out
between the Maha Vikas Aghadi

(MVA) Government and Maharashtra
Governor Bhagat Singh Koshyari on
Tuesday, as its senior Minister Nawab
Malik of the NCP accused the
Governor of “exceeding” his brief
and trying to create two power centres
in the State.

Talking to media persons after the
weekly Cabinet meeting, Malik took
strong exception to the manner in
which Koshyari was conducting himself
said that State chief secretary Sitaram
Kunte would meet the Governor’s sec-
retary later in the day and would sub-
mit a letter explaining the brief of the
Governor and asking the latter not to
exceed it.

Malik said that at the Cabinet meet-

ing, several ministers expressed serious
concern about the manner in which the
Governor had chosen to undertake a
three-day tour of Nanded, Hingoli and
Parbhani in Marathwada region.

“The Maharashtra Governor is try-
ing to create two power centres in the
State, where powers are delegated to the
chief minister once he takes oath. For
reasons best known to him, the
Governor is going about inaugurating
some state government projects during
his proposed tour of three districts in
Marathwada region,” Malik said.

During the proposed tour, the
Governor is slated to inaugurate two
minority student hostels at Nanded, a
review meeting of the district officials
at Nanded on August 5, to hold a review
meeting of University at Hingoli where
there was no University, attend an agri-
culture university programme at

Parabha and hold a review meeting
there. Malik also charged that the
Governor was not only touring the state
but was also holding meetings with dis-
trict collectors and seeking information
about various government works.  "If he
needs to know something, the Governor
can always write to the chief secretary
for the same," Malik said. Koshyari has
been at loggerheads with the MVA gov-
ernment ever since Uddhav Thackeray
assumed office as the chief minister on
November 28,2019.

Among the first of the controversies
that arose between the Governor and the
MVA government was his refusal to
nominate chief minister Uddhav as a
Member of Legislative Council in one
of the two vacant slots. It was another
matter, Uddhav -- who was not a mem-
ber of either of the Houses of the State
Legislature when he was sworn in as the

chief minister on November 28 2019 –
was elected unopposed subsequently to
the State Legislative Council, through a
normal election.

On another occasion, the Governor
had landed in an unsavoury situation by
calling up Home Minister Anil
Deshmukh and conveying his concern
over the “security and health” of incar-
cerated editor-in-chief of Republic
Media Network Arnab Goswami. It may
be recalled that on October 12 last year,
the Governor had triggered a controver-
sy by rooting for the reopening of tem-
ples in the state. In a letter shot off to
the chief minister, questioning the lat-
ter’s Hindutva credentials and wonder-
ing if Uddhav was receiving any “divine
premonition” to keep postponing the re-
opening of the places of worship time
and again or whether he suddenly
turned “secular”.
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The Maharashtra Government on
Tuesday announced a �11,500 crore

relief package towards the losses suf-
fered by the people during the recent
floods in coastal Konkan region, west-
ern Maharashtra and other parts of the
state.

Of the flood relief package, the State
Government has earmarked �1,500
crore  for providing immediate assis-
tance to flood victims, while �3,000
crore would be spent on reconstruction
and repair of damaged infrastructure.
“A sum of �7,000 crore has been allo-
cated for undertaking long-term mea-
sures to minimise impact of future
floods.

Talking to media persons after the
State Cabinet approved the �11,500 core
relief for the flood-affected people in
the State, Chief Minister Uddhav
Thackeray said that his Government
would extend a financial assistance of
�5,000 to each of the flood-affected
families.

Similarly, the State Government
would give a financial assistance of
�1,50,000 to each of the families whose
houses were damaged in the floods,
while the people whose houses suffered

damage to the tune of 50 per cent would
get �50,000 as compensation. The par-
tially damaged houses will get �25,000
per home

As per the package, the farmers
who lost their cattle would get finan-
cial assistance of up to �40,000, while
fishermen would be compensated
�25,000 per damaged boat.

Shop owners and village artisans
who have suffered losses during the
floods would be given a compensation
of �50,000 each, while the affected own-
ers' way-side shops would be compen-
sated up to �10,000 each.

Earlier at the beginning of the state
Cabinet meeting, the State Disaster
Management department made a pre-
sentation before the chief minister
and Deputy Chief Minister Ajit Pawar
on the impact of recent floods and
heavy rain after which the Maharashtra
cabinet sanctioned the financial assis-
tance, an official statement said.

The Chief Minister asked the state
administration to set up an expert com-
mittee and seek help from the National
Water Development Agency to study
flood lines of the rivers that caused
havoc in late July after intense rainfall.

“There should be a three-year plan
for constructing flood resistant walls,
cleaning and dredging river beds, the
Government,” Udfdhav told the senior
officials present at the State Cabinet
meeting.   

The chief minister  asked the state
administration to evolve a real-time
data gathering mechanism  and make
it functional during the next three
months.

It may be recalled that during the
heavy rains and consequent earth-
quakes and floods witnessed in
Maharashtra from July 21 to 23, as
many as 213 people were killed and 52
other injured, while the rescue and relief
teams shifted as many 4,35,879 people
in the flooded areas  of the state to safer
places.

The districts of Raigad, Ratnagiri,
Satara and Sangli were badly affected
by the natural calamity. Raigad account-
ed for a maximum of 95 deaths, while
there were 46 deaths in Satara district
of western Maharashtra. 

The death tally in other places com-
prised: Ratnagiri-35, Thane-15,
Kolhapur-7, Mumbai-4, Pune-3,
Sindhudurg-4. Wardha and Akola-2
each. Eight persons were still reported
missing.
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There was jubilation among
the students of Class X in

all the schools affiliated to
Central Board of Secondary
Education (CBSE) here on
Tuesday as majority of local
schools fared superbly well in
the examinations. Chairman of
Sunbeam Group of Educational
Institutions Dr Deepak
Madhok said that Divyanshu
Ghosh (Lahartara) topped the
school with 99.8% marks, fol-
lowed by Priya Verma
(Bhagwanpur) 98.8%, Anvita
Srivastava (Varuna) 98.8% and
Duvyansh Divyam (Suncity)
98.4%. The students were con-
gratulated by Director Bharti
Madhok, Deputy Director
Amrita Barman, Assistant
Director Pratima Gupta, Hony
Director Harsh Madhok and
others including principals of
different branches.  

One of the leading groups,
Sunbeam Academy performed
well in Class X also. The top-
pers were greeted by Group
Secretary Jagdeep Madhok,
Director Poonam Madhok,
Deputy Director JP Mishra
and Principal KK Panda.
Giving details about toppers,
Operation Head Rohan
Madhok said that  Priyanshu
Singh topped school with 99.8
percent marks followed by
Adarsh Kumar Singh (99.6%).
Ayush Singh (99.6%), Aditya
Narayan (99.2%), Anushka
Yadav (99%), Apasana Mishra
(98.6%), Akshansh Vaksh
(98%), Sudiksha Pandey

(97.8%) and Vaibhav Dwevedi
(96.8%). All the 231 students
who appeared in examinations
were declared pass and 45 per-
cent of them secured marks
between 80 and 100 percent.

According to Chairman of
DALIMSS Sunbeam School
Pradeep Madhok ‘Baba’,  Charu
Kamal Verma (99.4%) topped
the school, followed by Mansi
Verma, Shaurya Pratap Singh
(99% each), Dhruv Nagar
(98.2%), Saksham Agrawal
(97%), Avisha Pandey and
Eram Kausar (both 96.4%).
Directors of DPS-Varanasi
Pankaj Rajgharia, Gautam
Rajgharia and Siddharth
Rajgharia and Coordinator of
Secondary Wing Kiran Sharma
informed that this time 324 stu-
dents appeared in the examina-
tions and Ayush Rai (98.8%)
topped the school. Anchal
Mishra (97.4%) and Shreyansh
Bajpai (95.8%) finished second
and third respectively. As many

as 66 students secured over 90
percent marks while 83
between 85 and 980 percent.
Pro-Vice Chairman of DPS-
Kashi Ayush Poddar and
Principal Sunil Singh Rawat
said that the results of the
school was cent percent,
Maitreyi Rawat topped school
with 96.8% marks followed by
Shambhavi Singh 96.20% and
Anshika Singh 95.6%. About 54
percent of students secured
more than 80 percent marks.  

Manager of Swami
Harsevanand Public School
(SHPS) Baba
Prakashdhyananand said that
Pradhyuman Singh (96.8%)
topped the school group fol-
lowed by Swapnil Tripathi
(96.6%), Priti (95.6%), Aman
Patel (95.33%), Piyush Yadav
(94.66%) and Suyansh
Sahashtranshu (94%). In Seth
MR Jaipuria Schools, Ada
Srivastava with 99 percent
marks topped the school.

Babatpur Campus Principal
Sudha Singh Harshita Gautam,
JanhaviSingh, Mrigank Avi,
Pragya Baranwal, Surbhi Singh
and Sanvi Agrawal secured
joint second place securing
94.8 percent marks each while
Mahimma Pandey finished
third with 94.6%.

Chairman Deepak Kumar
Bajaj greeted all the students.
Chairman of Divine Sainik
School SN Singh said that
Dilip Kumar topped the school
with 97.2 % marks followed by
Roshni Rai 985.6%, Kishan
Maurya (95.2%), Samridhi
(95%) and Anupam Singh
(94.2%). The results of
Kendriya Vidhyalaya, BHU
were also superb. Principal Dr
Diwakar Singh and vice-prin-
cipals Binita Singh (first shift)
and Sudha Srivastava (second
shift) said that Shreya of first
shift topped with 99.8% fol-
lowed by Shashwat Gupta
(98.2%) and Anjali Dubey
(97.4%) while in Second Shift,
the toppers were Tanya Singh
(98.6%), Suhani Upadhyay
(98.2%) and Adithya Ajit
(96.2%). In Bal Vidyalaya
Madhyamik School, Domri,
Raunak Patel topped the school
with 93 percent marks fol-
lowed by Pratyush
Dubey92.8% and Aditya Gupta
89.2%. All the 121 students
who appeared in the examina-
tions were declared pass
and they were greeted by
Manager Dr Jaisheela Pandey,
Deputy Manager Mukul
Pandey and Principal Mohan
Lal Yadav.
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President of North Central
Railway Women's Welfare

Organisation (NCRWWO)
boosted the enthusiasm of the
Indian women's hockey team.

It may be pointed out here
that on the last day i.e. August
2, 2021, the Indian women's
hockey team reached the semi-
finals of the Olympic Games
for the first time. On this
achievement of the Indian
women's hockey team, North
Central Railway, Women's
Welfare Organisation,
Headquarters President
Poonam Kumar and other
members expressed happiness.

In this sequence, pho-
tographs were taken at the
selfie point at Prayagraj
Junction to encourage and
wish the women hockey team
for the semi-final match to be
played on Wednesday.

Poonam Kumar, President,
North Central Railway Women
Welfare Organisation said on
the occasion, ‘Gurjeet is an
inspiration for women and
budding women sportsper-
sons. We wish the Indian team
all the best.’ She further added
that women power is establish-
ing its dominance in every
field today, women power has
achieved every position with
her dedication and hard work.

Poonam Kumar told the
budding women players to
consider Gurjit Kaur as an
inspiration and make them
their goals and achieve them. In
the end, she again wished the
Indian team all the best. 

During this meeting the
players of North Central
Railway Hockey team were
present at Prayagraj Junction
and also motivated them for
better performance in future.

On this occasion President
Women's Welfare
Organisation, Prayagraj
Division Anjali Agrawal and
North Central Railway,
Member of Women's Welfare
Organisation Taru Sharma etc.
were present.

HC DIRECTIVE TO GB
NAGAR DM: Taking cogni-
sance of the grievance of home
buyers, the Allahabad High
Court has directed the district
magistrate of Gautam Buddha
Nagar to execute recovery cer-
tificates issued by Real Estate
Regulatory Authority (RERA)
against a builder, preferably
within a period of three

months.
Disposing a writ petition

filed by Rajendra Singh and
four others, a division bench
headed by Justice Sunita
Agarwal directed the DM to
decide the matter preferably
within three months.

These five petitioners were
mostly from the Delhi-NCR
who were neither getting their
ready-to-move flats nor the
money paid to Supertech
Private Limited, the petition
says. According to counsel for
the petitioners, Sandip Kumar,
his clients took home loans
from banks, kept paying its
EMIs, while residing in rented
accommodations without any
hope of ever getting their flats
from the builder.

Aggrieved over it, the peti-
tioners got recovery certifi-
cates issued by the Real Estate

Regulatory Authority (RERA)
almost a year ago, but they are
lying unexecuted, the counsel
for the petitioner added.

The court, after hearing the
parties, passed the above order,
observing,"Looking to the
innocuous prayer made in the
writ petition, without entering
into the merits of claim of the
petitioner, the present writ
petition is being disposed of
with the direction the district
collector/district magistrate,
Gautam Buddh Nagar, to con-
duct the proceeding for execu-
tion of the recovery certificate
issued by the RERA and take
necessary steps in furtherance
of the same, in accordance
with law, as expeditiously as
possible, preferably, within a
period of three months from
the date of submission of copy
of this order”.
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In view of the heavy rains in
the last few days, the district

administration has intensified
precautionary measures and
relief activities.Though rising
trend in water level of the
river Ganga has slowed down
to some extent, its still inching
closer to the warning level. In
view of possible floods in low-
lying areas, the district admin-
istration has intensified its
activities. District Magistrate
(DM) Kaushal Raj Sharma has
directed the magistrates con-
cerned to make all the flood
posts functional and employees
and divers posted there. During
the last 24 hours, the water level
has increased 1.02 metres in
comparison to 2.16 metres a
day ago but still on Tuesday, the
river was rising by the speed of
4.25 centimetres per hour.    

Meanwhile, at a meeting,
the DM instructed the officers
concerned to identify the places
to be affected by the floods and
make all arrangements to save
the lives of the people as well
as cattle as the river was rapid-
ly inching close to danger
mark. He asked the SDMs
concerned to nominate nodal
officers and ensure all the
arrangements at the relief
camps including food and sup-
ply of pure drinking water
apart from making proper
security for women round the
clock. The DM also directed
the Health department to pro-
vide vaccination and essential
medicines to children/preg-
nant women and to ensure the
availability of doctors.

Apart from this, Sharma
said that spraying of insecti-
cides should be done regular-

ly. He also asked all the depart-
ments concerned to nominate
nodal officers at relief camps
where there should be separate
toilets for both men and
women. “Special care should be
taken for maintaining hygiene
during food preparation and
eating areas and arrangement
of teachers be made for the
children to continue study in
the relief camps,” he asked the
officers, adding for ensuring
availability of necessary med-
icines, 108/102 ambulances etc
there round the clock apart
from making arrangements of
fodder and other facilities for
the cattle, directing the Chief
Veterinary Officer to nominate
nodal officer and ensure
deployment of employees at the
camps shift-wise.

Besides, the DM said that
the video footage and photos of
relief camps should be made
available daily on the
WhatsApp number
(8957662020) of disaster spe-
cialists of the district. “Flood
control rooms should be estab-
lished immediately at the tehsil
headquarters which should be
run 24x7 by deploying offi-
cers/personnel there shift-wise.
Sharma said that in case of any
warning of lightning by the Met
department, the public should
be made alert timely through
the respective gram pradhans.
The officers of all concerned
departments including magis-
trates were also present.

As per the report of Middle
Ganga Division-III of Central
Water Commission (CWC) the

river Ganga was rising at
upstream Phaphamau but it
was recorded steady at 8 am on
Tuesday. 

However, right from
Varanasi to downstream Ballia
including Ghazipur it was ris-
ing. In Ballia, the water level
has already crossed the warn-
ing level of 56.61 metres as it
was recorded at 57.08 metres
and it would continue increas-
ing even on Wednesday when
its level is expected to reach
57.7 metres. 

In Ghazipur and Varanasi,
the level is less than two and
three metres below the warn-
ing level respectively. Though
the river Gomti continued ris-
ing at downstream Maighat it
has started receding to
upstream Jaunpur.
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To commemorate
Independence Day, patriot-

ic songs will be played at all the
prominent crossings  and pub-
lic places between 8 am and 2
pm on August 15. The district
administration will honour the
freedom fighters at their homes
on the occasion.

The DM directed the heads
of the government depart-
ments to hoist the national flag
at 8 am in their offices and
ensure cent-percent presence of
the employees on the occasion.
He was chairing a meeting
held regarding Independence
Day.

Patriotic songs should be
played at all the prominent
crossings and public places
from 8 am to 2 pm on the
Independence Day, DM
Kaushal Raj Sharma told the
officers. He directed them to
decorate all the government
buildings on the occasion. To
ensure sanitation in slum local-
ities and city areas on the eve
of Independence Day, he
directed the heads of all gov-
ernment departments to
launch a drive from August 10

to 13. The healthcare workers
will distribute fruits with diet
plans among the patients
admitted in the government
hospitals, the DM said and
added that the representatives
of the district administration
will honor the freedom fight-
ers on this occasion by visiting
their homes. The
Independence Day should be
celebrated by following the
Covid-19 protocol, the DM
said, adding that the officers
should ensure that only limit-
ed and necessary programmes
are held on the occasion. There
should no as such programmes
in which people gather in large
numbers, he added.

CHOLAPUR CHC GETS
KAYAKALP AWARD: Under
the National Health Mission,
the Cholapur Community
Health Centre and First
Referral Unit (FRU) of the
district has been honoured
with the Kayakalp Award for
the financial year 2020-21.
Cholapur CHC has received
this award for the fifth time in
a row. Cholapur CHC has
secured the seventh position at
the state level by securing 88.8
percent marks and 215 CHCs

of the state including Cholapur
CHC have received the awards
securing more than 85 percent
marks.

Medical Superintendent
In-charge of Cholapur CHC Dr
RB Yadav said that Cholapur
CHC had received the award
for the fifth time in succession
as it achieved all parameters of
evaluations for the award
which included better perfor-
mances of the medical unit and
proper care of the patients by
them. For the success, he greet-
ed all the staff including Dr
Karan Gautam (Pediatrician),
Dr Manikant Tiwari (General
Physician), Dr Gayatri
(Gynecologist and
Obstetrician), Dr Santosh
Yadav (Pediatrician), Shiksha
Srivastava (Health Education
Officer). Rajesh Jaiswal (Chief
Pharmacist), Dr Jitendra
Kumar (Pharmacist), Rajesh
Srivastava ( ARO), Prerna
Srivastava (BPM), Seema Yadav
(BCPM), Ramesh Kumar Saini
(Immunization Officer) and
others.

According to Dr Yadav,
the number of deliveries is
also high due to being the FRU
of Cholapur CHC as in the last

financial year 2020-21, about
4,500 deliveries were done.
Apart from this, services and
facilities are being provided at
the centre like bio medical
waste, medical management,
maternal and child health ser-
vices, family welfare services,
better treatment of staff and
patients etc.”Our entire team is
making every effort to provide
better services to the patients
and we hope that next year
Cholapur CHC will get the first
position in the entire state,” he
added.

TWO TEST POSITIVE
FOR COVID: Two people test-
ed positive for the novel coro-
navirus infection out of the
4146 tests conducted during
the last 24 hours. 

The number of confirmed
cases stood at 82364, as per the
figures released by the Health
department on Tuesday
evening. With no death from
COVID-19, the toll remained
at 773. No corona patient
recovered during the past 24
hours and thus, the tally of
cured patients remained at
81564 in the district — 75261
in home isolation and 6303 in
Covid hospitals. 
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The number of Covid
patients may be decreasing

in Prayagraj but at the same
time, it is also surprising that
four patients were found to be
down with the Delta variants
on Tuesday. In the second
week of July, the Microbiology
department of the Medical
College had sent samples of
nine infected people to BHU
for examination and seven of
them were accepted there and
examined. Principal Dr SP
Singh said that the Delta vari-
ant has been confirmed in
four of these patients.

However, Dr SP Singh said
there is nothing different in the
Delta variant. The CT value is
seen in the test. Normally its
value is 25. A CT value greater
than 25 means that the patient
is not at significant risk. If the
CT value is less than 25, the
viral load is high. There is a
need to be careful in such a sit-
uation, Dr Singh added.

Meanwhile, from the point
of view of medical facilities,
Motilal Nehru Medical
College, Swaroop Rani Nehru

Hospital, despite being full of
qualified doctors and profes-
sors, serious patients are
referred to Lucknow and Delhi.
There is also a lack of credibil-
ity among the people towards
the hospital. This was evident
even during the second wave
of corona when financially
viable corona infected people
went to hospitals in Lucknow
and Delhi for better treat-
ment.

Even some corona infect-
ed doctors had got their treat-
ment done outside Prayagraj.
In some cases the doctors
of SRN also consider the wel-
fare of the patient in referring
them to SGPGI Lucknow or
AIIMS.

Varanasi to Prayagraj is
130 kms and Lucknow's
SGPGI is 200 kms away. On
the way to both these higher
medical institutions, the con-
dition of many patients
becomes critical and they even
die. Serious cases are often
referred to these medical insti-
tutions. Patients from eco-
nomically weaker sections
either feel helpless in going to
these hospitals .

Advocate Vijay Dwivedi,

who is campaigning for the
establishment of AIIMS, got
the support of many MLAs,
MLCs, MPs, Allahabad High
Court Bar Association, District
Bar Association, Teachers
MLC, Allahabad University
Teachers Association,
Allahabad University Joint
Teachers Association, MLC
Surendra Chaudhary within
three months.

Apart from all these orga-
nizations, Collectorate
Employees Union and employ-
ees unions of other govern-
ment offices also sent a letter
to the Chief Minister of Uttar
Pradesh, Medical Education
Minister, Government of India,
giving their support. By join-
ing this campaign, 21000 peo-
ple including advocates and
students of Allahabad
University have participated in
the signature campaign.

Government Pensioners
Welfare Association is also
continuously demanding for
AIIMS in Prayagraj under the
direction of former Divisional
Commissioner RS Verma,
while advocate Ramchandra
Yadav has also got the support
of hundreds of people by cam-

paigning for it. He has also
received backing assurances
from former West Bengal
Governor Pandit Keshari Nath
Tripathi and state Deputy
Chief Minister Keshav Prasad
Maurya.

The establishment of
AIIMS in Sangamnagari is
also an important demand
from this point of view because
Kumbh, Maha Kumbh are
organized on Triveni bank on
this holy land in Uttar Pradesh
in which crores of people from
all over the world come. Magh
Mela is also held here every
year in which devotees from
many states come. In these,
many devotees become ill,
then they have to be airlifted to
Delhi in need of high facilities
and quality treatment. Pilgrims
visiting Kumbh stay here for
one and a half to two months,
not only during the Kalpavas
or major bathing festivals. 

Sangamnagari is not only
famous in the world from reli-
gious point of view, it also has
top institutions of the country
like Allahabad High Court,
Allahabad University. This
attracts people to come from
all over the country.
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The protesting drivers of
108 and 102 ambulance

services and EMT staff have
been dismissed from services in
the district. Despite all the
efforts, even on the seventh day,
the ambulance service
remained disturbed on
Tuesday. At the same time, the
ambulance service provider
company completed a three-
day recruitment drive on
Tuesday. As many as 500 new
employees have been recruited
for Prayagraj, Jaunpur and
Mirzapur. Along with this,
training of 200 recruits has

been completed. However, a
section of people alleged mass
bungling in the recruitment
process and resorted to vandal-
ism to vent out their ire. They
were later pacified by the top
brass on an assurance that the
erring officials would not be
spared if they were found to
have indulged in mass bungling
in the recruitment process.

On the other hand, claims
were made for the restoration
of ambulance services in the
district officially. The truth
was far away from it. Patients
suffered due to unavailability of
services. After the intervention
of the administration, the

ambulance service provider
company JVK EMRI issued
advertisements for the recruit-
ment of driver and EMT. On
Tuesday, on the third day,
about five hundred people were
recruited in the police line.

According to the compa-
ny's regional manager Ram
Shardendu Shukla, about 50
drivers, EMT staff, including
Ashish Mishra, who describes
himself as the district president,
have been dismissed from ser-
vice. About a hundred employ-
ees are back on duties, service-
shave become smooth. It is dif-
ficult to restore the service of
ambulance drivers, EMT staff

against whom the administra-
tion has lodged an FIR.
According to company offi-
cials,only those who come for
duty on Wednesday, will be
considered in service. After the
selection report from Lucknow
is OK, the newly trained staff
will be included in the ambu-
lance service. On the other
hand, the striking ambulance
workers said that the struggle
against harassment will contin-
ue. No one has been stopped
from going on duty. At present,
the claims of the government
and the company are false, so
the ambulance service is dis-
rupted. 
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North Central Railway has
registered a growth of 8%

in originating freight loading in
July this year. NCR’s freight
loading in the month of July
showed this improvement as
compared to July last year.
Loading figure of the NCR
touched 1.48 million tonnes
(MT) in July 2020. On a cumu-
lative basis in Financial Year
2021-22, NCR originating
loading from April to July has

been 5.8 mt as against 4.62 mil-
lion tonnes in the same period
in 2020, an increase of 24.89
per cent.

On the other hand, corre-
sponding revenue earned by
NCR in the first four months
of current financial year
touched Rs 579.02 crore,
against the earnings of Rs
495.24 crore in the correspond-
ing period of previous year, an
increase of almost 17 per cent.

Among the major com-
modities which contributed in
the growth in the month of July

are cement, fertilizers, ballast,
food grains and DOC. An
important traffic of cement
from ICD Dadri has been cap-
tured recently by NCR.
Container traffic however
showed a minor dip this
month.

As a result of aggressive
marketing through various
incentive schemes and
improvement in infrastructure
undertaken in various goods
shed, NCR is able to attract
more traffic to be carried
through rails.

While addressing his intro-
ductory meeting with top offi-
cers of NCR on Monday,
General Manager NCR
Pramod Kumar discussed the
loading performance and urged
that NCR has more potential to
perform and this potential
needs to be tapped. 

Kumar further advised that
last six months loading perfor-
mance should be analysed and
all around efforts should
be made to surpass the
monthly average figures thus
received.
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For the convenience of the
passengers the  experimen-

tal stoppage of 02538/02537
Lokmanya Tilak Terminus-
Gorakhpur-Lokmanya Tilak
Terminus special train is being
given at Nepanagar station

from August 1 to 31 by the
railway administration,
Chief Public Relations Officer
(CPRO) Pankaj Kumar Singh
said.  From August 1 to 31 the
02538 Lokmanya Tilak
Terminus – Gorakhpur Special
train leaving Lokmanya Tilak
Terminus on an experimental

basis will reach Nepanagar at
09.19 hrs and depart at 09.20
hrs. Similarly, from August 1 to
31 the 02537 Gorakhpur –
Lokmanya Tilak Terminus spe-
cial train leaving Gorakhpur
will on an experimental basis
reach Nepanagar at 15.14 hrs
and leave at 15.15 hrs.
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Gyanesh Tripathi on Monday took charge as
Additional Divisional Railway Manager

(ADRM)/Infra of North Eastern Railway (NER),
Varanasi division. Earlier he was
working as Chief Mechanical
Engineer (CME) in Banaras
Locomotive Works (BLW),
Varanasi. At present Tripathi is
doing PhD from Banaras Hindu
University (BHU). Tripathi through
Indian Railway Mechanical Services
in the year 2002 in rail service start-
ed his career in Jhansi division of
North Central Railway (NCR) as
ADME/Diesel and ADME/Carriage
and Wagon (C&W). After this he
gave his services as DME (C&W) in
Prayagraj division and as DME
(C&W) in Agra division. During his posting in
BLW while working as Deputy Chief Design
Engineer/Diesel and Deputy Chief Mechanical
Engineer, Alco, Principal/ Technical Training
Centre, Deputy Chief Mechanical

Engineer/Loco, Chief Quality and Assurance
Manager and Chief Safety Officer, BLW, he has
done many remarkable works in his field.
Tripathi has efficiently led the project/team con-
verting diesel engine to electric locomotive.  This

converted electric locomotive was
flagged off and dedicated to the
nation by Prime Minister.  He has
done a remarkable work of indi-
genising all equipment used in
diesel locomotives, making the
driver’s bench air conditioned,
comfortable and protected.
Moreover, he has received advance
training for development of loco-
motives from GE Research Centre
in America. Besides, he has also
received higher training from
Singapore and Malaysia in the
field of management. Apart

from the knowledge and experience of
technical work related to his department,
Tripathi has deep experience of working in
general administration due to which he is very pop-
ular among railway officers as well as employees.
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In view of the possible third wave of Covid-
19, District Magistrate

Priyanka Niranjan inspected
the oxygen plant,  function-
ing of PICU and  mock drill
at Government Medical
College (GMC).  She also
inspected both the oxygen
generator plants which were
set up  for ensuring adequate
availability of oxygen. She
gave instructions  to  connect
the oxygen related manifold
immediately.  The medical
team and a team of junior
doctors showed them the
mock drill. DM also inspect-
ed the mock drill in Corona OPD, holding area,
PICU, NICU and isolation ward. Besides she
closely inspected ventilator, NIV mask etc.  For

prevention of infection in NICU,  instructions
were given for the installation of partition. The
DM did a thorough inspection regarding func-

tioning of the equipment,
adequate availability of oxy-
gen and medicines.       During
the inspection GMC principal
Dr Dwijendra Nath, Joint
Development Commissioner
(JDC) Mithlesh Kumari,
Additional Commissioner
(Finance) Nand Kishore Dhar
Dwivedi, Chief Treasurer/ Finance
Controller, GMC, Ashutosh
Chaturvedi, Head, Department
of Paediatrics, Dr GS
Chaudhary, Dr Shailendra
Gautam, Dr  Manoj Verma, Dr
Chhavi Jaiswal, Dr Sunit

Sachan, Dr Arun Ahirwar, acting matron Suman
Dubey,nursing staff Shikha Mishra, Mehak Jaiswal,Ritu
Bhati, Akhilesh etc were present.
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Under a joint operation of Kachhawaan
police, SOG/SWAT and Excise depart-

ment an illicit liquor factory was unearthed
under Kachhawaan police sta-
tion on Sunday.  Giving details
about the case, Additional
Superintendent of Police (ASP),
City, Sanjay Kumar Verma,
said the police already had
inputs about the illicit manu-
facturing of liquor in the area.
He said Kachhawaan police
during its routine patrolling
received information about a
white car carrying liquor. At it
the police started the checking
of vehicles at Christian Hospital Tiraha. During
checking the police intercepted a white Indigo
car in which three occupants were there. After
searching the car the police found equipment
related to manufacturing of liquor. During
interrogation the occupants of the car said
that they were involved in illicit manufac-
turing of liquor which was being done at the
tubewell of Rahul Singh, a resident of
Bajahaan under Kachhawaan police station.
Thereafter the police raided the place and
found raw materials, including spirit, urea,
chemicals, different type of bottles etc.
During interrogation owner of the tube
well, Rahul Singh, said that by mixing the
materials he used to sell liquor bottles in the
area. The police recovered the materials and
sent the four accused Rahul Singh, Lalji
Yadav, a resident of Kachhawaan Deeh
under Kachhawaan police station, Nanhaku
Yadav, a resident of Chhateri village under
Mirzamurad police station, Varanasi, besides
Munna, a resident of Kelabela village under
Chunar police station sent to jail after com-
pleting the legal formalities. 

SNAKEBITE DEATH: An 18-year-old girl
died due to snake bite under Halia police sta-
tion on Sunday night. According to a report,
Sapna,  daughter of Ramesh Jaiswal, a resident
of Majhigavaan village under Halia police sta-

tion, was sleeping with her brother and sister in
a room at night when she was suddenly bitten
by the snake. After telling her parents about the
incident she became unconscious. Her kin tried
their best to save her by administering medicines

and with the help of
exorcism but to no avail.
On getting information
about the matter the
police reached the spot
and took the body for
complete the legal for-
malities.

YOUTH DIES: A
youth died after falling
from a train under Jigna
police station on
Monday. On seeing the

body lying near the railway track in Bari
Dubey village, the locals informed the police.
The police reached the spot and with the help
of the Aadhar card the deceased was identified
as  Sandeep Kumar Mishra (28), a resident of
Gurudattanagar Pipeline Road, Rassiwala
Compound, Kurla, Mumbai. The police
informed the family of the victim and completed
the necessary legal formalities. Meanwhile,
another report said that Kamlesh Kumar Singh
(41) the resident of Kaudiyakala village under
Adalhaat police station, was repairing an elec-
tric fault at a house in his village when he suf-
fered an electrick shock. He was brought to a
hospital but he died. Following a first infor-
mation report (FIR) lodged by the brother-
in-law of the deceased, Ravindra Kumar
Singh, in this connection the police took the
body for completing the legal formalities.  In
yet another incident, Mansharam (65), a
mason and a resident of Sonbarsa village
under Chunar police station, died when an
under construction terrace collapsed under
Chunar police station on Monday. Reports
said he was carrying out repair work at a house
along with a helper in Kushahaan village under
Chunar police station when the terrace sud-
denly collapsed and the mason came under it.
The victim was taken to a hospital in Varanasi
where the doctor declared him as brought dead. 
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Recognising that NTPC Vindhyachal has been
able to establish itself as the largest power

plant in India due to the tireless efforts of its
employees, Vindhyachal management hon-
oured nine retiring employees who had con-
tributed to the success of the project. As per the
guidelines of the Government of India, keeping
in mind social distancing in view of the pan-
demic and taking all precautions, the employ-
ees retiring in July  General Manager
(Operations) Rajiv Subedar, Assistant Manager
(MGR) RC Maurya,  Assistant Manager (Fuel
Operations) Harihar Prasad Tiwari, Assistant
Manager (SLPS) (MM Offsite) Toofani Ram,
Engineer (Small Hydro) Gorakh Nath Prasad,
Engineer (C& I, Maintenance) Phool Chand,
Junior Officer (C&M-Store) Chintesh Bahadur
Singh, Deputy Officer (Chemistry) Dhaneshwar
Oraon and midwife (Medical) Ragini were given
farewell in their respective departments by their

heads. On the occasion Executive Director
(Vindhyachal) Munish Johri extended best
wishes to all the retiring employees and wished
them good health. The heads of departments

gave an emotional farewell to the retiring
employees of their respective departments by
presenting them mementoes and commendation
letters and extended best wishes on behalf of the
NTPC family for their happy and healthy life. 
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The Federation of Indian
Export Organisation pres-

ident Dr Sakthivel, on Tuesday,
appealed to the Central gov-
ernment to soon notify the
RoDTEP rates to remove
uncertainty from the minds of
the trade and industry.

Expressing his views on
the trade data of July 2021, he
said that the sustained growth
in exports of about 48 per cent
with US$ 35.17 billion over FY
2020-21 and by 34 per cent
over FY 2019-20 yet again
demonstrated the strength
and resilience of the exports

sector. He said this was the
highest-ever exports recorded
at least in the previous nine
years as per the data readily
available with the FIEO.

He said it was also a sign
that global trade was recover-
ing fast and reiterated that the
global demand during this
period had also remained
buoyant as the order booking
positions of the exporters had
still been impressive.

He complimented the
government under the
dynamic leadership of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi, and
also the Union Finance,
Commerce and Textiles min-
isters for showing confidence

and trust in the exporters
during these difficult times,
who had not only continu-
ously performed impressively
but had also been able to
showcase that the govern-
ment’s vision of Atma Nirbhar
Bharat had given a boost to
the sector.

He further said that the
top sectors, which performed
impressively during the
month compared to both July
of 2020 and 2019, were petro-
leum, engineering goods, gem
and jewellery and organic and
inorganic chemicals.  He
emphasised that many labour-
intensive sectors were the
main contributors, which itself

was a good sign, further help-
ing job creation in the coun-
try.

He was of the view that
though the government had
announced a slew of measures
to support exports but it needs
to address some other key
issues, including grant of pri-
ority status to exports sector,
release of necessary funds for
MEIS and clarity on SEIS
benefits, resolution of risky
exporters issues, augmenting
the flow of empty containers
and establishing a regulatory
authority to seek justification
of freight hike and imposition
of various charges by the ship-
ping lines.

Kanpur (PNS): Augmenting
milk production is a prerequi-
site for improving the prof-
itability of dairy farmers of
Uttar Pradesh and thus the UP
government has directed the
farm universities to ensure that
better animal breeding, better
feed and better veterinary facil-
ities are provided to the farm-
ers through the agricultural
universities. In this regard, the
CSA University of Agriculture
and Technology has decided to
not only hold seminars but also
issue advisory to farmers for

not only improving milk yield
but also their profits from
dairy farming. This was stated
by CSA University of
Agriculture and Technology’s
senior scientist Dr Khalil Khan
while informing press persons
about the university’s plans to
provide guidance and help to
dairy farmers. He said increas-
ing milk production at the
farm level required that the
productivity per buffalo or
cow was maximised. He said
apart from the diet of the
milch cattle, rearing condi-

tions and herd management
had a direct impact on the
amount of milk produced per
milch cattle per day. He said as
per government plan, there
was a need for undertaking an
audit which would help iden-
tify areas for improvement.
He said this would take various
factors into account like nutri-
tion, health, environmental
and herd housing. He added
that management of reproduc-
tive issues and poor reproduc-
tive performance increased the
calving to calving interval and

therefore the average length of
lactation. He said as a direct
effect, low reproductive per-
formance could prevent the
diet from being fully utilised.
He said there was also a need
for proper control of various
diseases commonly encoun-
tered in dairy herds. Dr Khan
said milch cattle should have
permanent access to the feed
bunk and drinking water and
appropriate housing must also
prevent the emergence of dis-
eases inherent to rearing con-
texts. 
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Principal of Armapur
Kendriya Vidyalaya, AH

Ansari, disclosed that Anushka
Tripathi topped the school
with 99 per cent marks and
secured 100 per cent in social
science and Hindi in Class X
exams. He said Anushkha was
the regional topper, KVS RO
Lucknow.

He said the performance of
the girl brought laurels to the
school. He said this year also
the school's all-round perfor-
mance was excellent. He said
this was mainly because of the
hard work of the students and
their teachers.

JAIPURIA SCHOOL:The
declaration of CBSE Class X
results elated the students and
teachers of Seth Anandram
Jaipuria School. One of its
brightest students, Saumitra
Saran, topped with 98.8 per
cent marks, followed by
Devakshat Mohan at the sec-
ond position with 97.6 per
cent and Twisha Srivastava at
the third position with 96.2 per
cent marks. As many as 24 stu-
dents have scored more than 90
per cent marks and a total of 34
students scored between 80
per cent and 89 per cent. Of the
total 92 students who were
evaluated under the CBSE’s
new assessment criterion for
Class X, almost all have scored
more than 70 per cent.

W O O D B I N E

GARDENIA :  Woodbine
Gardenia School carved a niche
for itself in the CBSE Class X
exams with Ananya Asthana
topping the school with 98.6
per cent marks followed close-
ly by Ayushi Srivastava 98.2 per
cent and Aditya Ranjan with
96.8 per cent.

Principal of the school
Sumita Mukherjee said this
year the performance of the
Class X students was exemplary
and it had not only brought
laurels to the school but to the
city as well. She said this year

too Woodbiners proved their
mettle on their own set stan-
dards. She said the credit went
to the students who laboured
hard during online classes and
availed themselves of the best
through the online teaching.
She said credit was also shared
by their teachers.

DPS AZAAD NAGAR:
Students of DPS Azadnagar
once again proved their mettle
on the academic front in the
recently declared Class X
results. Anushka Singh, Prateek
Mitra, Aaryan Singhani were

declared school toppers with
98.4 per cent marks followed
closely by Harsh Jha who
excelled with 98.2 per cent
marks and secured second
position. Prayatshu Mishra and
Shreshth Yadav stood third
with 98 per cent. Other per-
formers were Arihant
Srivastava (97.8 per cent),
Priyanshu Maheshwari (97.6
per cent), Aristaa Singh (97.6
per cent) and Japgun Bhatia
(97.6 per cent).

The official statement of
the school said the result was
compiled as per CBSE guide-
lines according to the reference
year data, on the basis of inter-
nal assessment which was con-
ducted both online and offline.

SPSEC: Sir Padampat
Singhania Education Centre’s
magnificent triumph resonat-
ed with the declaration of the
remarkable academic achieve-
ment of its students in AISSE-
2021 results as 45 students
notched 100/100 in various
subjects, 54 secured 95 per cent
and above in aggregate and 128
students attained 90 per cent
and above. Shweta Agarwal,
Navya Agarwal and Tavishi
Agarwal scored a high aggre-
gate of 99.8 per cent. These girls
brought acclamation to the
school by scoring the highest
and securing first position in
the Kanpur Nagar. The 100 per
cent result was the hallmark of
the school’s academic conquest
of the year.  
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Managing Director of Uttar
Pradesh Metro Rail

Corporation Ltd. (UPMRC)
Kumar Keshav, on Tuesday,
said that UPMRC had started
the installation of the third rail
system in the priority corridor
of the Kanpur Metro Rail
Project between IIT and
Motijheel.

He said the engineers had
started the installation of third
rail system equipment at the
Polytechnic depot and the
installation of power trans-
formers at the 220 kV receiv-
ing sub-station (RSS) located in
Lakhanpur.

He said the whole traction
team was leaving no stone
unturned to achieve the set tar-
get and while moving rapidly
with the installation of various
systems, including signaling,
telecom, track and electrical, it
was heading towards the target
of a trial run on the priority
corridor in November this
year, with full positivity. He said
owing to the dedication of
Metro engineers, UPMRC
would always be remembered
for its hard work and commit-
ment.

Explaining the advantages
of the third rail traction system,
he said the project was going to
have 750 Volt DC Third Rail
Traction System for the oper-
ations of rolling stocks/metro
trains. He said the Metro train
operations would be facilitated
with the electric supply through
the third rail which would be
laid parallel to the Metro track.
He said it had the advantage of
low maintenance as unneces-
sary tripping of electric supply
could be avoided that usually
happens. He said the system
also allowed for maintaining a
better aesthetic of the city's
infrastructure as no set-up of
wires would be visible to the
public.
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KANPUR (PNS): Renowned

vocalist Pt
Vinod Kumar
Dwivedi of the
city has been
nominated the
state president of
p r e s t i g i o u s

Sanskar Bharti organisation
for 2021-2024 at a meeting held
at Onkareshwar Saraswati
Vidya Niketan Inter College on
Monday.

Other members of the
Sanskar Bharti state executive
were also announced on the
occasion.

Sanskar Bharti is an inter-
national organisation dedicat-
ed to the uplift of Indian music,
literature and culture. National
Natya Pramukh Ravi Shanker
Khare (Gorakhpur), patron
Dhannulal Gautam (Jhansi),
acting president Dr Deepak
Tripathi (Lucknow), general
secretary Suresh Pandey
(Farrukhabad), secretary Puja
Awasthi and local unit presi-
dent Dr Rachna Vishnoi
(Kanpur) inaugurated the meet
by lighting the ceremonial
lamp.

State music education chief
Kavita Singh presented the
theme song of the Sanskar
Bharti.

Representatives of different
districts of the state including
Kanpur, Farrukhabad, Jalaun,
Jhansi Chitrakoot, Banda,
Mahoba, Fatehpur and Etawah
presented the report of their
activities.

The members discussed
the events to be organised in
coming years and the pro-
grammes held in the past.

Prominent among those
present in the meeting were Dr
Ajay Pathak, Kamini Baghel
(Jhansi), Angad Singh, Ram
Milan Singh, Diwakar Nigam,
Rajendra Anand, Harish
Prakash Gupta, SB Sharma
and Tushmul Mishra.

GRANT ANNOUNCED:
The C3iHub at the Indian
Institute of Technology, Kanpur
has announced a grant of Rs.22
lakh to Technisanct, a Kochi-
based big data cyber security
start-up and fellowship funding
as part of their first cohort
of 13 start-ups selected pan-
India.

This would also facilitate
Technisanct to obtain further
funds and to broaden its scope
of providing services interna-
tionally.  

The C3iHub has been set
up to address the issue of cyber
security of cyber physical sys-
tems in its entirety. 
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Maintaining that nearly 1.20
crore migrant workers

returned to their home States
during the pandemic-induced
lockdown in the first and sec-
ond waves, a Parliamentary
Standing Committee on
Labour, headed by Biju Janata
Dal MP Bhartruhari Mahtab,
has asked the Government to

explore ways and means to put
money in the bank accounts of
the informal workers during
adverse conditions like Covid-
19.

The panel noted that total
number of migrant workers
who returned to their home
states during the lockdown in
the first wave of COVID-19
was 1,14,30,968. During the
second wave lockdown,

5,15,363 migrant workers
returned to their home states.

According to the Periodic
Labour Force Survey (PLFS),
over 90 percent of workers in
India are informal workers,
which in absolute terms trans-
late into 419 million out of a
total of 465 million workers.

The Committee in its
report, “Impact of Covid-19 on
rising unemployment and loss

of jobs/livelihood in organised
and unorganised sectors”,
tabled in the Parliament said
that in the short/immediate
term, it is imperative to expand
the social assistance and pub-
lic welfare programmes, both in
the urban and rural areas, to
provide relief and protection to
the most vulnerable and dis-
advantaged strata of the soci-
ety. “Offering another round of
income support to the poor to
compensate for loss of
jobs/employment incurred due
to the two lockdowns imposed
would go a long way in miti-
gating their woes,” the report
said.

The Committee has asked
the labour ministry to take note
of any unprecedent situation,
like the migrant workers’ exo-
dus during the pandemic,
rather than waiting for the
judiciary to intervene on the
issue.

It found that in compliance
to a Supreme Court order on
June 9, 2020, Union Labour
Secretary wrote a letter on
June 19, 2020 to the chief sec-
retaries/ administrators of all
states/UTs to collect and main-
tain details of all migrant
labours who returned to their
native places alongwith their
skill, nature of employment etc
to facilitate the administration

to extend benefit of different
schemes to them.

In magnitude, the informal
workers in rural areas (298 mil-
lion) comprise almost 2.5 times
higher than urban areas (121
million). This is primarily
because a large number of
informal workers are engaged
in farm or agricultural activi-
ties (62 percent) as compared
to only 8 percent in urban
areas.

About 93 million informal
workers in urban areas are
involved primarily in five sec-
tors namely manufacturing,
trade, hotel and restaurant;
construction; transport; storage
and communications; and
finance, business and real
estate. Out of these total 93 mil-
lion informal workers in these
sectors, 50 percent are self-
employed, 20 percent are casu-
al workers on daily wages and
30 percent are salaried or con-
tract employees.

The Committee advised
that the Government both at
the Central and State Levels
should encourage and intro-
duce entrepreneurial opportu-
nities as means of sustenance
which would help in reducing
unemployment and supporting
recovery.
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As Lok Sabha proceedings
on Tuesday continued to

remain disrupted due to
protests by the Opposition on
the Pegasus and Farm Bills’
issues, two legislations name-
ly The Essential Defence
Services Bill, 2021 and The
Tribunal Reforms Bill, 2021
were passed without any
debate.

The Essential Defence
Services Bill seeks to prohibit
any agitation and strike by
anyone engaged in essential
defence services. Amid protests
by some opposition members
on the intent of the bill,
Minister of State for Defence
Ajay Bhatt, who piloted the
measure, informed the House
that the “biggest thing” is that
“we have taken a decision to
add a sunset clause in this
(bill)”.  A sunset clause gives an
expiry date to a law. 

The Tribunal Reforms Bill,
2021 seeks to abolish tribunals
or authorities under various
laws by amending various
statutes to streamline the jus-
tice delivery system. These
include the Cinematograph
Act, the Copyright Act, the
Customs Act, the Patents Act,
the Airport Authority of India
Act, the Trade Marks Act and
the Geographical Indications
of Goods (Registration and
Protection) Act

The Lok Sabha was
adjourned for the day when it
assembled again at 4pm after
three earlier adjournments.
Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman said that the gov-
ernment was ready to respond
to any queries raised by mem-
bers on bills laid in the House.

Critical of the Opposition,
Sitharaman said that the “con-
stitutional impasse” in
Parliament was “not correct”.
She also said it was unfortu-
nate that nothing is being
done to stop the din in the
House. 

Leader of the Congress in
Lok Sabha Adhir Ranjan
Chowdhury and RSP MP N K
Premchandran said that bills
should not be passed when the
House is not in order and
there should be a proper
debate before the passage of
any bill.

Defence Minister Rajnath
Singh said he wants to assure
the House that after the par-
liamentary nod and presiden-
tial assent, the Act will become
effective only when it is
invoked. As the minister was
speaking, opposition mem-
bers continued their protests
over Pegasus snooping row
and farmers’ issues. N K
Premachandran (RSP) was of
the view that such an impor-
tant Bill should not be passed
amid the din. 

Chowdhury termed the
bill as “draconian” and said
that it should not be passed
when the House is “not in
order”. TMC’s Saugata Roy
alleged the measure is “anti-
labour”. The defence 
minister said the Bill has been
brought keeping in mind the
security of the nation and the
importance of the legislation
should be understood.
“Keeping in mind national
security, I request you to pass
this Bill,” he told the Lower
House. MoS Defence Bhatt
said there was no intention to
harm the interests of govern-
ment employees.
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The BJP on Tuesday accused
former Congress chief

Rahul Gandhi of indulging in
“gimmicks” for cheap publici-
ty and alleged that the
Opposition has resorted to a
“rant and run” tactics to hijack
parliamentary proceedings and
defame the Government.

Union Minister Mukhtar
Abbas Naqvi, the deputy leader
of the House in Rajya Sabha,
said Opposition members have
been outdoing each other in dis-
rupting Parliament’s proceed-
ings to project themselves as the
leader of the anti-BJP grouping.

Opposition parties have
stalled Parliament’s proceed-
ings over the Pegasus row.

BJP chief spokesperson Anil
Baluni said the Congress leader
is mostly concerned about
cheap publicity through gim-
micks like driving tractor or rid-
ing cycle and does not take the
legislature seriously.

“They have no real issue
and do these things to be in
news. This is the first time we
are seeing that the government
wants to debate issues in
Parliament while the opposition
does not,” he said.

Naqvi said the opposition is
engaging in “rant and run” tac-
tics. It is not allowing Parliament
to function and then defames
the government outside it, he
said.

In their “Modi-bashing”,
the opposition has been resort-
ing to “India-bashing”, he
alleged.

Leaders of several opposi-
tion parties attended a breakfast
meeting hosted by Rahul at the
Constitution Club here where
he stressed on opposition unity.
Several opposition MPs led by
Rahul later cycled to Parliament
to highlight the issue of fuel
price hike. Those who could not
cycle walked down to
Parliament.
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NCP chief Sharad Pawar
met Home Minister Amit

Shah on Tuesday to discuss
issues related to pricing of
sugar and ethanol blending in
petrol.

He was accompanied by
National State Cooperative
Sugar Factories Federation
Chairman Jayprakash
Dandegaonkar and NCP MP
from Raigarh. Shah has been
also appointed as the new
Cooperation minister and his
Ministry aims to provide a
separate administrative, legal,
and policy framework for co-
operatives. 

After meeting Shah, Pawar
told reporters that they dis-
cussed the current selling price
of sugar, which is even lower
than the cost of production,
and he requested the

Government to look into it.
Pawar, a former agricul-

ture minister, said he also
talked about the need to
increase the blending of
ethanol in petroleum prod-
ucts.

The NCP chief said Shah
has assured him that he will
look into all issues related to
the sugar sector. Pawar had
earlier met Prime Minister
Narendra Modi in connection

with amendments made by
the Centre in the Banking
Regulation Act to limit rights
of cooperative banks.

With speculation rife
about the agenda of the meet-
ing, NCP spokesperson Nawab
Malik said, “Rumours are
being spread over the meeting
but Pawar had already
informed CM Thackeray and
Congress leaders about the
same.”
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The Supreme Court was
informed on Tuesday that

“Tokyo has refused to allot
additional slot” for
Paralympian shooter Naresh
Kumar Sharma, who was to be
included as additional partici-
pant for the upcoming

Paralympics in Japan as per the
apex court’s order to the PCI.

The top court granted lib-
erty to Sharma to approach the
Delhi High Court and request
it to expeditiously take up his
appeal against its single-judge
order which had 
refused to interfere with his
non-selection for the Tokyo

Paralympics, scheduled for later
this month.

A bench of justices A M
Khanwilkar and Sanjiv
Khanna passed the order after
senior advocate Vikas Singh,
appearing for Sharma, said it
is a classic case as “Tokyo has
refused to allot additional slot”
to the petitioner .
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In view of the impending
Assembly polls in various

States, BJP MPs on Tuesday
were handed over a booklet giv-
ing a detailed note on the Modi
Government’s response to the
Covid-19 pandemic and the
ongoing vaccination drive with
an aim to help them with infor-
mation to take on the critics and
clarify its position among pub-
lic in general.

The booklets, prepared by
the Union Health and Family
Welfare Ministry, claim all
efforts to counter the disease
cannot be attributed to just the
Union or State Governments

but to “Team India” which
acted with a “whole of
Government and whole of soci-
ety” approach in a pre-emptive,
proactive and graded manner.

Opposition parties have
been attacking the Narendra
Modi dispensation and the BJP
governments in poll-bound
states such as Uttar Pradesh,
Uttarakhand and Goa for their
handling of the pandemic.

They have also accused the
central government of not
doing enough to vaccinate peo-
ple at a fast pace.

The ministry’s note argues
that India has delivered the
highest vaccine doses com-
pared to other countries for

which “transparent” data is
available in the public domain.
China has claimed to have
given 160 crore doses, it added.

India has by July-end
administered over 45 crore
doses compared to 34.3 crore in
the US and 13.7 crore in Brazil
and 8.4 crore in the UK, it said.
India took 166 days to reach the
mark of 34 crore vaccine doses
against 221 days by the US, the
note stated.

India has so far adminis-
tered over 10 per cent of the
doses given globally.

Referring to India’s han-
dling of the pandemic, the note
claims that the country man-
aged to “evade” the catastroph-
ic effects of the pandemic which
had wreaked havoc in the
world.

It also highlights the gov-
ernment’s efforts to distribute
required medicines and medical
oxygen, besides the measures to
ramp up the supply of the life-
saving gas.

PM Modi, it notes, held 21
meetings with states, addressed
the nation 10 times and chaired
a total of 40 meetings. India’s
Covid-19 cases at 22,726 per
million and fatality at 305 per
million at are among the “low-
est” in the world, it said.
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The Central Bureau of
Investigation (CBI) has

registered a case against a
Director of a private compa-
ny based in Mumbai
(Maharashtra) and unknown
officials of the Transport
Department of Meghalaya

besides unknown others on
the allegations of awarding
contract at exorbitant rates
for supply of High Security
Registration Plates (HSRPs).

The CBI on Tuesday
conducted searches at var-
ious locations/premises con-
nected to the accused at
Shillong (Meghalaya), Delhi,

Mumbai and Sirmaur
(Himachal Pradesh).

Director Mumbai-based
firm Shimnit Utsch India
Pvt. Ltd., Nitin Shah and
unknown officials of the
Transport Department of
Meghalaya as also others
have been listed as accused
in the case.

It has been alleged that
in the year 2003, the State of
Meghalaya floated a tender
for execution of High
Security Registration Plates
scheme and three private
companies based at

Mumbai and New Delhi
had participated in the ten-
der process, the agency
alleged in the FIR.

“It was further alleged
that the Director of said
company in collusion with
unknown officials of
Transport Department of
Government of Meghalaya,
rigged the said tender
process by submitting col-

lusive bids through 
entities controlled by him,”
it said.

It was also alleged that
the work was awarded to the
Mumbai-based company at
exorbitant rates in 2005. 

The company also got
approved exorbitant rates for
supply of High Security
Registration Plates (HSRPs) in
Meghalaya.
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The CBI on Tuesday arrest-
ed two officers of Central

Goods and Services Tax
(CGST), Patna, in a bribery
case and conducted searches at
their premises.

The arrested accused are
Superintendent CGST, Patna,
Umesh Prasad and Inspector,
Akhilesh Kumar Singh posted
in the same office.

A case was registered
against the accused posted in

the office of Directorate
General of GST, Intelligence,
Zonal Unit, Patna on a com-
plaint alleging therein the
demand of bribe of �50,000 for
favouring the complainant’s
firm in the enquiry of bank
transactions, the CBI said.

The CBI laid a trap and
caught the accused while
accepting the bribe of �10,000
from the complainant. Searches
were conducted at the premis-
es of the accused at Patna, it
said.

New Delhi: Prime Minister
Narendra Modi will virtually
chair an open debate on mar-
itime security at the United
Nations Security Council on
August 9, the Ministry of
External Affairs said on
Tuesday.

It will be the first time that
an Indian Prime Minister will
preside over an open debate at
the world body.

Ministry of External Affairs
spokesperson Arindam Bagchi
said in a tweet, “PM @naren-
dramodi will Chair Open
Debate on ‘Maintenance of

international peace and securi-
ty: Maritime security’ in virtu-
al mode @UN #SecurityCouncil
on 9th August. This will be the
1st time an Indian Prime

Minister will preside over Open
Debate.”

On August 1, India took
over the rotating presidency for
the month at the 15-nation UN
Security Council, and on
January 1, India began its two-
year tenure as a non-permanent
member of the UNSC. It is
India’s seventh term.

India has planned high-
level engagements with the
world community on key focus
issues like maritime security,
peacekeeping and counter-ter-
rorism during the month of
August. IANS
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The Supreme Court on
Tuesday said the doctors,

both under Ayush and the
central health services (CHS),
render service to patients and
on this core aspect, there is
nothing to distinguish between
them as it held that ayurvedic
doctors are also entitled to the
benefit of enhanced superan-
nuation age of 65 years (raised
from 60 years), at par with allo-
pathic doctors.

The North Delhi Municipal
Corporation had argued before
the top court that classification
of Ayush doctors and 
doctors under the CHS in dif-
ferent categories is reasonable
and permissible in law.

A bench of Justices L.
Nageswara Rao and Hrishikesh
Roy said: “This however does
not appeal to us and we are
inclined to agree with the find-
ings of the 
Tribunal and the Delhi High
Court that the classification is

discriminatory and unreason-
able since doctors under both
segments are performing the
same function of treating and
healing their patients.”

It emphasised that the only
difference is that Ayush doctors
are using indigenous systems of
medicine like ayurveda, unani,
etc. and CHS doctors are using
allopathy for tending to their
patients.

“In our understanding, the
mode of treatment by itself
under the prevalent scheme of
things, does not qualify as an
intelligible differentia,” said the
bench, in its 19-page judgment.

It added that such 
unreasonable classification and
discrimination based on it
would surely be inconsistent
with Article 14 of the
Constitution.

The bench said the 
municipal corporation not pay-
ing the ayurvedic doctors their
salary and benefits, while their
counterparts in CHS received
salary and benefits in full, “must
be seen as discrimination”.
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New Delhi: The Supreme
Court Tuesday gave another
six months to the three-
member inquiry commis-
sion, headed by former apex
court judge V S Sirpurkar, to
file the f inal report on
encounter killing of the four
accused in the case of gang-
rape and murder of a veteri-
narian in Hyderabad.

A bench headed by Chief
Justice N V Ramana asked
the lawyer appearing for the
inquiry panel as to how
much more time it wanted to
conclude the probe.

The bench, also com-
prising Justice Surya Kant,

referred to a similar panel,
set up to inquire into the
encounter killing of gangster
Vikas  Dubey in Uttar
Pradesh, and said it has
already filed the report.

The commission was
headed by former Supreme
Court judge B S Chauhan
and had concluded that there

was no evidence to suggest
that the encounter of Dubey
was staged.

Referring to the inquiry
into the Hyderabad
encounter killings, the bench
sought to know from lawyer
K Parameshwar the reason
for the delay in concluding
the inquiry.

The lawyer said the com-
mission has to hear from
over 130 witnesses in the
matter and the COVID situ-
ation contributed to the
delay as well.

“Ok. Six months,” the
bench ordered.

PTI
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a dream. The scenario after
Yogi’s coming to office in
March 2017 is a sharp contrast.
Over the past four and a half
years, 137 criminals have been
liquidated in police action,
while close to 3,000 criminals
were injured; nearly 37,000
accused have been booked
under the Gangster Act and
over 500 under the National
Security Act. The Yogi admin-
istration has also hit criminals
hard by targeting their finances;
in the Government’s drive
against the mafia, their illicit
property worth approximately
�1,580 crore has either been
attached or demolished. Along
with action against the mafia,
Adityanath has also provided
protection to witnesses.

Vastly improved law and
order has begun to pay off in
the realm of development.
Here, too, figures speak for
themselves. The State’s indus-
trial development data reveals
that over the years, UP has
received investment proposals
worth �66,000 crore from both
foreign and local investors.
The administration has been
acting quickly on these propos-
als. More to the point, compa-
nies from Japan, Canada,
Germany, Hong Kong, the UK,
the US and South Korea are lin-
ing up to invest in UP; one

company has even returned
from China to set up operations
in Agra. It is also significant that
Yogi’s Government is ensuring
that the flow of investment is
not restricted to the bigger
cities, it is being channeled to
smaller towns like Etah,
Amroha, Mirzapur, and so on.

Yogi has adopted an
investor-friendly policy. Apart
from the fresh proposals for
investment, MoUs worth �4.68
lakh crore have been signed at
investor summits, of which 371
proposals worth close to �3 lakh
crore are already functional,
generating employment for up
to 5 lakh people. Here, one must
mention the work being done by
the State Government on the
defence industrial manufactur-
ing corridor, which has already
drawn in up to 14 MoUs. The
aim is to transform UP into a
hub of capital-intensive manu-
facturing, which the defence
industry invariably entails.

Farmers, a community
very much in the news these
days, have much to be happy
about under Yogi’s rule.
Development schemes and
programmes for their long-
term success also need the
health of the rural economy to
be robust. And the rural econ-
omy, of course, includes farm-
ers. Adityanath’s transparent

policy of wheat and paddy
purchase, as also his continu-
ous supervision of purchase
centres, has been successful.
Take paddy, for instance; the
State Government has pur-
chased a record 60 lakh metric
tonnes of the crop against a slat-
ed target of 55 lakh metric
tonnes. Payments made to the
State’s farmers have been touch-
ing new records as well. The
Chief Minister has accelerated
his efforts to double the income
of the State’s farmers. Nearly
�33,000 crore have been trans-
ferred to the accounts of about
3 crore farmers under the
Pradhan Mantri Kisan
Samman Nidhi Yojana, plus
separate transfers under crop
insurance schemes. The mod-
ernisation and expansion of 20
sugar mills in the State, along
with the reopening of the
Pipraich, Munderwa and
Ramala sugar mills, is a signif-
icant milestone in the admin-
istration’s agriculture policy.
Uttar Pradesh under Yogi is
clearly not the “Bimaru” State
it was once derided as, under
earlier dispensations that only
milked the State politically.

(The writer is a 
well-known columnist, an
author and a former member
of the Rajya Sabha. The views
expressed are personal.)
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Sir — India’s performance in the Tokyo
Olympics so far has been in the name of
India’s daughters. The journey started with
Mirabai Chanu’s silver medal, progress-
ing further with PV Sindhu’s bronze
medal and then women’s hockey team
defeating Australia to reach the semifinals
for the first time.

It seems that the daughters of this
country have taken the responsibility of
making the country proud; this is the
changing identity of India. Sushil Kumar
was the first Indian to set a record of win-
ning two medals in two consecutive
Olympics. He is still the only player to win
two Olympic medals in men’s individual
events. Sushil Kumar won bronze and sil-
ver medals at the Beijing Olympics 2008
and the London Olympics in 2012,
respectively, when he won in the 66-kg
freestyle category. So, in the same vein, the
women’s hockey team has made it to the
semifinals for the first time by defeating
Australia. Many congratulations to PV
Sindhu! She has given the country a
chance to be proud, and we hope the
women’s hockey team will do the same.

Devanand Ray | Delhi  
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Sir — The conditions seem to be ripe for
the Opposition to intensify its attacks on
the Modi Government and mount a fresh
challenge to its misrule. The Opposition
is at its most vibrant and exudes confi-
dence. It uses issues like the mishandling
of the COVID-19 pandemic, the
unprecedented fuel price hike, the new
farm laws and the Pegasus phone hack-
ing scandal as rods to beat the
Government with. The blows seriously
hurt the Government as the concerns
raised by the Opposition over these
issues are shared by the general public.

The current climate of opinion is tilt-
ed in favour of the Opposition. The cycle
rally by the Opposition MPs, led by Rahul
Gandhi to protest the runaway price hike
of petrol, diesel and LPG cylinders, obvi-
ously struck a chord with the common
people. Fuel price hike that has now

become unaffordable for many people is
no sign of achche din.

The Pegasus issue has put the
Government on the defensive. Its adamant
refusal to agree to a ‘structured’ debate on
the issue in the presence of the Prime
Minister and a probe by a JPC or a sit-
ting Supreme Court judge has deepened
suspicions. The Government cannot just
wish Pegasus row away by just dismiss-
ing it as a “non-issue” or as a “manufac-
tured issue”. Illegal snooping is a serious
issue; its chilling effect on the right to free
speech is obvious. Modi has described the
disruptions in Parliament as an “insult to
democracy”. It is within his power to end
them by acceding to the just demand of
the Opposition.

G David Milton | Tamil Nadu
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Sir — Bihar Chief Minister Nitish Kumar
became the first NDA ally to echo the
Opposition’s demand for a probe into the

sensational Pegasus snoopgate and discus-
sion in Parliament. All this is happening
due to the misuse of modern technology.

At a time when the BJP is busy
stonewalling a Parliament debate on
Pegasus, saying IT Minister Ashwini
Vaishnaw has already made his statement
in both Houses, Nitish Kumar’s divergent
position has set the cat among the
pigeons. The Opposition wants the pres-
ence of either Prime Minister Narendra
Modi or Union Home Minister Amit
Shah during the debate. In recent weeks,
Nitish Kumar has not aligned himself
with the NDA on important issues like
caste census. Even the appointment of
Munger MP Rajiv Ranjan alias Lalan
Singh as the JD(U) president was seen as
an attempt to nibble into the BJP’s core
traditional Bhumihar vote bank in Bihar.

Bhagwan Thadani | Mumbai
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India’s largest State Uttar
Pradesh and also its most
vibrant, politically speak-
ing, has moved in the field

of development the fastest. Be it
in the layout of highways,
appointments to Government
services, providing employment
to the State’s vast population,
increasing investments, law and
order, encouragement to tourism
and pilgrimage as well as expand-
ing the small and medium enter-
prises sector, Uttar Pradesh is
making waves.

All these years since
Independence, one has never
heard that the largest State of the
country had ever moved signifi-
cantly in the area of development.
It is surprising that New Delhi did
not bother; perhaps ignoring the
fact that UP is one-fifth of India.
If, therefore, UP leaps in progress,
the country races ahead in terms
of development. Evidently, for
the powers-that-be in India’s 
rajdhani, UP was treated as a bank
of 84 Lok Sabha seats (80 now)
and a sure-shot ticket to parlia-
mentary majority at the Centre,
but nothing more. In fact, the head
of a former ruling dynasty was
reported to have voiced an opin-
ion in favour of keeping Uttar
Pradesh backward fragmented as
that alone could help maintain this
particular dynasty maintain its
hegemony on power at the Centre!

Uttar Pradesh today, in 2021,
is a vastly changed place. From
the backwaters of most econom-
ic indices, the State today has
moved to becoming India’s sec-
ond richest in terms of gross state
domestic product (GSDP), which
for the State stands at $268 billion
(financial year 2020-21 figures),
behind only Maharashtra now.
This, under Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath, has been an achieve-
ment that has been clocked
despite the ravages of COVID-19.
In the ease of doing business, a
crucial global benchmark any-
where, UP, which languished at
16th position in the country in
2016, has moved up to the second
rank among Indian States.

Law and order, the most
important prerequisite for any
developmental activity to flower,
was never a strong suite in Uttar
Pradesh before Adityanath took
over. Any economic or capital
investment in the State remained
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The multiple and complex chal-
lenges we face today because of the
COVID-19 pandemic have fallen
hard on children who live, work,

or play in the streets and are known as
street-connected children. For them, it is
often impossible to follow the basic guide-
lines to “stay at home” and “wash your
hands”. It is also difficult for them to access
food, water, and medical services if they fall
ill. In addition, they are at risk of being
detained for being out during the lockdown
or curfew. 

The authorities say they are providing
help. For example, the Delhi Commission
for Protection of Child Rights has been dis-
tributing food to street-connected children
and vulnerable families in the Indian cap-
ital. In other cities too, local governments
and charities have been doing the same.

However, the situation with street-con-
nected children on the ground is very dif-
ferent. Sanjay Gupta works with street-con-
nected children through CHETNA
(Childhood Enhancement Through
Training and Action), a grass-roots Indian
NGO. He says that the scale of the prob-
lem is daunting and that many children are
invisible because they live away from the
main roads and in areas that are not acces-
sible. He wants essential service passes to
be made for his workers during COVID
lockdowns as they work round the clock
to try and reach these children whom the
government cannot reach.

The Consortium for Street Children
(CSC) is an international global network
with more than 150 organisations,
researchers, and practitioners across 135
countries that have been working since
1990 to protect the rights of street-connect-
ed children and making their voices heard
at key forums. In its early days, the biggest
challenge CSC faced was getting acknowl-
edgement of the very fact that street-con-
nected children exist. In the 1990s, many
governments did not acknowledge them or
recognise who they were. In many coun-
tries with dictatorial governments, they
were actualy shot to ‘clean the streets’. It took
a lot of persuasion and pressure on govern-
ments through diplomats in the UK to stop
such practices. Being one of the founders
of CSC, I had personally attended a lot of
these meetings for securing funding and
holding workshops with the police in Latin
America to stop treating these children with
such cruelty among other issues.

It took many years to get the term
“street-connected children” accepted and
included in common parlance - it is now
widely used to describe children who
depend on the streets for their survival. It
does not matter whether these children
have parents or some kind of support out-
side the street situation; it is important to
understand that once they are on the
streets, they are vulnerable. Along with
these workshops and conferences over the
past 20 years, CSC has also been working
on long-term goals of making street-con-
nected children visible on global platforms
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West Bengal chief min-
ister Mamata
Banerjee made a

whirlwind trip to Delhi last
week, for another attempt to
unite the opposition parties.
She met all the right people
and made adequate noise
about the eluding opposition
unity. Will she be able to suc-
ceed where others have failed?
She is all but ready to challenge
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi in the 2024 polls.

It is not her first attempt to
unite the opposition. She tried
to forge a third front ahead of
the 2019 general elections but
did not succeed. The
Opposition bloc also lacked a
face to pit against Modi. Above
all, without Congress, there
cannot be a government, arith-
metically.

This time Mamata has

started early, almost three
years before the next Lok
Sabha polls. “Nothing can be
done by a doctor who comes
after the patient has died. The
patient can be saved if treat-
ment is given on time. Now is
your time. The more time
you waste all the more the sit-
uation will worsen,” Banerjee
said. She wants to expand her
winning slogan “Khela Hobe”
as a national slogan.

No doubt, after winning
West Bengal for the third time
in a row, Mamata Banerjee’s
stature has gone up. She has
dropped enough hints to show
that she is now ready for a
national role. It is to prepare for
this role she came to Delhi.
Her poll strategist Prashant
Kishore prepared the ground
before her arrival. Mamata
declared that “regional parties

will lead the nation, we will not
bow down before anyone any-
more, the time has come”.

One of the biggest chal-
lenges before the opposition is
to show a united face against
the BJP before the 2024 polls.
There are too many regional
chieftains claiming to be the
face of the opposition.  Mamata
has belled the cat once again.

Mamata also understands
now that without Congress,
there can be no opposition
front. Arithmetically, it is dif-
ficult to form a government.

To soften the Congress, she
met Sonia Gandhi and Rahul
Gandhi during this trip.

Though Congress is the
oldest national party and has
ruled the country for long, it
presently faces too many prob-
lems. They include a leader-
ship crisis and a weakening
party organisation.  Sonia
Gandhi has taken a backseat
due to health reasons. In 2004
she went from one party leader
to the other and united the het-
erogeneous opposition block
successfully. Her son Rahul

Gandhi is still not ready.
The second problem is

that the regional satraps are not
keen to accept Rahul as their
leader. Congress is not willing
to consider any regional chief
as the leader. Some parties like
the BJD, Samajwadi Party, and
Bahujan Samaj Party are neu-
tral. That is why it is not easy
to visualize a united opposition
emerging before 2024.

Mamata has set off specu-
lation whether she could be the
catalyst to unite the opposition
parties.  She has good relations
with many regional satraps.
They include Sharad Pawar of
Nationalist Congress Party,
Odisha chief minister Naveen
Patnaik, Telangana chief min-
ister K.Chandrashekar Rao,
besides Andhra Pradesh chief
minister Y.S, Jagan Mohan
Reddy, and Delhi chief minis-

ter Arvind Kejriwal.
During her current visit,

Mamata seems to have made
up her mind to project herself
as a mature leader who can be
courteous to a bitter political
enemy. This was evident when
she called on the Prime
Minister. The photograph
showing Mamata greeting the
Prime Minister with folded
hands and a bowing Modi has
gone viral.

In her interaction with
the national media also, she
spoke along similar lines. She
kept the media guessing with
her one-liners.  She said, “I
think all these will happen
automatically… I am hopeful”
and “I will not lead, the coun-
try will lead … We are all fol-
lowers”, etc.

In her speech, Banerjee
took her winning slogan

“Khela Hobe” (Game On) to
the national stage and declared
that “Khela” would happen in
all States before the 2024 elec-
tions. This slogan is to under-
line that it is possible to defeat
the BJP.

The opposition sees a pos-
sibility of building up a narra-
tive before the next Lok Sabha
polls and the upcoming
Assembly elections in many
States. She said: “In politics,
there are times together for the
sake of the country. This is that
time.”

Whatever may be the out-
come, Didi is determined to be
in the game. She has defined
the fight as the country versus
Narendra Modi.  Her strategy
is to first unite the opposition
parties and then find a suitable
narrative acceptable to all and
think of a leader later.
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by pushing policy interventions that
address the discrimination these
children face on a daily basis by
empowering them and improving
the quality of their lives. 

The United Nations Convention
on the Rights of the Child is the
most widely ratified international
human rights treaty that promises
to protect and fulfill the rights of
every child. There was never any
mention of street-connected chil-
dren in this convention. After many
consultations with NGOs and
street-connected children across
the world, CSC finally managed to
convince the UN to include a gen-
eral comment on street-connected
children in this convention. This
comment gives all those working
with street-connected children a
high-level tool to hold their govern-
ments accountable for not adhering
to the Convention on the Rights of
the Child. In the words of the UN:
“The United Nations Committee on
the Rights of the Child provides
authoritative guidance to States on
developing comprehensive, long-
term national strategies on children
in street situations using a holistic,
child rights approach and address-
ing both prevention and response in
line with the Convention on the
Rights of the Child.” The obligation
of States towards children in street
situations is defined quite compre-
hensively in this comment. This is
already being implemented in a
small number of countries. 

While global alliances like CSC
and the efforts of local grassroots
community organizations and non-
government bodies attempted to
improve the lives of these children,

the present reality is that the
COVID-19 pandemic has sudden-
ly and severely deteriorated their
condition. The need for rebuilding
much more resilient societies and
frameworks that protect and
empower them could not be more
vital than it is now. We must take
urgent steps to better protect chil-
dren in the coming months and
years. A coordinated, consolidated
effort is required for this and all seg-
ments of the society must be part of
the recovery process. This is partic-
ularly important for children in
street situations. We cannot and
must not leave them behind and
must ensure that all children are
being counted and included in our
visions of the future. In other
words, we must have policies and
laws that ensure that street-connect-
ed children are guaranteed the
same rights as every other child, so
that they can live with dignity, safe-
ty, and security. The pandemic
threatens to set back the realisation
of the United Nation’s Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs), which
go to the heart of children’s rights,
their well-being, and their develop-
ment. We must act urgently to avoid
this. As responsible citizens, we can
identify the NGOs in our area
working with these children and
provide help in kind or cash as we
see fit, guide them and participate
in their outreach activities. In the
meantime, we also need to put pres-
sure on our governments and pol-
icy makers to implement the gen-
eral comment related to street-
connected children in more coun-
tries. The Consortium for Street
Children, with generous funding

from Abbvie, has been providing
crucial support to street-connect-
ed children and has helped them
access the services, information,
and legal protection they need
throughout the pandemic. It has
provided safe shelters, access to safe
food, water, and information on
how to stay safe from the virus
when the street is the home. Its
member partners have collaborat-
ed with local governments to come
up with innovative strategies to
provide basic healthcare facilities,
hospital care, essential medicines,
and mental health counselling to
street-connected children during
the outbreak of the pandemic. 

In India, Abbvie has partnered
with CHETNA along with two
other organisations and provided
relief packages including dry food,
health/hygiene kits, and basic sup-
plies to 750 families of street-con-
nected children who have been
hardest hit by the lockdowns or are
at the highest risk from COVID-
19. These relief packages are mak-
ing a difference on the ground as
each package can sustain a family
of six for two weeks. CHETNA has
also provided educational support
and materials to 300 children for
remote home learning.

While international networks
like the Consortium for Street
Children and NGOs like CHET-
NA are making a tangible differ-
ence, the time has now come for
each one of us to contribute in our
spheres of influence to improve the
quality of life of street-connected
children who continue to be one
of the most vulnerable sections of
the society. 
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Script Open High Low LTP
IDEA 8.24 8.25 7.17 7.40
SBIN 434.95 447.80 433.75 446.45
ADANIPORTS 696.00 714.85 695.20 705.20
HDFC 2490.45 2559.90 2477.40 2553.95
RELIANCE 2085.00 2091.25 2064.15 2086.90
DLF 354.80 356.85 350.60 355.30
TATASTEEL 1413.70 1420.50 1390.60 1407.10
TCS 3220.00 3289.95 3220.00 3284.15
SAIL 139.85 140.95 137.10 138.95
SUNPHARMA 774.45 804.40 769.35 794.85
TATAPOWER 134.45 135.55 132.20 132.55
BANKBARODA 81.00 83.05 80.55 82.70
DEEPAKNI 2082.00 2160.00 2065.90 2093.80
HDFCBANK 1413.40 1439.50 1413.40 1434.45
TATAMOTORS 299.30 304.40 297.80 303.75
DRREDDY 4735.00 4735.00 4690.05 4721.20
HAVELLS 1198.00 1245.65 1191.40 1230.90
CONCOR 691.65 703.95 691.15 695.95
BHARTIARTL 568.85 582.00 562.15 580.20
TEAMLEASE 4100.00 4234.70 4016.20 4055.60
BAJFINANCE 6228.90 6338.30 6209.00 6328.35
DABUR 606.00 619.40 597.90 614.00
TITAN 1784.80 1854.60 1778.00 1839.15
ASHOKLEY 135.45 143.25 134.85 141.25
ASIANPAINT 3010.00 3064.95 2996.95 3027.30
GODREJPROP 1670.00 1697.80 1607.20 1659.75
JSWSTEEL 747.00 747.00 728.60 740.20
ADANIENT 1470.00 1470.00 1422.60 1444.20
AUBANK 1220.30 1240.00 1194.00 1199.00
BATAINDIA 1698.05 1736.45 1680.00 1687.45
NATIONALUM 95.00 95.60 93.40 94.45
SRF 9000.00 9090.00 8760.00 9050.35
ICICIBANK 681.55 691.80 676.85 690.05
PIIND 3286.60 3357.05 3201.70 3334.00
NOCIL 274.00 293.90 272.10 283.25
TRIDENT 19.35 21.30 19.35 21.30
IRCTC 2489.00 2495.90 2445.80 2467.65
DIXON 4388.00 4388.00 4264.00 4275.30
PNB 41.40 41.45 40.05 40.30
HCLTECH 1031.90 1042.55 1024.00 1039.75
ESCORTS 1200.00 1224.45 1198.70 1213.35
UBL 1448.00 1537.65 1440.75 1459.60
INFY* 1641.00 1658.70 1636.40 1654.10
PRESTIGE 365.80 377.40 365.35 371.70
AXISBANK 723.00 740.90 719.55 738.50
JINDALSTEL 424.45 426.50 416.90 421.70
PEL 2517.80 2534.20 2467.40 2507.65
MPHASIS 2630.00 2735.00 2630.00 2682.65
COLPAL 1682.30 1700.15 1668.00 1673.50
VEDL 313.65 317.70 307.80 312.75
FSL 200.00 214.70 198.70 207.65
BPCL 460.00 464.85 456.55 463.25
INDUSINDBK 989.00 1024.35 988.65 1021.45
SWSOLAR 289.85 308.50 285.30 300.10
SRTRANSFIN 1378.95 1381.70 1301.70 1333.45
ALKYLAMINE 4550.00 4591.00 4210.00 4274.95
HINDALCO 449.00 450.80 440.30 449.00
APOLLOHOSP 4051.00 4224.00 4051.00 4076.05
IBULHSGFIN 288.45 289.55 283.55 285.10
RBLBANK 191.90 193.65 186.15 186.75
BAJAJFINSV 14150.25 14310.45 14150.25 14281.80
MARICO 541.90 545.00 536.55 545.00
STAR 765.05 809.00 762.70 786.95
CIPLA 921.80 929.50 918.30 927.25
PIDILITIND 2263.50 2297.30 2257.55 2265.25
ITC 207.20 210.85 206.65 209.80
RAMCOCEM 1091.00 1115.00 1091.00 1102.00
COFORGE 5160.00 5211.40 4937.40 4964.20
BHEL 60.50 60.65 58.90 59.10
TECHM 1211.00 1229.75 1210.20 1226.05
BANDHANBNK 302.90 302.90 296.15 300.65
WIPRO 604.80 604.80 594.30 599.15
BRITANNIA 3544.80 3580.00 3530.10 3571.65
M&M 762.40 772.50 755.60 770.45
ONGC 116.00 118.10 115.15 117.80
PVR 1392.00 1400.95 1363.00 1366.20
CUMMINSIND 862.20 913.45 862.20 910.15
GUJGAS 759.65 765.90 744.75 764.00
MARUTI 7099.90 7230.00 7090.05 7203.00
LT 1620.00 1638.55 1610.70 1633.15
JKTYRE 146.75 159.80 146.20 158.10
KOTAKBANK 1669.95 1689.50 1665.10 1686.00
ULTRACEMCO 7688.00 7869.20 7611.95 7850.00
CANBK 155.90 157.65 154.90 157.25
M&MFIN 152.20 153.25 148.30 149.80
LALPATHLAB 3746.05 3940.45 3693.90 3911.45
GRASIM 1584.95 1599.85 1545.00 1591.05
LAOPALA 289.00 314.80 289.00 295.70
JUBLFOOD 3766.00 3829.10 3725.95 3789.25
PETRONET 220.95 223.20 219.95 220.90
NMDC 180.00 182.80 178.00 181.05
AARTIIND 950.00 987.20 950.00 975.30
BHARATFORG 794.70 819.80 788.55 810.60
SIEMENS 1978.40 2039.50 1978.40 2029.65
UPL 796.00 796.00 780.65 790.20
TATACONSUM 762.00 770.70 759.55 767.35
KPITTECH 299.80 309.00 294.95 304.90
ACC 2430.00 2444.00 2392.60 2432.75
TATACOFFEE 213.50 213.50 205.15 206.60
BOMDYEING 108.20 110.70 106.80 107.90
GODREJCP 992.00 1020.00 987.95 1020.00
RAIN 256.30 259.65 242.10 244.45
IBREALEST 157.40 158.80 153.65 155.30
MOTILALOFS 945.15 949.95 892.10 897.05
NAVINFLUOR 3700.00 3765.85 3687.00 3701.05
HINDUNILVR 2345.00 2392.95 2327.35 2390.00
BALKRISIND 2472.55 2553.45 2472.55 2520.00

DISHTV 14.08 14.15 13.95 14.02
LAURUSLABS 660.00 660.00 645.60 647.40
FEDERALBNK 86.50 89.35 86.30 89.10
SPARC 282.30 288.65 276.05 278.10
AMBUJACEM 420.00 422.95 414.50 421.95
IGL 554.00 566.25 554.00 556.85
ALKEM 3485.00 3546.00 3472.75 3515.00
CHOLAFIN 523.00 528.00 512.15 516.80
JTEKTINDIA 117.90 132.75 116.65 124.00
IRB 166.70 172.00 159.60 170.10
IDFCFIRSTB 52.15 52.15 50.80 51.70
EICHERMOT 2610.00 2653.30 2586.70 2648.40
IOC 106.40 106.50 105.40 106.15
GLAXO 1600.10 1763.60 1600.10 1682.75
SUNTECK 406.70 414.95 401.10 405.00
DIVISLAB 4920.00 5020.00 4909.40 4990.05
GMRINFRA 29.05 29.05 28.05 28.45
CADILAHC 590.60 596.55 589.30 592.10
GLENMARK 605.85 608.75 598.60 603.00
GRANULES 383.55 385.25 378.25 382.20
HINDPETRO 275.85 276.10 272.10 274.55
MFSL 1105.75 1131.55 1087.00 1130.00
INDIGO 1664.00 1691.20 1639.30 1675.55
LUPIN 1138.00 1149.00 1127.20 1142.80
EXIDEIND 176.90 176.90 172.35 172.95
ADANIPOWER 94.00 96.50 91.90 92.00
APOLLOTYRE 229.95 230.30 225.05 229.55
ALLCARGO 213.00 217.75 203.20 204.90
BLISSGVS 126.50 127.40 121.70 123.25
CHAMBLFERT 312.70 320.50 311.00 319.05
BLUEDART 5417.00 5865.00 5417.00 5517.00
SBILIFE 1113.00 1134.55 1094.60 1131.80
IOB 23.60 24.05 23.05 23.35
TATACHEM 780.00 781.35 769.80 772.40
NESTLEIND 17735.00 18409.00 17666.45 18318.00
GUJALKALI 488.40 514.70 486.85 508.25
POWERGRID 172.25 175.20 171.15 174.45
NCC 89.50 90.00 87.00 87.90
ABCAPITAL 119.95 121.30 118.00 118.35

INDIACEM 194.50 197.80 193.80 195.30
DMART 3520.00 3580.00 3508.00 3566.85
BEML 1325.00 1339.90 1317.95 1333.70
PHILIPCARB 274.05 276.15 267.00 269.95
MANAPPURAM 212.90 215.10 211.10 212.30
ORIENTCEM 167.70 171.90 166.00 167.30
NAUKRI 5300.00 5398.00 5261.50 5354.95
NTPC 117.95 118.15 116.60 117.60
TATAELXSI 4244.00 4370.00 4225.45 4321.05
KEI 751.60 762.30 730.60 745.00
KAJARIACER 1009.50 1042.25 1003.35 1027.50
GAIL 144.10 144.15 141.85 143.40
LICHSGFIN 410.00 410.45 404.40 405.90
JSWENERGY 242.00 249.50 238.00 242.60
MOTHERSUMI 236.00 237.20 234.15 236.65
BAJAJ-AUTO 3856.80 3856.80 3803.90 3828.00
NBCC 50.75 50.95 49.50 49.65
APLLTD 782.00 789.65 780.95 786.05
BALRAMCHIN 370.50 370.50 360.00 366.15
HEROMOTOCO 2794.90 2822.15 2786.15 2818.00
MINDTREE 2929.00 2929.00 2877.05 2894.85
JUSTDIAL 966.70 969.85 963.25 966.95
MGL 1186.20 1198.00 1183.35 1188.60
HSCL 51.55 51.90 50.60 50.80
ASTRAL 2220.00 2275.10 2193.25 2218.65
SUZLON 6.72 6.90 6.72 6.90
RCF 84.70 86.15 84.15 85.05
AUROPHARMA 920.00 927.55 915.00 917.20
L&TFH 90.80 90.85 88.55 88.90
SUMICHEM 421.90 456.00 421.90 447.90
JKLAKSHMI 685.00 696.50 669.40 678.60
WABAG 401.85 404.25 385.00 388.45
TATACOMM 1495.95 1521.00 1447.00 1516.25
ZEEL 203.50 205.20 200.95 205.00
LTI 4719.00 4729.60 4661.20 4710.15
PFC 134.80 134.90 131.40 131.90
MINDAIND 749.20 832.60 740.00 795.65
GMM 4848.00 4903.85 4776.60 4800.45
VBL 796.90 799.70 782.00 787.25
TRENT 969.90 969.90 934.15 938.95
INDUSTOWER 225.00 225.00 220.25 222.25
CENTURYTEX 821.45 831.60 804.00 805.50
VOLTAS 1055.00 1060.35 1033.10 1038.75
CGCL 554.00 557.00 548.65 551.60
BANKINDIA 74.40 76.55 74.10 74.55
GRAPHITE 727.00 727.00 709.35 713.30

JAICORPLTD 154.05 155.75 149.30 149.50
OBEROIRLTY 740.15 744.85 713.00 719.50
STLTECH 301.00 317.50 301.00 312.45
ISEC 743.00 755.00 735.00 741.00
CENTRALBK 21.00 23.55 21.00 22.95
ABFRL 223.00 227.55 219.85 221.90
RADICO 899.95 899.95 882.05 886.80
SBICARD 1040.95 1051.00 1039.55 1048.95
CARERATING 777.95 783.25 758.50 764.15
JKPAPER 257.80 264.75 254.90 256.70
ZENSARTECH 415.90 420.50 407.65 412.85
DEEPAKFERT 446.00 469.25 441.95 469.20
EQUITAS 126.80 126.80 120.70 125.70
GSFC 124.90 127.10 123.55 124.25
CASTROLIND 140.50 142.40 138.95 139.80
DALBHARAT 2166.55 2177.00 2075.05 2123.95
HDFCLIFE 674.00 674.85 667.00 673.85
HINDCOPPER 153.70 153.70 148.90 150.00
INFIBEAM 44.40 44.40 42.40 42.65
NBVENTURES* 127.95 133.00 127.50 130.05
SHREECEM 29291.70 29419.95 28942.80 29135.05
VENKYS 3170.00 3275.00 3170.00 3212.00
ABBOTINDIA 19850.00 19850.00 19166.40 19249.75
ICICIGI 1445.00 1463.35 1444.35 1449.80
BERGEPAINT 845.00 857.00 841.80 847.00
PAGEIND 32515.45 33112.45 32446.45 32962.75
KNRCON 272.00 282.40 272.00 275.40
SUDARSCHEM 759.00 778.45 754.45 769.85
MAHLOG 787.00 799.70 737.10 737.60
INTELLECT 739.45 744.10 721.50 726.55
SUNTV 574.50 577.45 565.65 568.70
TVSMOTOR 572.00 573.75 566.40 571.90
GRSE 197.50 208.25 197.00 203.15
CARBORUNIV 707.00 721.70 689.50 709.90
NILKAMAL 2680.00 3174.00 2636.35 2942.05
WOCKPHARMA 532.00 541.25 525.50 529.15
EDELWEISS 96.50 97.75 95.20 96.15
ICICIPRULI 641.45 654.00 632.75 651.20
JUBLPHARMA 697.80 697.80 675.65 679.40
JINDALSAW 138.60 140.35 135.00 135.40
HEG 2370.00 2379.50 2323.60 2350.30
DELTACORP 179.65 181.50 178.10 178.55
GODREJAGRO 703.90 721.75 682.90 715.00
INDIAMART 7321.00 7422.90 7254.75 7347.15
GEPIL 333.85 340.55 333.85 334.85
SCI 110.55 113.75 110.25 112.50
MRF 80650.00 81135.80 80560.00 80787.35
BEL 183.95 184.95 181.60 182.35
POWERINDIA 1975.00 2083.45 1931.10 2023.95
KALPATPOWR 479.85 495.95 473.15 476.65
PFIZER 5980.00 6010.95 5917.45 5940.25
BSOFT 397.20 400.95 392.80 394.05
CROMPTON 494.85 498.00 473.20 475.95
SOUTHBANK 10.78 10.83 10.64 10.67
ARVINDFASN 212.00 221.60 210.65 219.25
CESC 829.90 831.10 798.00 800.05
HFCL 75.00 75.60 71.45 71.65
EMAMILTD 572.00 582.50 560.00 563.20
TV18BRDCST 39.30 39.30 37.85 38.45
METROPOLIS 2910.60 2969.80 2848.00 2950.60
JSL 160.00 160.00 155.00 158.00
GSPL 344.80 352.75 343.75 345.00
WELCORP 138.00 140.40 137.85 139.15
IEX 433.00 435.35 424.00 430.00
LTTS 3649.30 3678.20 3617.00 3648.65
RAYMOND 452.00 458.10 445.65 452.15
RAJESHEXPO 619.00 619.00 606.45 609.55
GODREJIND 551.80 579.95 551.75 577.05
AJANTPHARM 2270.00 2298.55 2237.40 2274.90
OFSS 4300.00 4330.00 4258.80 4283.50
UFLEX 555.00 568.95 553.55 559.50
AMARAJABAT 723.00 725.05 719.70 724.65
THYROCARE 1318.30 1347.00 1318.30 1334.45
IDFC 57.10 57.45 55.40 56.05
WELSPUNIND 139.80 143.00 136.10 140.35
LEMONTREE 40.95 42.50 40.50 42.10
JSLHISAR 290.00 292.80 283.30 285.20
COROMANDEL 919.20 919.20 882.90 890.95
BOSCHLTD 15350.00 15350.00 15185.00 15234.70
RECLTD 157.45 157.70 154.70 155.00
SYNGENE 638.60 640.00 627.40 628.20
POLYCAB 1872.85 1876.65 1845.80 1874.00
PERSISTENT 3170.00 3170.00 3036.85 3069.45
RELAXO 1174.50 1182.10 1156.95 1165.95
COALINDIA 143.90 144.70 143.00 144.25
TATAMTRDVR 143.15 145.95 141.60 145.00
AVANTI 647.90 656.00 634.50 640.00
UNIONBANK 36.95 37.55 36.85 37.45
CUB 152.25 152.90 149.85 151.75
INOXLEISUR 321.00 326.25 311.00 315.75
BIOCON 390.00 392.35 388.00 389.85
FINEORG 3010.10 3094.00 3008.00 3041.55
JYOTHYLAB 172.50 176.60 172.50 175.40
GREAVESCOT 166.00 166.80 159.70 161.20
AEGISLOG 308.80 310.75 299.05 300.80
ADVENZYMES 427.55 435.90 420.00 420.00
MAHABANK 21.90 22.10 21.45 21.55
IDBI 38.00 38.10 37.80 37.90
NLCINDIA 58.95 59.35 57.70 58.55
TATAMETALI 1345.00 1345.00 1301.15 1313.05
NAM-INDIA 402.60 405.75 398.00 404.35
SONATSOFTW 793.05 798.10 781.30 783.80
CRISIL 2999.90 3060.95 2959.65 2982.20
FORCEMOT 1518.60 1549.00 1510.00 1522.00
SPICEJET 75.50 76.40 74.15 74.50
HATHWAY 27.20 27.80 26.65 27.15
TIINDIA 1111.00 1177.00 1101.85 1165.00
ASHOKA 107.00 107.00 102.75 103.60

ADANIGREEN 877.00 910.00 877.00 894.20
ATGL 861.00 915.00 861.00 900.65
VGUARD 248.00 250.40 245.00 247.15
MUTHOOTFIN 1599.00 1601.95 1574.10 1583.00
FORTIS 254.00 255.95 251.50 255.75
APLAPOLLO 1780.00 1816.95 1776.00 1796.20
INDIANB 139.00 142.25 139.00 141.80
TORNTPOWER 468.00 469.35 459.15 463.65
PTC 101.80 102.10 100.00 100.10
BBTC 1253.90 1274.95 1242.55 1246.25
JMFINANCIL 102.55 104.35 102.45 103.45
HERITGFOOD 497.10 526.90 497.10 513.90

HUDCO 45.40 45.40 45.05 45.15
CEATLTD 1371.00 1374.40 1352.80 1362.00
FLUOROCHEM 1838.70 1838.70 1767.00 1779.00
MMTC 49.50 50.20 49.05 49.25
LINDEINDIA 1756.10 1785.00 1746.65 1763.70
SUPRAJIT 343.00 343.10 328.40 330.10
VIPIND 420.00 424.85 411.00 417.80
HDFCAMC 2891.10 2910.00 2856.85 2895.20
SIS 502.30 505.00 491.50 494.40
FINOLEXIND 178.00 178.00 174.90 175.20
MCX 1613.95 1613.95 1575.00 1578.45
J&KBANK 38.90 39.45 37.85 38.10
MAHLIFE 810.00 821.80 781.00 792.55
HINDZINC 327.00 327.00 318.20 321.40
QUESS 898.50 910.00 851.40 876.55
PGHL 5460.00 5503.00 5414.40 5496.00
REDINGTON 333.45 333.50 329.00 330.00
PHOENIXLTD 903.00 907.85 892.20 893.25
KPRMILL 2000.00 2010.70 1971.80 1979.00
HAL 1100.00 1109.15 1097.00 1100.60
SHANKARA 667.95 669.30 641.20 645.80
JAMNAAUTO 89.40 90.95 87.10 89.45
WHIRLPOOL 2155.00 2187.30 2155.00 2164.90
ENGINERSIN 74.50 75.10 74.50 74.90
SOBHA 645.00 649.00 633.00 644.50
NHPC 26.40 26.70 26.30 26.40
SWANENERGY 142.55 146.60 138.35 139.95
FCONSUMER 9.14 9.20 8.79 8.83
BAJAJCON 290.00 293.20 283.70 286.35
INDHOTEL 148.25 148.85 146.25 148.15
NESCO 646.00 658.00 630.75 633.65
DHANUKA 948.20 948.20 934.05 946.00
TAKE 63.05 63.60 61.80 62.25
RALLIS 327.80 327.80 317.25 318.40
UCOBANK 13.80 13.80 13.48 13.55
TASTYBIT 18150.05 18248.90 17837.30 17914.00
BRIGADE 337.10 350.35 337.10 346.80
TORNTPHARM 3067.00 3123.60 3067.00 3105.30
GHCL 367.50 370.00 360.50 366.45
VINATIORGA 1947.75 1974.00 1935.60 1974.00
KRBL 275.75 278.65 270.60 271.00
CANFINHOME 554.00 559.15 545.35 551.95
PNCINFRA 312.45 317.80 311.20 313.40
ATUL 9110.00 9110.00 9035.45 9086.50
FINCABLES 536.45 536.45 516.80 522.00
DCBBANK 105.00 105.00 101.70 102.00
SCHNEIDER 138.90 141.30 137.65 138.15
MIDHANI 192.00 192.40 190.50 192.40
RVNL 30.20 30.20 29.80 29.90
SANOFI 8550.00 8725.00 8550.00 8599.00
EIHOTEL 112.00 112.00 109.00 109.45
IIFLWAM 1451.30 1495.00 1354.00 1380.00
JBCHEPHARM 1823.20 1825.00 1770.00 1816.50
IRCON 45.50 45.60 44.85 45.05
BASF 2947.25 2988.00 2878.95 2888.00
CERA 4571.85 4644.65 4550.00 4588.20
DCAL 211.35 218.35 210.20 213.15
VTL 1900.00 1910.65 1851.55 1900.00
KANSAINER 639.75 639.75 624.10 635.25
AMBER 3029.25 3052.60 3000.90 3028.80
COCHINSHIP 375.20 380.90 373.35 375.20
CAPPL 895.60 902.35 875.05 879.90
IPCALAB 2103.15 2116.95 2082.95 2099.90
AAVAS 2461.60 2500.00 2442.40 2452.95
CCL 429.00 434.10 419.00 420.55
RHIM 371.00 377.10 365.55 370.55
GNFC 387.85 387.85 381.05 384.70
HONAUT 43100.00 43100.00 42087.80 42200.00
HAWKINCOOK 6408.00 6500.00 6316.10 6427.90
KTKBANK 62.05 63.20 61.30 61.60
DBL 564.40 568.00 560.00 564.00
LAXMIMACH 8648.95 8687.75 8469.20 8488.00
REPCOHOME 326.00 354.20 326.00 351.70
CYIENT 995.30 997.25 975.00 978.00
ZYDUSWELL 2184.25 2265.00 2156.85 2260.00
AFFLE 4252.60 4319.00 4202.00 4252.00
PCJEWELLER 25.30 26.10 24.80 25.35
ABB 1683.00 1697.00 1665.00 1671.25
ASTRAZEN 3399.00 3399.00 3371.85 3377.75

SUPREMEIND 2125.00 2132.85 2080.85 2091.05
GPPL 112.60 112.60 108.45 109.00
OIL 165.50 166.90 163.50 165.65
VAIBHAVGBL 817.50 819.35 790.15 795.00
TNPL 152.85 154.95 150.90 151.80
DBCORP 94.40 94.40 93.00 93.40
LUXIND 4247.25 4279.35 4203.60 4239.20
PARAGMILK 137.50 138.55 135.25 136.50
MOIL 187.00 189.70 186.55 187.15
IFCI 14.78 14.78 14.14 14.20
TCNSBRANDS 569.00 615.00 569.00 600.55
EIDPARRY 426.10 432.60 422.80 424.50
NATCOPHARM 1017.10 1019.55 1001.10 1001.20
BAYERCROP 5935.00 5935.00 5770.00 5895.15
MAHINDCIE 270.00 271.75 265.85 267.60
JKCEMENT 3261.00 3273.65 3242.00 3268.20
ORIENTELEC 324.00 324.00 317.50 319.50
GICRE 177.00 179.40 175.00 176.15
TTKPRESTIG 8725.00 8800.90 8574.85 8626.35
SHK 175.85 177.65 173.40 173.40
MINDACORP 136.00 140.55 135.00 138.15
KEC 422.45 422.45 414.95 415.60
CSBBANK 350.00 350.00 342.05 344.00
BDL 416.00 419.35 410.00 411.55
SPANDANA 610.05 659.65 610.05 651.00
BLUESTARCO 853.00 853.00 832.95 840.00
MRPL 45.85 45.85 44.25 44.50
BIRLACORPN 1475.00 1497.10 1447.85 1456.15
ITI 132.95 133.95 129.45 130.00
JCHAC 2299.25 2330.00 2282.25 2298.45
IIFL 306.00 306.00 295.00 301.70
CHENNPETRO 113.35 115.30 113.35 114.05
VMART 3950.00 3959.95 3892.05 3940.90
FRETAIL 62.75 62.75 61.20 61.20
UJJIVANSFB 28.60 28.75 28.25 28.25
HIMATSEIDE 261.00 270.00 261.00 264.80
DCMSHRIRAM 940.00 946.00 929.20 929.65
SCHAEFFLER 6899.20 6953.85 6797.50 6885.85
NAVNETEDUL* 104.95 105.95 101.70 102.50
MHRIL 315.15 319.30 312.50 312.50
PRSMJOHNSN 142.40 142.40 137.50 137.50
RATNAMANI 2151.95 2175.90 2140.05 2148.15
ADANITRANS 890.55 925.00 890.55 924.90
GULFOILLUB 660.50 668.50 642.60 647.90
3MINDIA 24674.90 24692.30 24350.05 24637.30
ERIS 789.50 789.50 766.00 767.60
NIACL 162.85 164.00 160.60 160.80
SJVN 27.85 27.85 27.30 27.40
PGHH 12799.00 12799.00 12686.05 12754.00
BAJAJELEC 1174.00 1174.00 1128.90 1158.00
TVTODAY 294.85 297.20 291.85 295.30
RITES 280.00 281.60 273.45 274.25
TCIEXP 1564.15 1565.50 1506.45 1516.80
GALAXYSURF 3199.00 3199.00 3143.05 3165.00
TIMETECHNO 82.30 83.85 81.95 83.40
CREDITACC 661.00 677.05 655.00 659.00
TVSSRICHAK 2189.75 2215.25 2159.90 2215.25
BAJAJHLDNG 4070.00 4070.00 3981.00 3997.95
GRINDWELL 1262.80 1265.00 1228.00 1237.95
ASTERDM 163.30 165.10 160.45 163.15
HEIDELBERG 272.00 272.00 262.55 268.25
FDC 376.00 376.00 368.00 370.00
WABCOINDIA 7393.75 7494.00 7240.00 7407.15
GESHIP 346.80 346.80 340.05 342.35
UJJIVAN 240.25 242.35 235.60 237.05
STARCEMENT 111.50 113.25 110.90 111.50
SYMPHONY 960.00 967.10 945.05 946.90
VSTIND 3373.15 3388.00 3345.15 3383.05
ECLERX 2340.00 2372.00 2280.10 2300.00
TATAINVEST 1164.95 1167.95 1151.75 1159.00
AKZOINDIA 2287.85 2302.85 2265.10 2275.95
CENTURYPLY 439.80 439.80 424.80 426.35
VRLLOG 305.80 309.50 301.50 305.00
ENDURANCE 1788.00 1788.00 1744.75 1752.55
THERMAX 1393.60 1425.80 1393.60 1403.50
SFL 2397.90 2421.15 2368.20 2395.00
NH 498.00 506.55 495.30 501.00
KSB 1180.20 1207.10 1159.60 1173.50
SOMANYCERA 720.00 728.40 700.60 723.90
JAGRAN* 69.50 70.60 68.60 69.10
GMDCLTD 69.40 70.00 68.30 68.50
SHRIRAMCIT 1861.60 1873.15 1815.05 1824.65
EPL 255.10 256.35 246.90 250.50
SKFINDIA 2919.50 2919.50 2832.85 2865.00
WESTLIFE 560.00 562.25 535.55 539.90
INDOCO 483.85 483.85 461.10 463.60
GILLETTE 5973.10 5999.25 5960.00 5990.00
PNBHOUSING 694.00 694.00 676.10 680.00
INDOSTAR 334.30 348.60 333.35 344.10
GET&D 143.40 144.75 139.10 139.35
VARROC 355.00 355.00 333.40 335.20
MAHSEAMLES 314.90 318.55 310.20 311.90
IFBIND 1031.50 1034.05 999.05 1005.40
MASFIN 814.00 818.40 807.10 807.60
SHOPERSTOP 270.00 270.35 260.40 261.75
AIAENG 1976.00 2010.00 1963.00 2010.00
TIMKEN 1556.05 1563.00 1524.00 1530.00
BALMLAWRIE 136.35 136.70 135.30 135.80
GARFIBRES 3496.60 3515.85 3421.90 3507.00
MAHSCOOTER 4205.65 4298.90 4200.00 4290.00
SUNDRMFAST 782.35 785.00 771.40 780.00
ITDC 392.55 400.95 391.55 393.70
SOLARINDS 1728.60 1748.90 1716.10 1722.00
GODFRYPHLP 1043.00 1044.00 1032.10 1034.40
CHOLAHLDNG 660.50 664.65 655.30 661.30
ESABINDIA 1949.00 1949.00 1923.25 1928.50
GDL 295.10 298.00 285.45 293.90
OMAXE 92.55 92.55 88.50 88.95
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SCRIP OPEN HIgh LOW LTP CHANGE
NIFTY 50 15951.55 16146.90 15914.35 16130.75 245.60
TITAN 1780.00 1854.95 1777.15 1842.15 70.60
HDFC 2515.00 2560.00 2476.00 2555.00 92.95
INDUSINDBK 987.00 1025.00 986.65 1022.45 34.45
NESTLEIND 17670.20 18380.00 17654.00 18298.05 583.40
ULTRACEMCO 7649.00 7867.25 7608.40 7849.35 207.30
SBIN 434.95 447.90 433.60 446.00 11.10
HINDUNILVR 2330.00 2393.00 2326.10 2388.50 55.70
AXISBANK 724.00 740.85 719.30 738.00 16.85
BHARTIARTL 568.00 582.00 562.10 578.35 13.20
TATAMOTORS 298.50 304.50 297.70 303.65 6.80
SUNPHARMA 773.95 804.35 765.25 792.00 17.00
ADANIPORTS 698.00 714.95 695.25 707.00 15.00
SBILIFE 1105.25 1134.90 1094.80 1128.25 21.05
POWERGRID 172.55 175.20 171.10 174.20 3.20
ASIANPAINT 3020.00 3065.00 2994.20 3029.60 55.55
BAJFINANCE 6215.00 6342.00 6206.00 6315.20 114.70
TCS 3229.00 3290.00 3218.95 3278.50 59.10
EICHERMOT 2609.80 2654.90 2587.10 2649.95 47.35
DIVISLAB 4930.60 5019.90 4900.00 5012.85 83.90
BRITANNIA 3550.00 3579.00 3531.00 3563.20 58.55
MARUTI 7124.95 7221.00 7086.10 7193.00 116.05
M&M 763.40 772.70 755.50 770.00 12.30
INFY 1647.00 1658.65 1635.60 1657.00 25.45
HEROMOTOCO 2784.30 2822.00 2784.30 2822.00 39.80
KOTAKBANK 1665.00 1689.25 1665.00 1688.00 22.90
ICICIBANK 683.00 691.90 676.65 690.05 8.65
TECHM 1211.00 1230.00 1210.00 1225.95 15.25
ITC 207.50 210.90 206.45 209.75 2.45
BPCL 460.70 464.95 456.50 463.15 5.35
LT 1625.00 1638.70 1610.30 1631.00 17.05
BAJAJFINSV 14250.00 14318.35 14160.00 14269.95 144.80
WIPRO 604.00 604.00 594.15 598.25 6.00
TATACONSUM 760.00 770.75 759.55 766.80 7.25
RELIANCE 2090.00 2091.00 2064.20 2090.00 17.50
HDFCBANK 1410.00 1439.90 1410.00 1434.10 11.45
CIPLA 925.00 929.55 918.50 928.00 6.95
IOC 106.00 106.50 105.30 106.10 0.60
HDFCLIFE 672.00 675.00 666.60 674.05 3.70
HINDALCO 447.75 450.85 440.20 448.00 2.20
ONGC 116.15 118.20 115.15 117.60 0.50
DRREDDY 4728.40 4729.45 4691.70 4720.50 18.95
HCLTECH 1030.00 1042.95 1024.00 1039.00 3.60
COALINDIA 143.90 144.75 143.00 144.20 0.30
GRASIM 1575.00 1599.90 1544.50 1592.00 0.35
NTPC 118.50 118.50 116.50 117.55 -0.20
TATASTEEL 1414.00 1420.85 1390.35 1407.25 -2.80
UPL 795.00 795.00 780.60 789.40 -1.65
BAJAJ-AUTO 3830.00 3838.00 3805.65 3830.00 -11.55
SHREECEM 29301.00 29410.00 28909.10 29198.00 -96.25
JSWSTEEL 746.00 746.00 728.40 740.85 -5.85

SE 500B
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SCRIP OPEN HIgh LOW LTP CHANGE
NIFTY NEXT 50 39904.75 40104.60 39828.10 40053.10 331.75
HAVELLS 1198.00 1246.40 1191.35 1233.00 47.90
ADANIGREEN 888.00 915.00 877.00 907.00 30.85
SIEMENS 1992.00 2039.55 1981.00 2032.20 54.25
ICICIPRULI 638.00 652.40 632.25 651.20 17.35
GODREJCP 992.00 1020.70 987.70 1018.00 25.65
DABUR 602.70 619.80 597.90 613.25 14.20
DMART 3508.00 3579.00 3504.00 3575.00 72.60
LUPIN 1132.00 1149.50 1126.15 1142.00 17.75
MARICO 540.00 545.30 536.00 543.75 8.25
JUBLFOOD 3770.70 3829.85 3726.60 3782.00 48.05
ADANITRANS 910.00 925.00 900.00 920.00 11.20
APOLLOHOSP 4090.60 4225.00 4064.05 4090.35 42.20
HDFCAMC 2871.00 2911.50 2855.30 2900.00 28.45
TORNTPHARM 3079.50 3124.95 3068.15 3105.00 28.65
INDIGO 1669.50 1692.00 1639.00 1678.00 14.85
NAUKRI 5310.00 5400.00 5262.00 5349.00 47.30
UBL 1440.75 1538.00 1440.75 1453.30 12.60
AMBUJACEM 420.85 423.05 414.60 421.60 3.50
ALKEM 3475.25 3548.00 3471.60 3511.20 28.80
HINDPETRO 275.30 276.20 271.80 274.80 2.00
DLF 353.95 356.90 350.55 354.30 2.45
PETRONET 220.50 223.20 219.75 221.00 1.25
SBICARD 1040.60 1051.40 1039.00 1046.50 5.90
NMDC 180.15 182.80 178.00 181.15 1.00
BERGEPAINT 842.20 857.45 841.15 845.40 4.35
MRF 80800.00 81220.00 80512.50 80802.10 381.25
BANDHANBNK 302.00 302.80 296.10 300.85 1.30
PGHH 12663.00 12798.30 12663.00 12765.00 53.95
MCDOWELL-N 652.00 667.00 650.25 653.90 2.65
PEL 2507.55 2535.00 2467.20 2500.10 10.25
YESBANK 12.80 12.85 12.70 12.80 0.05
ADANIENT 1467.00 1467.00 1422.20 1443.00 4.80
GAIL 143.95 144.15 141.85 143.25 0.40
ACC 2420.00 2440.80 2392.00 2429.55 5.55
LTI 4707.00 4725.00 4661.00 4709.00 6.55
MUTHOOTFIN 1595.80 1603.35 1573.95 1586.45 1.80
PIDILITIND 2266.00 2303.05 2257.00 2264.00 1.45
ICICIGI 1460.00 1462.90 1444.25 1455.90 0.65
GLAND 3950.00 3989.10 3922.15 3950.00 1.20
BAJAJHLDNG 3993.00 4018.85 3980.00 3992.00 -0.10
CADILAHC 592.00 596.80 589.00 591.75 -0.10
VEDL 313.75 317.70 307.80 313.10 -0.15
COLPAL 1682.00 1701.15 1668.10 1676.90 -0.95
INDUSTOWER 223.45 224.30 220.05 222.95 -0.15
BIOCON 388.80 392.45 388.00 389.00 -1.00
AUROPHARMA 920.00 927.50 914.30 915.45 -2.85
BOSCHLTD 15300.10 15380.50 15184.00 15249.90 -50.20
IGL 557.55 566.50 554.50 555.35 -2.15
PNB 41.50 41.50 40.05 40.25 -0.45
ABBOTINDIA 19750.70 19750.70 19200.00 19300.00 -450.70
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IT services companies are
expected to see growth in

revenue, driven by robust
demand for digital technologies
resulting in higher awards of
contracts, according to ratings
agency ICRA.

Further, the growth in the
financial year 2021-22 will be
supported by the pent-up
demand of the financial year
2020-21 that was lower due to
the initial impact of Covid-19.

Gaurav Jain, Vice President
and Sector Head at ICRA, said
IT services companies have
managed to overcome supply-
led challenges through unin-
terrupted delivery of services
through the work-from-home
model.

“As a silver lining, the pan-

demic is accelerating the secu-
lar trends of core modernisa-
tion, usage of collaborative
technologies, and cloud migra-
tion as companies shift to dig-
ital business models to pursue
work-from-home models,
which will benefit the IT ser-
vices companies,” he added.

In January-June 2021, tra-
ditional sourcing witnessed an
annual contract value (ACV) of
USD 15.2 billion, up by about
15 per cent on a year-on-year
basis, owing to accelerated
demand for digital technolo-
gies, Jain said. 
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The Sensex skyrocketed 873
points to a fresh closing

peak while the Nifty finished
above the 16,000-mark for the
first time on Tuesday as eco-
nomic recovery hopes trig-
gered across-the-board buying. 

Investors grew richer by
�2.30 lakh crore, with market
capitalisation of all BSE-listed
reaching a lifetime high of
�2,40,04,664.28 crore. 

Rising for the second
straight session, the 30-share
BSE benchmark Sensex ended
872.73 points or 1.65 per cent
higher at its fresh closing
record of 53,823.36.  

Similarly, the broader NSE
Nifty rallied 245.60 points or
1.55 per cent to an all-time

peak of 16,130.75.
Titan was the top gainer in

the Sensex pack, spurting 3.89
per cent, followed by HDFC,
Nestle India, IndusInd Bank,
UltraTech Cement, Bharti
Airtel and SBI. 

Only three index compo-
nents finished in the red --
Bajaj Auto, Tata Steel and
NTPC, shedding up to 0.33 per
cent.  

“Bulls pulled off the
16,000 mark on the Nifty
effortlessly buoyed by positive
news flow on GST and export
data as domestic fund houses
poured �280 billion during
the first four months of the
current f iscal,” said S
Ranganathan, Head of
Research at LKP Securities.  

The country’s exports grew
47.19 per cent to the “highest
ever monthly figure” of USD
35.17 billion in July on account
of healthy growth in petroleum,
engineering, and gems and

jewellery segments,  as per
official data released post mar-
ket hours on Monday.  

The journey past 16,000
quite clearly has been led by the
retail investors who have allo-
cated more into equities even
as FIIs sold worth Rs 95 billion

during this period, he noted.
“The present rally is all the

more significant since it pro-
vides enough opportunities to
the new investor coming in
now as several pockets of the
economy still offer value going
forward,” he added. 
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The market capitalisation of
BSE-listed companies

jumped to a record high of �
2,40,04,664.28 crore on
Tuesday, driven by a rally in
stocks that also saw the bench-
mark Sensex touching its life-

time peak of 53,887.98 points. 
Rallying for the second

consecutive day on Tuesday,
the 30-share BSE index closed
at a fresh closing peak of
53,823.36 points, a jump of
872.73 points or 1.65 per
cent. 
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Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman on Tuesday told

the Rajya Sabha that the aver-
age annual revenue collection,
including GST and excise duty,
from tobacco products, stands
at about �53,750 crore.

In reply to a question, the

minister also
said the GST
rates, includ-
ing compen-
sation cess
rates, on
goods are
fixed on the basis of the rec-
ommendations of the GST
Council.  Answering supple-

mentary questions, she said
many non-governmental
organisations (NGOs) and con-
sumer education forums have
suggested to increase levies on
tobacco products considering
the health impact.

“In the GST Council, we
have formed a Group of
Ministers (GoM). It has been

given the terms of reference to
see if on the capacity of a pro-
ducing unit, where evasion is
high, we can consider looking
at an increase in the price.

“Such items like tobacco
have also been put into that
list... We will wait for the GoM
to come back with its recom-
mendations,” she said.

Prasanna Acharya (Biju
Janata Dal) had asked her if the
central government will put the
proposal in the GST Council
for increasing tax on tobacco.

In the written reply,
Sitharaman said the average
annual revenue collection
(based on the last three years)
including GST, compensation

cess, excise duty and national
calamity and contingent duty
(NCCD) from tobacco prod-
ucts, is about Rs 53,750 crore.

She also said excise duty
and NCCD on tobacco prod-
ucts are levied by the central
government and there is no
proposal at present for impo-
sition of any additional duty.
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Kabul: The Taliban pressed
ahead with their advances in
southern Afghanistan on
Tuesday, capturing nine out of
10 districts of the Helmand
provincial capital, residents

and officials said. Afghan Gov-
ernment forces launched
airstrikes, backed by the US, in
a desperate effort to defend the
city of Lashkar Gah.

The fall of Lashkar Gah
would be a major turning point
in the offensive the Taliban
have waged over the past
months as US and NATO
forces complete their pullout
from the war-torn country. It
would also be the first provin-
cial capital captured by the
Taliban in years.

Residents of the city, speak-
ing to The Associated Press
over the telephone, said the

fighting has them trapped,
hunkered down inside their
homes and unable to step out
for basic supplies. They said
Taliban fighters were out open-
ly in the streets, and that all but
one Lashkar Gah district was
under Taliban control.

Elite commando units were
dispatched from Kabul to aid
Afghan forces as the govern-
ment held on to key govern-
ment buildings, including the
local police and army head-
quarters.

Majid Akhund, deputy
chairman of the Helmand
provincial council, confirmed

that the Taliban control nine
Lashkar Gah districts and also
the city's TV and radio station,
which had both gone off the air.

The Afghan forces com-
mander for Helmand, Gen.
Sami Sadat, in an audio mes-
sage shared with journalists
Tuesday urged residents in
neighborhoods captured by
the Taliban to evacuate imme-
diately, though he did not clar-
ify how they could do that amid
the ongoing clashes. The mes-
sage was an indication more
airstrikes were planned.

“Please evacuate your fam-
ilies from your homes and

their surroundings," Sadat said.
“We will not leave the Taliban
alive. ... I know it''s hard ... we
do it for your future. Forgive us
if you get displaced for few
days, please evacuate as soon as
possible."

Lashkar Gah is one of three
provincial capitals under siege
by the Taliban as they stepped
up their onslaught against gov-
ernment forces. In recent
months the Taliban swept
through dozens of districts
across the country, many in
remote and rural, sparsely pop-
ulated areas.

Afghan troops in those

battles often surrendered or
pulled out with barely a fight,
frequently lacking re-supplies
and reinforcements. Over the
past weeks, the Taliban have
also captured several lucrative
border crossings with Iran,
Pakistan and Tajikistan.

Most recently, the Taliban
have turned their guns on
provincial capitals as the with-
drawal of the US and NATO
forces is now more than 95 per
cent complete. The final US
and NATO soldier are expect-
ed to be out of Afghanistan by
Aug. 31.

PTI

United Nations: The situation
in Afghanistan is of deep con-
cern to all members of the UN
Security Council, President of
the Council for the month of
August Ambassador TS
Tirumurti has said, underlin-
ing that “we cannot have ter-
rorist camps’ once again mov-
ing back into the war-torn
country that will have a "direct
impact" on India.

India, currently a non-per-
manent member of the UN
Security Council for the 2021-

22 tenure, assumed the rotating
Presidency of the powerful UN
organ for the month of August.
"The situation in Afghanistan is
of deep concern to all members
of the Security Council and we
have seen that in recent days,
the violence is only increasing,"
Tirumurti said at the UN
Headquarters on Monday.

Briefing reporters at the
UN Headquarters on the
Council''s Programme of Work,
Tirumurti, who is India''s
Permanent Representative to

the UN, cited a UN report that
said the number of casualties in
Afghanistan during May-June
exceeds the number between
January and April.

Responding to a question
on the situation in Afghanistan
and what the Security Council
can do to prevent further esca-
lation in violence, Tirumurti
said he expects that “probably
the Security Council will be
looking at this aspect sooner
rather than later” on
Afghanistan. PTI

Beijing: Authorities in central
China’s Wuhan, where the
coronavirus first emerged in
2019 and spiralled into a pan-
demic, on Tuesday began test-
ing of its over 11 million peo-
ple following the resurgence of
cases, a year after it contained
the deadly virus, even as a sense
of unease prevailed in the
country as several provinces
reported fresh infections.

Wuhan, which became

famous all over the world for its
first coronavirus lockdown
early last year, broke the zero-
infection record since June
2020, as seven new Covid cases
were reported.

Authorities began a city-
wide Covid testing on Tuesday,
the official media here report-
ed. The city has upgraded its
epidemic response measures in
the face of the recent coron-
avirus infections, locking down
the area where Covid infections
have been reported while
upgrading its risk levels, state-
run Global Times reported.
The city metro has adopted
stricter anti-epidemic rules,
and all schools have been
closed. Just as Wuhan braced
for the second Covid resur-
gence, especially the Delta vari-
ant, several provinces and cities
including Beijing are rushing to
test millions of people.

The National Health
Commission (NHC), in its
daily report on Tuesday, said
that 61 new locally-transmitted
COVID-19 cases have been
reported from different
provinces, including Jiangsu,
Hunan, Hubei, Henan, Yunnan
besides Beijing, Shanghai and
Fujian. PTI

Washington: The US has a
number of shared interests and
values with India in terms of
economic and trade ties and
cooperation on climate and
regional security issues that
were discussed during the
recent visit of Secretary of
State Tony Blinken to New
Delhi, a top State Department
official has said.

Blinken arrived in New
Delhi on July 27 on a two-day
visit with an extensive agenda
for talks. It was Blinken''s first

visit to India after assuming
charge as the US Secretary of
State and the third by a high-
ranking Biden administration
official.

Blinken called on Prime
Minister Narendra Modi on
July 28 and held talks with his
counterpart S Jaishankar.
Blinken also held talks with
National Security Advisor Ajit
Doval.

“I think you heard from us
at the time, it was the
Secretary''s first opportunity as

Secretary of State to travel to
India. It was also an opportu-
nity for us to explore ways that
we can strengthen and deepen
the comprehensive global
strategic partnership that we
have with India,” State
Department spokesperson Ned
Price told reporters at his daily
news conference on Monday.

“The other point that we
made is that we have a number
of shared interests and shared
values with the Government of
India,” he said. PTI
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The suspect in the killing of
three people in rural South

Carolina hopped on a plane
after the shootings and was
arrested hours later at a Florida
hotel, authorities said.

A man and two women
were killed in the shootings
Monday around 3 p.m. inside
a Greenwood County home
just off U.S. Highway 25, Sheriff
Dennis Kelly said. A child was
also hurt in the shooting.

Colombo: Sri Lanka has begun an investigation into the 1987
massacre of Buddhist monks by the Tamil separatist Liberation
Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) which attacked a bus and killed
31 people, the country’s Supreme Court here was told on Tuesday.

The Attorney General’s counsel told the apex court that a
survivor, Buddhist monk Andaulpotha Buddhasara, has given
a statement on the attack.

The LTTE, then fighting for a separate homeland for the
minority Tamils in the north and east provinces, carried out the
attack on June 2, 1987 at Aranthalawa in the eastern Ampara
district.

Some 33 monks and three civilians were travelling in a bus
on the monthly Buddhist holy day when the bus was waylaid
by the LTTE, who randomly opened fire, killing at least 31
monks.

No one was arrested and there were no legal proceedings
as in the case of many attacks carried out by the LTTE.

PTI

Washington: The US has
approved the sale of Harpoon
Joint Common Test Set (JCTS)
and related equipment to India
for an estimated cost of USD 82
million, a decision which it said
will help strengthen the bilat-
eral strategic ties and improve
the security of a major defen-
sive partner in the Indo-Pacific
region.

The Pentagon's Defense
Security Cooperation Agency
(DSCA) delivered the required
certification notifying the US
Congress of this possible sale
on Monday, according to an
official statement. Harpoon is

an anti-ship missile.
The Government of India

has requested to buy one
Harpoon Joint Common Test
Set (JCTS). Also included is
one Harpoon Intermediate
Level maintenance station;
spare and repair parts, support,
and test equipment; publica-
tions and technical documen-
tation; personnel training; US
Government and contractor
technical, engineering, and
logistics support services; and
other related elements of logis-
tics and programme support.
The estimated total cost is
USD 82 million, it said. PTI
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Washington: The United
States has said Pakistan has
much to gain and will con-
tinue to have a critical role in
Afghan peace process.

“We do appreciate
Pakistan's efforts to advance
the Afghan peace process and
stability in South Asia, includ-
ing by encouraging the
Taliban to engage in substan-
tive negotiations,” State
Department spokesperson
Ned Price told reporters at his
daily news conference on
Monday.

“Pakistan has much to
gain and will continue to
have a critical role, will be
well-positioned to have a role
in supporting the outcome
that not only the United States
seeks, but that many of our
International partners, many
of the countries in the region
also see,” he said. PTI

Washington: The US has
donated and shipped more
than 110 million doses of
Covid vaccines to more than 60
countries, ranging from
Afghanistan to Zambia, the
White House announced
Tuesday.

President Joe Biden was
expected to discuss that mile-
stone and more later Tuesday
in remarks updating the pub-
lic on the US strategy to slow
the spread of coronavirus
abroad.

The announcement comes
amid a rise in infections in the

US, fuelled by the highly con-
tagious delta strain of the virus,
which led US public health offi-
cials last week to recommend
that people who have been fully
vaccinated against Covid
resume wearing face cover-
ings in public indoor settings.

Biden has promised that
the US will be the “arsenal of
vaccines” for the world. But
while notable, the 110 million
doses the US has donated
largely through a global vaccine
programme known as COVAX
represent a fraction of what is
needed worldwide. AP
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The two sides had a candid and in-
depth exchange of views on resolution of
remaining areas related to disengage-
ment along the Line of Actual Control in
the Western Sector of India-China border
areas.

The two sides noted that this round of
meeting was constructive, which further
enhanced mutual understanding. They
agreed to resolve these remaining issues in
an expeditious manner in accordance
with the existing agreements and protocols
and maintain the momentum of dialogue
and negotiations.

The two sides also agreed that in the
interim they will continue their effective
efforts in ensuring stability along the LAC
in the Western Sector and jointly maintain
peace and tranquility. 
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Briefing the media on the breakfast
meeting, Congress spokesperson Abhishek
Singhvi said more than 60 per cent of
India’s population across the board was
represented by all the Opposition that met.

Sharing a picture of the meeting,
Congress leader Shashi Tharoor tweeted,
“After a sumptuous breakfast, leaders of
eleven Opposition parties spoke briefly
about the importance of unity in
Parliament and on the ground in the strug-
gle against the anti-people policies & unde-
mocratic actions of the BJP government.
We are witnessing something special
here.”

The BJP accused Rahul of indulging
in “gimmicks” for cheap publicity and
alleged that the Opposition has resorted
to “rant and run” tactics to hijack
Parliamentary proceedings and defame the
Government. Union Minister Mukhtar
Abbas Naqvi, the deputy leader of the
House in Rajya Sabha, said Opposition
members have been outdoing each other
in disrupting Parliament’s proceedings to
project themselves as the leader of the anti-
BJP grouping.

“They have no real issue and do these
things to be in the news. This is the first
time we are seeing that the Government
wants to debate issues in Parliament while
the Opposition does not,” he said. Naqvi
said the Opposition is engaging in “rant
and run” tactics.

In a related political development, for-
mer RJD supremo Lalu Prasad too is being
seen to be active in the national political
circles. During the last two days Lalu, who
is residing in national Capital since his
parole from Ranchi jail where he is serv-
ing imprisonment related to fodder scam,
has made a “courtesy call” on Samajwadi
Party patriarch Mulayam Singh Yadav and
then met NCP stalwart Pawar.

Lalu also indicated at the likelihood of
the coming together of the younger gen-

erations of RJD led by his son Tejaswi
Yadav and LJP led by Chirag Paswan, who
is battling a family feud over the claims of
party banner after the demise of his
father and their tallest leader Ram Vilas
Paswan. Lalu said there is a need of the
hour for an alternative to the current Modi
regime.

The Government and Opposition are
in direct confrontation over a range of
issues, including the Pegasus snooping row,
the handling of the Covid-19 pandemic,
and farmers’ agitation. 

Last week also, Rahul had personally
called like-minded Opposition leaders for
a meeting in the Parliament. A separate
group of Opposition leaders led by
Shiromani Akali Dal also met President
Ram Nath Kovind to apprise him about the
reluctance of the Government to debate
issues in Parliament.
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This too drew Modi’s ire. Joshi and
another Union Minister V Muraleedharan
told reporters, without naming O’Brien.

He had tweeted, “In the first 10 days,
Modi-Shah rushed through and passed 12
Bills at an average time of UNDER SEVEN
MINUTES per Bill. Passing legislation or
making papri chaat!”

Such comments are “derogatory” to the
parliamentary procedure and the esteem
of elected representatives, Muraleedharan
said quoting Modi. The conduct of the
Opposition is an “insult” to Parliament and
the Constitution, Joshi said, quoting Modi.

The PM accused them of having
“undemocratic” attitude and said they are
not keen on meaningful debates.

Modi asserted that his Government
will leave no stone unturned to fulfil its
commitment to people. Bills do not belong
to the Government but are aimed at peo-
ple’s welfare, he said and reiterated the
Government’s stand for constructive and
rich debates.

The BJP parliamentary party also
hailed Modi at the meeting over the
Government’s decision to provide reser-
vation to the OBC and the EWS in the all-
India quota in the medical entrance test
NEET.

The PM highlighted the rise in the
GST revenue in the month of July with a
collection of 1.16 lakh crore to express con-
fidence about the state of economy.

Finance Minister Nirmala Sithraman
also spoke in detail about the economic
conditions and asserted that the recovery
has gathered pace despite the second wave.
India’s foreign reserves are at an all-time
high while the GST collection also rose
significantly last month, she added.

The Government’s package for the
MSME sector is now at Rs 4.5 lakh crore
while the banking sector has also made
recovery and posted a profit of over Rs
31,000 crore, sources quoting her said. 

Economic indicators have been doing
well, she said.
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“Please remember that R number
should be 0.6 or below. If it has gone over
1, it shows it is a significant problem and
the virus wants to spread,” said Dr Paul.

He said the number of districts with
high positivity had decreased from the pre-
vious week but per State, the number of
districts with high positivity had decreased
from the previous week. Now new States
are showing districts with high positivity,
he said. 

The States where the R-factor is more
than one are Himachal Pradesh, Jammu &
Kashmir, Lakshadweep, Tamil Nadu,
Mizoram, Karnataka, Puducherry and
Kerala.

Only Andhra Pradesh and
Maharashtra show a declining trend and
States like Bengal, Nagaland, Haryana,
Goa, Delhi and Jharkhand the R-factor is
at 1.

“Whenever R-number is above one, it
means that the case trajectory is increas-
ing and it needs to be controlled,” explained
Lav Agarwal, Joint Secretary, Union Health
Ministry.

He said the US, Canada, Australia and
India have an R-number of 1.2 on average.
This means one infected person is infect-
ing more than one.
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The Centre is making efforts to inoc-
ulate the entire country at the earliest, said
Union Health Minister Mansukh
Mandaviya in Parliament pointing out that
vaccine production capacity of Covishield
is projected to be increased from 11 crore
doses per month to more than 12 crore
doses per month and the production
capacity of Covaxin is projected to be
increased from 2.5 crore doses per month
to around 5.8 crore doses per month,” the
Minister said in a written reply.

Currently, the production capacity of
Bharat Biotech’s Covaxin is 2.5 crore
doses per month while Serum Institute of
India’s Covishield is 11 crore.

“Vaccination drive is going on smooth-
ly... It will get more accelerated in the com-
ing days with the ramping up of produc-
tion by four more Indian companies,” said
the Minister, adding that Biologicals E and
Novartis vaccines  be available in the mar-
ket in the coming days, while Zydus Cadila
will soon get an emergency-use nod from
an expert committee.

At present, two companies (Bharat
Biotech and Serum Institute) are supply-
ing the vaccine to the government. Sputnik
vaccine is also available and production of
which has begun, he added.

During the Question Hour in the
Rajya Sabha, Mandaviya said India has
administered 47 crore doses of vaccine so
far and the Centre is making efforts to
inoculate the entire country at the earli-
est.

Even 7 to 9 per cent of the doses that
remain unutilised by private hospitals are
being used by the Government vaccination
centres, he added. Mandaviya was speak-
ing amid a din in the House over the
Opposition’s demand for a discussion on
the Pegasus issue and the farm laws.

To a query by BJD member Amar
Patnaik about the vaccine rollout plan for
12-18-year-old and the need for a third or
fourth dose, Mandaviya said, “The
Government’s target is to vaccinate the
entire population at the earliest and con-
stant efforts are being made to achieve
this.”
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The Guild’s members and all journal-
ists have the duty of holding all branches
of the Government accountable by seek-
ing information, explanations and consti-
tutionally valid justifications for state
action and inaction, it said, adding that to
be able to fulfil this role, freedom of the
press must be safeguarded.  Journalist
Mrinal Pande is a co-petitioner in the case. 

“Freedom of the press relies on non-
interference by the Government and its
agencies in reporting of journalists, includ-
ing their ability to securely and confiden-
tially speak with sources, investigate abuse
of power and corruption, expose govern-
mental incompetence, and speak with
those in opposition to the government,” the
plea said. 

The guild submitted that citizens of
India have a right to know if the
Government is infringing upon the lim-
its of their authority under the Constitution
and what steps have been taken to safe-
guard their fundamental rights.  

“Through their intransigence, the
respondents have deliberately avoided
public debate on this issue and have pro-
vided obfuscated answers, forcing the
petitioner to approach this court,” the plea
said.  

The guild has sought a court-appoint-
ed and monitored SIT to investigate every
aspect of the alleged use of Pegasus by the
Government of India and against Indian
citizens, especially journalists.
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Naidu had on Monday met with the
Government top brass, including Defence
and Mome Ministers. The Centre reiter-
ated its willingness to discuss farmers’
issue, price rise and economic situation in
the country. Naidu urged other parties to
take this forward as Opposition also
wanted to discuss national security in the
context of Pegasus issue. Sources said the
legislative business agreed upon include
Tribunals Reforms Bill, Airports
Regulation Authority Bill, General
Insurance Nationalisation Amendment
Bill, Limited Liability Partnership

Amendment Bill, Deposits Insurance Bill. 
It was also agreed to take up the notice

given by Rajya Sabha members Binoy
Vishwam and Shreyas Kumar for annulling
the recently issued Information
Technology Rules.

The Upper House was adjourned for
the day on Tuesday amid continuous
protest by opposition parties. However, the
House passed the Insolvency and
Bankruptcy Code (Amendment) Bill,
2021 with a brief discussion amid the
ruckus created by opposition parties.

As soon as the House resumed after
lunch Bhubaneshwar Kalita in Chair
asked Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman to move the Insolvency and
Bankruptcy Code (Amendment) Bill,
2021.

Soon after, the opposition members
started their protest and trooped into the
Well of the House and remained there
throughout. They also continued sloga-
neering.

After a brief debate by a few members,
the bill was moved for passage in the
House and it was passed with voice vote
amid the din by the opposition.

Referring to the behaviour of opposi-
tion members, Sitharaman said it was
unacceptable that they disrupted the
members from participating in the debate
and surrounded them in a threatening
fashion.
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“The initial investigation of the pub-
lic security organ found it to be a case of
homicide and the suspect is another for-
eign student of the university. Compulsory
measures have been taken on the suspect
and the case is still under further investi-
gation. “Relevant Chinese competent
authorities have notified the Indian
Embassy in Beijing of the situation of the
case on July 30 and 31 respectively and
maintained communication with the
Embassy,” it said.
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With this Class X results, both nation-
al level Boards — CBSE and ICSE — have
declared their Class XII and X results keep-
ing with date as scheduled by the
Government to meet the pace of 2021-
2022 academic session.

According to the CBSE, pass percent-
age of foreign students is 99.92 per cent
while all students of the Kendriya
Vidyalayas have been declared successful.

Earlier on July 30, the CBSE had
declared the results of Class XII students
across the country.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi con-
gratulated the students who received their
Class 10 results. “Congratulations to my
young friends who have successfully

passed the CBSE Class X examinations. My
best wishes to the students for their future
endeavours,” PM wrote on twitter.

Education Minister Dharmendra
Pradhan, too, congratulated students,
noted that the past year had been chal-
lenging and praised the the work put in by
teachers, students and parents.

Due to the second wave of the Covid-
19 pandemic and the lockdown in differ-
ent States of the country, the Class X and
XII examinations were cancelled this year.
Instead, the CBSE prepared the 2021
results of Class X and XII students on the
basis of internal assessment.
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India too earned five penalty corners
in the match but could make use of just
one.

The Indians started slowly as
Belgium had the initial burst of the
match, controlling the proceedings for
the first five minutes which also yield-
ed them a goal.

Belgium scored from their first
attack, earning a penalty corner which
was converted by Luypaert with a pow-
erful flick in the second minute.

The Indians came back strongly and
changed the course of the match in a
span of two minutes with two goals.

India secured two penalty corners in
the seventh minute, the second of which
was beauti ful ly  converted by
Harmanpreet for his fifth goal of the
tournament. A minute later, Mandeep,
who has been under pressure for his
underwhelming form so far, gave India
the lead with a fine field goal.

Mandeep beautifully received a
Amit Rohidas cross from the right,
turned over and found the back of the
net with a fierce reverse hit past Vincent
Vanasch in front of the Belgium goal.

Trailing by a goal, the Red Lions
came out stronger in the second quar-
ter and pressed hard on the Indian
defence which wilted under pressure,
conceding as many as four penalty cor-
ners, the last of which was converted by
Hendrickx to level the scores.

Belgium went on the offensive and
secured three consecutive penalty cor-
ners in the 49th minute and again it was
Hendrickx, who rose to the occasion for
his side to hand them a 3-2 lead.

With a goal upfront, the Belgians
kept up the pressure on the Indian
defence, which was guilty of conceding
three more penalty corners in quick suc-
cession, resulting in a penalty stroke for
the world champions which was duly put
into the goal by Hendrickx for his
third goal of the match.

Trailing by two goals, a desperate
India withdrew goalkeeper Sreejesh for
an extra player but the move backfired
as Dohmen slammed home in an empty
net from a counter to shatter India’s
hopes. 



Sky’s the limit for a school grad-
uate today. Gone are the days
when you could not think

beyond becoming a doctor, engineer
or lawyer once you have passed the
threshold of Class XII annual exams.
The meritorious students could have
the pick of the so-called top careers
while the not-so-meritorious stu-
dents had to settle for the less covet-
ed courses to build a career out of. At
the turn of the century, all that
changed, for good!

The trends are much better today,
as the world tries hard to rise up after
being knocked down by the COVID-
19 pandemic. The students who have
completed education till Class XII, or
not yet, can now look forward to some
of the most amazing arrays of career
choices, which make good use of their
natural talents and skills while allow-
ing them to have a flourishing career
that doesn’t feel boring at all. So,
whether you belong to science, arts or
commerce streams, if you are a stu-
dent who is about to get into the Class
XII or sitting for the final examina-
tion next year, you should read all
about five of the most exciting career
options you could think of taking up:

FASHION AND DESIGN
Fashion industry is not an alien

concept anymore as far as the average
Indian Class XII pass student is con-
cerned. In fact, many of the young girls
and boys know more about the fash-
ion trends and designer-wear in com-
parison to their contemporaries from
the past decades. The vast challenges
that this industry throws at a new-
comer can help you really shine if you
are strong-headed and abundantly

creative. There are so many roles you
can play after completing this course,
such as fashion designer, fashion illus-
trator, fashion stylist, fashion coordi-
nator, etc. With such prestigious fash-
ion colleges now operating in the
country and ever-increasing chances
of an overseas education in fashion and
design, it is no surprise that more and
more Indian students are finding it eas-
ier to think of making fashion & design
a career for life.

EVENT MANAGEMENT
Event Management industry sin-

gle-handedly offers the most exciting
career opportunities to students on
the verge of making a career choice.
With so much happening around, be
it stage shows, conferences, concerts,
seminars, theme parties, product
launches, press conferences, wed-
dings, exhibitions and corporate
events, there is so much to do for
someone who has studied event man-
agement in college. You just need to
have passion for organising events and
a keen eye for detail so that everything
runs smoothly. Once you finish this
course, you can have multiple job
opportunities such as event planner,
stage decorator, wedding planner,
logistics manager, etc.

APP DEVELOPER
The world is running on mobile

applications these days and everything
has an app version. The way this
ecosystem is working, through tech-
nologies like Internet of Things,
Blockchain, AI, Machine Learning,
etc, there is going to be a higher
demand for app developers now than
ever before. With the software enter-
ing into every nook and corner of the
world, this professional choice is
already shooting through the skies in
terms of popularity. You can choose
to be an iOS or Android developer
after you finish your course and
look forward to a substantial first
salary!

CONTENT WRITER
If there is one professional career

option that has gained the maximum
traction in the past one year, despite
pandemic, it is the field of freelance
content writing. Freelance because
more and more people have joined the
work-from-home workforce for obvi-
ous reasons. So, with that, there is an
added lure to this career choice. You
need to possess a fairly good writing
acumen, language skills and hunger
for knowledge because in whatever
you write about, you need to have the

industry knowledge beforehand,
which is what the client demands.
Moreover, with professional content
writing courses, short-term as well as
long-term, being run in various uni-
versities and colleges these days,
there is no dearth of learning oppor-
tunities.

JOURNALISM
Journalists are professionally

trained eyes & ears of the society and
lately, this is an area to grow expo-
nentially, in terms of opportunities as
well as remunerations. Finishing a
journalism course from a good col-
lege opens up job opportunities for
you in newspapers, magazines, TV
channels, blogs, social media, radio,
etc. So, you see, if you have that fire
to bring a change into the society with
the help of a pen, keyboard or a
microphone, going down this path
will not only give you a career, it might
also give you job satisfaction at the
end of the day.

The career choices that you make
today, decide what kind of life you are
going to lead tomorrow. If any of these
career options rock your boat, start
preparing today!
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Great Learning, a leading
global ed-tech company

for professional and higher
education, in collaboration
with the National University of
Singapore (NUS) Business
School, has announced the
launch of two executive edu-
cation programmes: Future
Leaders Programme (FLP) and
Practical Decision Making
Using Data Science
Programme (PDDS). 

NUS Business School is
known for providing manage-
ment thought leadership from

an Asian perspective, enabling
its students and corporate part-
ners to leverage global knowl-
edge and Asian insights. The
school has consistently received
top rankings in the Asia-Pacific
region by independent publi-
cations and agencies, such as
The Financial Times, Economist
Intelligence Unit, and QS Top
MBA, in recognition of the
quality of its programmes, fac-
ulty research and graduates.

The Future Leaders
Programme is designed for
first-time and middle managers
who aspire to build their lead-
ership skills, and entrepreneurs
who need to lead as they scale
up their organisations.

The three-month online
programme focuses on pro-
fessional growth, developing
self-awareness and tangible
skills in learners that can be
applied to real-world situa-

tions. 
The Practical Decision

Making Using Data Science
Programme is best suited for
mid to senior managers who
have a strong understanding of
their respective domains and
wish to learn analytics to aid
their decision-making skills.

It provides an in-depth
and comprehensive journey
in Data Science from the lens
of a business manager. 
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In recognition of the need to
facilitate career guidance

for young learners, the UK's
leading personalised career
guidance programme is
launching in India.
LaunchMyCareer (LMC) has
unveiled a first-of-its-kind
career focused program for
schools.  The platform
promises to help young learn-

ers discover their interests,
identify their potential, learn
workplace readiness skills
and apply these in real life.
From nurturing young peo-
ples’ skills and aptitudes to
providing them age-appro-
priate exposure to career
knowledge, LaunchMyCareer
helps students make informed
career decisions. 

Most learners are over-
whelmed and confused about

what career they want to pur-
sue, and how to be what they
want to be. However, everyone
is looking for career success.
True career success is an amal-
gamation of financial stability
and job satisfaction. 

This can be achieved when
one is able to map interests and
skills with available opportu-
nities. LaunchMyCareer brings
forth a unique gamified expe-
rience to enable young people

the chance to explore career
possibilities through a journey
of self-discovery, harmonising
interests with future careers
and helping them to acquire
requisite skills. 

The platform brings
together educators, counsellors
and experts to steer students
along a career roadmap, under
parental guidance, in a sys-
tematic, experiential and
engaging way. 

Industry visits have become
an essential part of students
pursuing a professional

degree or course. The Indian
education system has witnessed
immense transformation over
the last few years, with more
importance being given to
hands-on training. The
approach for delivering quality
education has changed with
time for the Indian universities,
and industry visits have become
a part of the curriculum for
many courses.

Industry visits have become
the norm for courses ranging
from Engineering to
Management in a number of
institutes. A number of institu-
tions now give grades and atten-
dance on industry visits to stu-
dents. The reason behind the
popularity of industry visits is
due to the fact that it exposes
students to gain the practical
knowledge on their subject
which even their textbooks can’t
provide. There are several other
advantages attached to such vis-
its – but, before we move on, let’s
take a look at what exactly are
industry visits: 

Industry visits give students
an insight regarding the internal
working of companies. Just hav-
ing a theoretical knowledge
about a subject is not enough for
making a good professional
career. With an aim to go
beyond academics, industrial
visits provide students with a
practical perspective on the
internal working in a company. 

The students are provided
with the opportunities to gain an
in-depth knowledge of the pro-

cedures and techniques fol-
lowed throughout in the com-
pany. Also, the students attain an
understanding of the work cul-
ture of the industry they have
been taken to, followed with an
opportunity to analyse the man-
agement essentials. The indus-
try visits are not limited to only
engineering – nowadays, man-
agement students are being
actively taken to industries to
help them get a hold of man-
agement concepts.

BENEFITS:
Not everything that is essen-

tial to be learnt by students can
be delivered by in the classroom.
There are several practical
aspects which require a hands-
on experience for a student to
elucidate the understanding of
the facts and concepts. Industrial

visits transform the concepts
into action which in turn, facil-
itate the attainment of hands-on
experiential awareness. The ben-
efits are not limited to mere
practical exposure. Below men-
tioned are the advantages which
students enjoy during industri-
al visits:
� The detailed information on

the functioning of industries
can only be experienced
after visiting one. The visits
are extremely helpful for
students to embed hands-on
understanding of the effec-
tive functioning of an organ-
isation.

� The industry visits offer an
opportunity to students to
engage in a conversation
with the professionals. This,
in turn, helps students
improve their communica-

tion and interpersonal skills.
Also, the students get a
chance to establish a con-
nection with experts, which
could be helpful in place-
ments.

� There are certain myths
which have been prevalent
for years, in terms of man-
agement and other aspects
based on the entire func-
tionality of the industries.
Industry visits provide an
opportunity for students to
gain insight into actual prac-
tices in a work-place. The
students get an enhanced
outlook on the practices fol-
lowed by the companies to
ensure effective operations
and how they manage their
workforces.

� The industry visits are not
limited to the attainment of
practical knowledge, but, it
also plays an essential role in
identifying an interest area
for the students. During the
visit, they go through dif-
ferent departments and thus,
they get an idea about dif-
ferent roles and what they
entail. Students can get clar-
ity of what exactly a job func-
tions required to be per-
formed in a specific profile.  
Industry visits are slowly

becoming mandatory in leading
institutes in India, as it gives stu-
dents a chance to enhance their
practical knowledge. Nowadays,
students actively participate in
industry visits in a bid to under-
stand the workings of an organ-
isation.
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The modern life we live these days is
highly dependent on online services.

Hence, having a clear understanding of
cybersecurity threats is extremely vital.
Additionally, since most of the data is now
stored on servers and clouds across the
globe, applications of cybersecurity in our
day-to-day lives has caused a vast explo-
sion of careers in this field. Owing to this,
the importance of courses revolving
around cybersecurity is gaining high
prominence.

There are many institutes offering the
best cyber security courses and to make
your choice a little simpler, we list down
the best five institutes for cybersecurity.
If you are aspiring to carve a career path
out of this, you may definitely want to
consider these courses.

Henry Harvin: The cybersecurity
course offered by India’s leading Ed-tech
company — Henry Harvin takes you
through various modules of cyber secu-
rity thus adding stars to one’s portfolio.
The course explains in detail the mean-
ing, purpose, scope, applications of
cybersecurity. The course also deep dives
into cloud security, date & endpoint secu-
rity along with application security to
train the professionals with every aspect
of the course.

This extensive training session
acquaints the pursuant with the best skills
and knowledge transferred by experi-
enced professionals and helps you attain
the title of a qualified cybersecurity pro-
fessional.

Intellipaat: This PG certification in
Cyber Security & Ethical Hacking by
E&ICT Academy, MNIT Jaipur in col-
laboration with the EC-Council aims to
provide extensive training on Cyber

Security concepts including risk analysis
and mitigation, data security, cloud-
based security, ethical hacking, etc. The
course is designed by the top faculty at
MNIT & industry expert to help you gain
relevant skills required by the Industry
and land you in your dream job.

Simplilearn: The cybersecurity
expert master’s programme equips you
with the skills needed to become an
expert in this rapidly growing domain.
The course allows you to learn compre-
hensive approaches to protect your infra-
structure, including securing data and
information, running risk analysis and
mitigation, architecting cloud-based secu-
rity, achieving compliance and much
more with this best-in-class programme.

Great Learning: This cybersecurity
course navigates the pursuant through the
foundations and skills necessary to build
a successful cybersecurity career. In addi-

tion to security objectives basics like con-
fidentiality, integrity, non-repudiation and
authentication one also gets to exploit the
vulnerabilities. By using secure systems,
and design methodology, the applicant also
learns about primary security breaches that
might occur over the years and thus makes
you eligible for building the countermea-
sures for the same.

Edureka: Cybersecurity certifica-
tion training by Edureka allows one to
learn cybersecurity concepts from scratch.
Throughout the online cybersecurity
training, the students get to learn impor-
tant concepts such as ethical hacking,
cryptography, computer networks &
security, application security, idAM (iden-
tity & access management), vulnerabili-
ty analysis, malware threats, sniffing, SQL
injection, DoS, session hijacking, and var-
ious security practices for businesses
along with hands-on demonstrations.
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The University of Sheffield,

UK invites applications for
the MSc Pharmaceutical
Engineering course starting in
September 2022.

The MSc gives you hands-
on experience of an industrial-
scale continuous powder pro-
cessing plant, and develops
the knowledge and skills you
need to stand out in the glob-
al pharma market.

This programme has been
developed taking into consid-
eration the requirements of
the global pharmaceutical
industry. You will learn about:
the science and application of
products, oral drug delivery,
the production of medicines
and new technologies.

Duration: One year
Eligibility: Holders of a

three-year bachelor degree with
a minimum of 60 per cent or
first class in science, technol-
ogy and engineering from a
reputable university. Overall
IELTS score of 6.5 with a min-
imum of 6.0 in each compo-
nent, or equivalent. 

How to apply: Log on to
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/post
g r a d u a t e / t a u g h t / c o u r s -
es/2021/pharmaceutical-engi-
neering-msc or cbe-
msc@sheffield.ac.uk.

�,	����+�	���
Offered by the Coller

School of Management at Tel
Aviv University, the Sofaer
Global MBA is the flagship
one-year full-time MBA
focused on New Venture
Creation, Innovation, and
Entrepreneurship. 

It is designed for students
with professional ambitions
ranging from founding ven-
tures, building start-ups, and
leading innovative processes in
multinational companies. The
programme’s curriculum com-
bines a foundational core with
a wide variety of advanced
courses focused on entrepre-
neurship and innovation.

The programme is struc-
tured to be experiential along-
side classroom learning that
brings together theory and
practice and simultaneously

g u i d e s
students with opportunities to
develop their own start-up in
sectors as Agri-tech, fintech,
and wearables. 

Eligibility : The pro-
gramme is open to all who have
obtained or are about to obtain
a completed under-graduate
degree from a recognised uni-
versity in India. The students
are required to have a GPA of
at least 3.0 on a 4.0 scale or 75
on a scale of 100. Applicants
with lower final grades should
still apply; the admissions com-
mittee takes candidates’ full
applications into considera-
tion.

Students are also required
to submit their GMAT/GRE
scores along with clearing
scores for English language
proficiency.

How to Apply: Log on to
https://international.tau.ac.il/So
faer_Global_MBA.
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The University of Sheffield,

UK is inviting applications for
its MSc Data Analytics course
starting in September 2021.
This course will develop your
skills in analysing big data sets
so that you can transform the
information into actionable
knowledge.

Duration: One year
Eligibility: Holders of a

three-year bachelor degree with
a minimum of 60 per cent or
first class from a reputable
university in a numerate disci-
pline (computer science, math-
ematics, economics, engineer-
ing, physics, chemistry).
Overall IELTS score of 6.5
with a minimum of 6.0 in
each component, or equivalent.

How to apply: Log on to
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/post
g r a d u a t e / t a u g h t / c o u r s -
es/2021/data-analytics-msc or
msc-compsci@sheffield.ac.uk.
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You are looking to study abroad?
Consider the following: Why
apply now? Why this course and

university? Why do you want to move
abroad for your degree? What are your
future goals? How do the university and
your chosen program align with these?
Do you know what you want from this
experience?

If you have failed to answer any of
these questions, not even an outstand-
ing GPA will secure that coveted college
spot for you. University admissions are
not merely an exercise in form-filling,
in which you would mechanically list
your achievements; this is an intro-
spective and constantly evolving process.
One of the first things you would need
to do is set aside some time to ponder
these questions and the research uni-
versities that match your expectations.  

In India, students instinctively reach
out to their immediate network for
advice or follow a gut feeling. The dan-
ger this poses is that there is a surfeit of
information on the web, not all of which
is accurate or even relevant to your pro-
file. Confronted with so many choices
and opinions, it is crucial to acquaint
yourself with the science of making intel-
ligent decisions. Here are tools to help
you choose better. 

Academic strength: The universi-
ties you choose should ideally be glob-
al leaders in the field of your choice. If
the institution specialies in that disci-
pline, you can rest assured that you will
be immersed in a competitive, cutting-
edge, and quality-driven environment
with like-minded peers. Research the
courses that the university offers. If you
would like a tailored, mixed curriculum,
or a course that incorporates an equal
amount of practical and theoretical
modules, pick the universities that give
you that flexibility. If you are interested
in the university’s research strengths,
find out where its faculty expertise lies
and if this relates to your academic goals.

Prospects: Look at the university’s
recruitment data. This will help you get
a better idea of life after graduation.
Alumni connections via LinkedIn will
provide an insider view. There are also
university career services and fairs, as
well as internship or professional pro-

ject opportunities, that many schools
offer; if gaining professional experience
alongside your degree is a priority for
you, choose accordingly.

Social life: This may not seem like
the most important part of your deci-
sion-making process, but its value is
often understated. Your peer community
will be a considerable part of your stu-
dent life, and the experiences you have
via student clubs, societies, and events
can be formative and inspiring. The
informal network you build is a much
more personal way to network and learn
about potential opportunities. Another
aspect you would be taking into account
is its location, your accommodation, and
access to the city’s industry contacts and
cultural scene.

Don’t go overboard. We recommend
listing not over seven schools for a PG
shortlist, and not more than 15 for
undergraduate. Divide these further
into aspirational and safe schools — uni-
versities you feel confident about and
consider your chances of gaining admis-
sion. However, keep your expectations
realistic and be prepared for failure.
College rejections are a tough but
healthy way of learning that you are
entering into a competitive, globally
involved space. A story of failure may
just provide you with that extra moti-
vation for your next attempt.
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To recognise academic
achievement, the
University of

Strathclyde’s (Glasgow)
Dean’s International
Excellence Award-
Postgraduate Taught offers
all qualified international PG
students pursuing a Masters a
merit based scholarship. The
amount of £4,000 is towards
the first year of tuition fees of
a full-time Masters, EdD
Education or one-year MRes
programme in the Faculty of
Humanities and Social
Sciences.

Number of scholarships:
70

Duration: One year
Eligibility: Candidates

must: Be available to com-
mence their academic studies
in the UK by the start of the
academic year in September-
October 2021.

Have an offer of study for
a full time, postgraduate,
Humanities and Social
Sciences programme at the
University of Strathclyde.

Have paid the tuition fee
deposit before 31 August
2021.

For more information
contact: Masters, PGDE,
MRes: hass-pg-
enquiries@strath.ac.uk; for
EdD Education: hass-post-
grad@strath.ac.uk

Application deadline:

Last date to apply is
August 31, 2021.

The University of
Melbourne, Australia invites
applications for its
Melbourne Mobility Awards.
International students can
apply.

Eligibiity: The candidate
must be enrolled at the uni-
versity in either an under
graduate or a graduate course-
work degree.

The applicant intends to
study overseas as part of a
University of Melbourne
Exchange or short-term pro-
gram or a University of
Melbourne subject with an
overseas component that will
be credited towards your
University of Melbourne
degree.

Supporting documents:
If applicants wants to apply for
a scholarship on the basis of
financial disadvantage, per-
sonal difficulties or disability
or medical condition, they will
be asked to provide support-
ing documents like Centre
link statement or medical cer-
tificates as part of the online
application.

Admission require-
ments: For taking admission,
applicants must have high
school certificates with a good
academic record.

How to apply: Applicants
must submit an online appli-
cation form.

Application deadline:
The last date to apply for the
awards is December 31, 2021

In the wake of the COVID-19
lockdown, the transition from
in-person classes to online

learning was facilitated by digital
educational platforms along with
online learning tools. Against
such a backdrop, it is now making
parents, teachers and students
wonder what the future of online
education is?

The future of online education
lies in the development of a holis-
tic platform that enhances the
teaching-learning experiences.
And, determined strides are being
made in this direction. 

Several ed-tech platforms are
offering a wide range of educa-
tional tools and learning materi-
als to students to learn while they
are stuck at home. These digital
platforms have evolved to provide
classroom-like experiences as they
enable real-time interaction
between students and teachers,
which is crucial for clearing doubts
or assigning homework, and so on. 

It must also be noted that edu-
cation comprises five pillars—
mentorship, self-learning tools,
effective doubt solutions, test and
feedback systems and a cus-

tomised performance improve-
ment plan. At the moment, the
platforms are mostly solving any
one of the following. However, the
future of online learning is expect-
ed to be a holistic one, with plat-
forms covering all five of them.

Looking at the trend, it isn’t a
secret that online learning will
become mainstream. Gradually,
schools are expected to adopt a
hybrid learning model in the new
normal era. In a hybrid model,
online as well as offline learners
can simultaneously attend the
class of a particular teacher. 

This will provide immense
flexibility in teaching and learning.
Hybrid learning also increases
the accessibility of education to
learners from even the remotest
areas. It improves their learning
experience through more cus-
tomized and interactive classes,
audio-visual lessons, and engaging
tutorials. These facilities can meet
the requirements of both online
and in-person learners. 

ONLINE SIMULATION TOOLS
Educational institutions that

cannot afford world-class labora-

tories can use online simulation
tools thereby giving students a
real-lab experience. In addition,
remote learning can be further
enhanced by the use of virtual labs.
In-depth virtual experiments can
also increase their understanding
of various equipment and exper-
imental processes. 

COMMUNITY LEARNING
Another benefit is the com-

munity learning that will act as the
key to solving doubts. In addition
to the faculty, peers and seniors
can guide in a moderated envi-
ronment. All in all, it will enhance
the exchange of new ideas, shar-
ing experiences, discussions, and
teamwork. 

ROLE OF EDTECH
It is therefore fair to mention

that several Edtech platforms have
emerged to make online learning
effortless. According to IBEF, in
2020, a total of $ 1.1 billion was
poured into the Edtech sector.
Another report by IBEF suggests
that the Edtech market in India is
expected to touch $10.4 billion by
2025. The data proves that ed-tech

is going to flourish further, mak-
ing online learning popular in the
years to come. These platforms
will be serving an array of advan-
tages.

They will continue to play an
important role in giving students
access to customised and inter-
esting e-content. Collaboration
of ed-tech start-ups with educa-
tional institutions is serving the
interest of both educators and
learners alike. Besides, the cours-
es are available in multiple lan-
guages to cater to the needs of
diverse sections of learners.
Teachers can create educational
content and share it with students
instantly. Through the use of
online grading tools, the evalua-
tion of the students' performance
can conveniently be done. 

Therefore, the future of online
learning appears bright mainly
because of rapid digitisation and
the advancements taking place in
the field of technology. Further,
modernisation of the education
sector will continue to happen to
raise the standard of the quality of
education in the country. 
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TUESDAY HIGHLIGHTS
�Athletics: Tajinder Pal
Singh Toor finished 13th in
men’s shot put qualification
group A, fails to qualify for
final.
Annu Rani finished 14th in
women’s javelin throw qual-
ification group A, fails to
advance to final.
�Hockey: India lost to
Belgium 2-5 in men’s semi-
final, will play for Bronze
medal.
�Wrestling: Sonam Malik
lost to Bolortuya
Khurelkhuu (Mongolia) after
2-2 scoreline in first round of
women’s freestyle 62kg event.

IN ACTION TODAY
�Athletics: Neeraj Chopra
in men’s javelin throw
Qualification Group A.
(05:35 am)
Shivpal Singh in men’s javelin
throw Qualification Group
B. (07:05 am)
�Boxing: Lovlina Borgohain
vs Busenaz Surmeneli
(Turkey) in women’s 69kg
semifinal 1. (11:00 am)
�Golf: Aditi Ashok and
Diksha Dagar in women’s
individual stroke play round
(05:55 am onwards)
�Hockey: India vs
Argentina in women’s semi-
final. (03:30 pm)
�Wrestling: Ravi Kumar vs
Oscar Eduardo Tigreros
(Colombia) in men’s freestyle
57kg. (4th bout after 08:00
am start)
Anshu Malik vs Iryna
Kurachkina (Belarus) in
women’s freestyle 57kg. (5th
bout after 08:00 am start)
Deepak Punia vs Ekerekeme
Agiomor (Nigeria) in men’s
freestyle 86kg. (8th bout
after 08:00am start)

Live on SONY TEN
& SIX Network
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Tokyo: A medal already
secured, Lovlina Borgohain
(69kg) will be in pursuit of
history when she takes on
reigning world champion
Busenaz Surmeneli of Turkey
in the Olympic semifinals
here on Wednesday, aiming to
become the first ever Indian
boxer to advance to the
Games final.

The 23-year-old from
Assam, who started her career
as a Muay Thai practitioner,
has become only the third
Indian boxer to ensure a podi-
um finish at the showpiece
after Vijender Singh (2008)
and M C Mary Kom (2012).

Hers is also the first
Olympic medal in boxing in
nine years and the aim now is
to reach where none before
her has reached, the finals.

“Since the bout is in the
afternoon, we have been train-
ing in the afternoon everyday
for the past two days,” nation-
al coach Mohammed Ali
Qamar said

on the eve of the crucial fight.
“As for Lovlina, all that

needs to be conveyed in terms
of strategy has been conveyed
to her and she is ready. These
two have never faced each
other before so it is an unchar-
tered territory for both of
them,” he added.

“She is very upbeat and
confident about a good per-
formance and I am sure she
will deliver.”

The boxer herself seemed
pretty clear about her path
ahead after the semifinal win
over former world champion
Nien-Chin Chen on the
Chinese Taipei.

“Medal to bas gold hota
hai, let me get that first,” she
had said after the historic tri-
umph which ensured that the
nine-strong Indian boxing

team that came
here has at least
one medal to
celebrate.

B o r g o h a i n
has shown remark-

able composure for a
debutant at the sport’s

biggest extravaganza.
And it is this poise that

might do the trick for her
against  the imposing

opponent from Turkey, who
is seeded top in the draw.

Surmeneli is also 23 and
has col lected two Gold
medals this year internation-
ally.

Borgohain is no novice
either and has secured two
world championship Bronze
medals so far in her career.
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Tokyo: Young Indian wrestler
Sonam Malik’s Olympic debut
ended with a first-round defeat
on criteria against Mongolia’s
Bolortuya Khurelkhuu in the
62kg category after the former
had adopted a defensive
approach on Tuesday.

The 19-year-old led the
bout 2-0 but the reigning Asian
Silver medallist Khurelkhuu
effected a take-down move
with just 35 seconds left in the
contest to level the score.

The score remained 2-2 till
the end but since it was the
Mongolian who scored the
last point with her move, she
was declared winner on crite-
ria.

The Mongolian was later
outplayed by Bulgaria’s Tayeb
Mustafa Yusein, the second
seed and 2018 world champi-
on, the result spelling the
ouster of the Indian wrestler.

“Sonam was definitely a

better wrestler than the
Mongolian but she made a
mistake by being over defen-
sive. That was a mistake.
Nevertheless, she has got big-
stage experience,” Sonam’s
coach Ajmer Malik said. 
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Indian wrestler Ravi Dahiya
on Tuesday got a good draw as
he will open his 57kg campaign
against Colombia’s Tigreros
Urbano and going by form, he
should not face much difficul-
ty in reaching at least the semi-
finals.

In the men’s freestyle 86kg,
Deepak Punia is pitted against
Nigeria’s Ekerekeme Agiomor,
the African championship
Bronze medallist.

Meanwhile, the 19-year-old
Anshu Malik has got a difficult
opener as she has drawn
European champion Irina

Tokyo: Asian record holder
shot putter Tajinder Pal Singh
Toor and javelin thrower Annu
Rani failed to qualify for the
final rounds of their respective
events following below-par per-
formances at the Olympics on
Tuesday.

The 26-year-old Toor,
who was expected to at
least make the finals, failed
to live up to the expecta-
tions as he could only
manage one legal
throw of 19.99m, in
his first attempt, to
finish 13th out of 16
competitors in qualifi-
cation A. 

Competing with a
heavily bandaged shoul-
der, his next two throws
were fouls. Every partici-
pant gets only three
attempts in the qualifica-
tion round.

The below-par show
meant that Toor made an
exit even before the start
of second qualification.

Those who cleared
21.20m or at least 12 best
performers from the two

qualifying rounds made the
final cut.

Toor had qualified for
Olympics with a personal best
of 21.49m and had he managed
to achieve that, he would have
been an automatic qualifier to
the finals.

In the women’s javelin
throw, national record holder
Rani was even worse as she fin-
ished 14th and last in qualifica-
tion A with a best third round
throw of 54.04m, which was
well below her personal best of
63.24m. Rani, who qualified for
the Olympics on the basis of her

world rankings eventually
ended at 29th and last after

the two qualifying rounds.
Her two other

throws were 50.35m
and 53.19m.

Those who
breach the

a u t o m a t i c
qu a l i f y ing
mark of 63m
or at least 12
best perform-

ers make it to
the finals.
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The 2-5 loss to Belgium in
the Olympic semifinals
on Tuesday is disappoint-

ing but Indian men’s hockey
team captain Manpreet Singh
and star custodian P R Sreejesh
said the side has no time to
dwell on the heartbreak as it has
to refocus for the Bronze medal
play-off on Thursday.

The eight-time winners of
Olympic Gold, the last of which
came way back in 1980, fell
short against world champions
Belgium, losing 2-5 in the semi-
finals here on Tuesday.

“It is really hard for me right
now because we came with a
winning mindset, but unfortu-
nately we didn’t win the match.
Now we need to focus on our
next Bronze-medal match and
we need to work and we need
to get the medal,” Manpreet said
after the loss.

“It’s a great honour for us
reaching the semifinal after a
long time, but now I think we
need to focus because the next
match is going to be really
important for us. At least we
should win a Bronze medal for
the nation,” he added.

The skipper said having
toiled hard for the last five
years to reach this level, India
deserved a better result on
Tuesday.

“It’s always been hard work
and togetherness. This team has
been together for the last four
or five years. We have worked

really hard to be reaching this
level. We deserve better, and
unfortunately we couldn’t get it
today.”

Sreejesh agreed with his
skipper and said the loss against
Belgium is a thing of the past
now and the team needs to
focus on returning home with
a medal from here.

“Disappointed, but you
don’t have time to worry about
that. You need to forget about
that and think about the future.
Now we still have a chance to

win a medal and that’s more
important for us than crying at
this time,” he said.

“It’s more important for us
to think about the future, watch
the match, think about where
we lost, where we committed
the mistakes, rectify that, and
move on,” added.

Senior India defender
Rupinder Pal Singh too feels
that all is not lost in the ongo-
ing Games for them.

“Of course it’s heartbreak-
ing for us, reaching the semifi-

nal after 41 years and we were
here to win a Gold medal. That
was our aim, but we lost today.
The great thing is we have a
chance to finish third in the next
game so we will focus on that,”
he said.

Rupinder believes a medal
from Tokyo will be big for the
sport back in the country.

“If we win that, it’s going to
be for us only. Of course there
are a lot of people behind this
and supporting us. But we are
going to win for us first and then

(everyone else). That’s a great
motivation, too,” the tall drag-
flcker said.

Rupinder credited team’s
self belief for its success in
Tokyo.

“That’s the hard work
behind it and the belief. That’s
the most important thing
behind (us) reaching here. I feel
like the younger guys are work-
ing really hard for us and we are

converting good chances.
“We need to work hard for

the next game.”
India will face Germany, in

the Bronze medal play-off
match on Thursday. 
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Tokyo: A historic feat already
achieved, a rampaging Indian
women’s hockey team would
aim for more glory when it
takes on mighty but beatable
Argentina in the semifinals of
the Olympic Games here on
Wednesday.

A bunch of 16 fearless and
determined Indian women did
the unthinkable when they
stunned three-time champi-
ons Australia 1-0 on Monday  to
enter the Olympic semifinals for
the first time.

Come Wednesday, the
Indian women would look to
surpass the achievements of
their more-admired male coun-
terparts here by reaching their
first-ever Olympic final.

By virtue of their perfor-
mances here, the Indian
women’s team also got a major
boost when it jumped to sev-
enth in world rankings, their
best-ever ranking.

But in world No 2
Argentina, the Indian women
will up against tough opponents
who are hungry for Olympic
success after missing out in Rio
five years back.

The Indian defence, led by
goalkeeper Savita, had a brilliant
outing against the Australians,
stoutly defending their 22nd
minute goal to register the nar-
row win.

The likes of Gurjit, Deep
Grace Ekka, Monika and Udita
will have to come up with sim-
ilar efforts to stop the Las
Leonas, who will be eyeing their
maiden Olympic Gold here.

The Argentina women

have won two Silver medals at
the 2000 Sydney and 2012
London Games but a Gold has
eluded them.

And they are on course for
the yellow metal after reaching
the semifinals for the first time
since 2012, stunning 2016
Olympic Bronze medallist
Germany 3-0. But having reg-
istered three wins on the trot
after as many loses, the momen-
tum is in India’s favour.
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The toughest four months of
Virat Kohli’s eventful lead-

ership career start here on
Wednesday when his strategic
acumen will be tested while
selecting a perfect Indian com-
bination to take on a good
England side in the first Test of
a five-match series.

Kohli announced his play-
ing XI for the World Test
Championship final against
New Zealand couple of days
before the game and drew flak
for not respecting the condi-
tions.

However, on Wednesday,
he will have to think overtime
about the balance of his squad
with a long tail, often bushy
with runs, and just two open-
ers — one untested (Rohit
Sharma) but very capable and
another supremely talented
(KL Rahul) but highly reluc-
tant starter.

Rahul, with 2000 plus Test
runs, looks a logical choice to
partner Rohit after Mayank
Agarwal’s concussion but the

lack of Hardik Pandya and the
utility of two specialist spinners
does come into the question.

Rahul’s hundred in the
last First-Class game and ade-
quate preparation time would
keep him in good head space.

He was also in fine form
during the intra-squad match
and perhaps would fancy the
idea of game time irrespective
of his slot rather than wearing
a red India bib and  carrying

drinks.
India have been a formi-

dable side at home where they
have demolished one opposi-
tion after another on spinner-
friendly pitches and their lion-
hearted efforts in Australia
have added to the legend.

But if one looks at this
team’s performance in
England, India have lost 11 out
of 14 Tests across the last
three tours with Mahendra

Singh Dhoni being captain in
two of them.

Kohli was a part of the
2014 team when it lost 1-3 and
the then vice-captain had a
torrid time with the bat.

He came back determined
in 2018, scored truckloads of
runs but a poor team choice at
the Lord’s and one bad batting
session in Southampton meant
that under him, India lost 1-4.

As the Indian captain
walks out with his band of
men against a side that has two
artists of red Dukes at work in
James Anderson and Stuart
Broad.

The veterans will be com-
plemented by one of the
world’s fastest bowlers in Mark
Wood and a smart apprentice
in Ollie Robinson.

The job for Kohli and his
seasoned top-order would be
easier said than done on a
grassy Trent Bridge pitch.

SQUADS
India: Virat Kohli (c), Rohit
Sharma, Cheteshwar Pujara,
Ajinkya Rahane, Hanuma

Vihari, Rishabh Pant (wk), R
Ashwin, Ravindra Jadeja, Axar
Patel, Jasprit Bumrah, Ishant
Sharma, Shami, Siraj, Shardul
Thakur, Umesh Yadav, KL
Rahul, Wriddhiman Saha (wk),
Abhimanyu Easwaran.
England: Joe Root (c), James
Anderson, Jonny Bairstow,
Dom Bess, Stuart Broad, Rory
Burns, Jos Buttler, Zak Crawley,
Sam Curran, Haseeb Hameed,
Dan Lawrence, Jack Leach,
Ollie Pope, Ollie Robinson,
Dom Sibley, Mark Wood.

‘LEAVE PUJARA ALONE’
India captain Virat Kohli

wants critics of Cheteshwar
Pujara’s batting to leave him
alone as he strongly believes
that it is up to individuals to
figure out the ‘drawbacks’ in
their game. Pujara is India’s
second highest Test run-getter
in the current team after skip-
per Kohli with 6000 plus runs
(6267) in 86 matches but has
often been accused of playing
an ultra-defensive game which
increases pressure on bats-
men who follow.
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New Delhi: Sports Minister
Anurag Thakur on Tuesday
hailed PV Sindhu as a sporting
icon and one of the ‘greatest
Olympians’ the country has
ever produced after she
returned to the country to a
warm reception following her
Bronze-medal winning feat at
the Tokyo Games.

The 26-year-old from
Hyderabad was accorded a
warm welcome when she
returned to India on Tuesday.

“PV Sindhu is amongst
India’s greatest Olympians. She
is India’s icon, inspiration and
has caught the imagination of
every Indian who dreams of
playing for the country,”
Thakur said after felicitating
Sindhu and her Korean coach
Park Tae-Sang here.

“Her incredible achieve-
ment — that of winning two
Olympic medals in two consec-

utive Olympic Games will
inspire a generation of budding
athletes.” PTI
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Tokyo: Simone Biles’ nightmare
Olympics concluded with the US
gymnastics superstar returning
in the beam final on Tuesday,
declaring “I did it for me” after
taking Bronze behind Chinese
teenager Guan Chenchen. It
was Biles’ first taste of competi-
tion in Tokyo since dramatical-
ly standing down during the
women’s team final,
struggling with the
‘twisties’.

“I was just happy to
be able to perform
regardless of the outcome.
“I wasn’t expecting to walk
away with the medal, I was
just doing this for me,” said
Biles. “I did this for me and me
only. I just went out there and
had fun.” After also withdrawing
from the first three apparatus
finals in the uneven bars, vault
and floor, she said she had only
been cleared to compete in the
beam on Monday night. “We
almost missed the deadline!” she
disclosed, adding: “Just to have
one more opportunity to com-
pete at the Olympic Games
meant the world. AFP
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Tokyo: Norway’s Karsten
Warholm shattered the
world record to claim Gold
in an epic 400m hurdles on
Tuesday as Germany’s
Malaika Mihambo soared
to victory in the long jump.

The 25-year-old
stormed over the line in an
incredible 45.94 seconds,
slicing a massive 0.8sec off
his own world mark of 46.70
set in Oslo last month.

Long-time USA rival
Rai Benjamin pushed
Warholm hard in the home
straight and took Silver in
another blistering time of
46.17sec, the second fastest
in history.

It was the dramatic final
act of an entertaining morn-
ing session on day five of the
athletics competition that
produced a Gold for German
long-jumper Mihambo in a
classic duel with 2012 Gold
medallist and four-time world
champion Brittney Reese of
the United States. AFP
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Tokyo: Spain will play reign-
ing champions Brazil in the
Olympic men’s football final
after Marco Asensio’s superb
extra-time winner on Tuesday
secured a 1-0 victory over host
nation Japan in Saitama.

The Real Madrid winger
came off the bench as a sub-
stitute and curled in a terrif-
ic strike in the 115th minute,
sending Spain through to a
first Olympic final since they
finished runners-up at the
2000 Games in Sydney.

Japan will take on Mexico
in Friday’s Bronze medal
match. Mexico lost 4-1 on
penalties to Brazil in Kashima
following 120 goalless min-
utes. AFP
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Tokyo: Jamaica’s Elaine
Thompson-Herah made
Olympic history in Tokyo
Tuesday, blazing to victory in the
200 metres to complete an
unprecedented women’s sprint-
ing ‘double-double’.

Thompson-Herah, the 2016
Olympics 100m and 200m Gold
medallist who successfully
defended her 100m title on
Saturday, bagged a record fourth
individual Gold after storming
home in a blistering 21.53sec.

Thompson-Herah’s time
was the second fastest in histo-
ry after Florence Griffith Joyner’s
world record of 21.34sec set at
the 1988 Seoul Olympics. AFP
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